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Up, wanderer in the wild 1 and come away, 
Lbng is the journey yet, and long the fray_;_ 
~houEh~~~ving now in desert places, 
Tb.ere lies a _great wide road before our faces .... 
1\ --Hayim Nachman Bialik 
:i 
I 
The water had been warmer than the air, and Nathan 
shivered as he took his jeans from the rock where he had 
tossed them a short time before. The heat of the sun was 
j n the faded blue cloth, and it felt g9:od as it settled 
an the dampness of his body. He pulled his shirt on and 
t egan to run up the trail from the shore, feeling his blood 
tingle and watching his shadow as it dodged along before 
b im over the sunlit grass. 
He ran until the sweat stood out on his lean brown 
:orehead and it hurt him to breathe. Then he slowed down 
o an easy jog, and from a jog to a walk. The air was 
r.:'ry and comfortable, and the perspiration evaporated 
l 
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\quickly, leaving him feeling light and strong. He 
whistled as he walked the path around the lake, quick, 
li 
pameless tunes such as fifteen-year-old boys have whistled 
I fas long as there have been birds to imitate. 
He climbed the stone wall which:marked the end of 
~he forest and the official beginning of Greenets farm, 
!\1 . . t .1 1 t th 1\,1 earlng l easl y, a ong, oo- 'in sapling of a boy, 
~ark and ingrovm in appearance, looking a curious combi-
r,lation of .American woodsman and German Jew. 
i\ Shortly after he had entered Greene's property he 
E~opped whistling and stood motionless, for the babble of 
~oices had come to his ears, and old man Greene had been 
,[ 
k:hown to go so far as to fill the air around trespassers 
t 
o 1 his place with no.2 buckshot. But in the quiet of 
t~e country sound travels quickly, and no one seemed to 
b nearby. He waited for a few seconds, and then continued 
o ~ his way. 
\\ Just before the wooded area ended in scrawny scrub 
o k, and a half-mile of flat, lush meadowland began, 
II 
t~ere was a giant of a tree, a huge split oak, disfigured 
add scarred by countless bouts with lightning, and holding 
stspended from the end of one of its topmost boughs an 
object dear to Nathant s heart. He had watched the same 
or~oles for three years, spending breathless hours 
ob~erving howfuey carried bits of straw and chaff in the 
H 
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job of fashioning the deep, baglike nests in 
they lived. Now it was just about time for the eggs 
in the nest, and he wanted to see them. He leaped 
and grasped the lowest branch of':·the tree, and swung 
s body up into its leafiness. He climbed quickly and 
thout fear, and it was not long before he was looking 
into the nest, marvelling at the eggs, They were 
white and pink, and Nathan had seen others like 
a dozen times, but always he felt the same awe when 
looked at them. 
He had almost reached the ground when he heard the 
oices, and when the first stone went plowing through 
he foliage above him he froze, thinking that old man 
ene had seen him and had come to chase him away. Then 
heard the girlish treble and the young tenor of the 
and he relaxed. 
11Youtre not even coming close, Charlie1 11 the girl 
11You couldn't hit that old crowt s nest in a million 
Watch how I do it l t1 
Nathan could tell from the squealing which followed 
the girl's rock had come close to hitting the nest. 
rock tore its way through the foliage and thumped 
~=~=~-~ot the broader limbs as it dropped. With every 
Nathan felt more angry. He was just about to shout 
the rock hit him on the head. It had been slowed-up, 
3 
-- but it was sharp enough to hurt when it struck, and in-
!Voluntarily he loosened his grip and started to fall, 
scraping against the two lower limbs while he yelled at 
the top of his lungs. 
He landed with a thump which knocked the wind out 
of his body, and he lay Writhing on the ground, gasping 
for breath in a welter of oak leaves and bits of twig, 
with scratches on his arms and shoulders and the blood 
wet on his cheek from the wound just above his hairline. 
A shont boy with angry-red hair and a blonde girl 
whose freckles stood out against her white face looked at 
him in speechless fear; then the boy blurted, f1He's dead. 
Itt s the J"ew, Kim, and you've killed himl11 
Finally, Nathan's gulping succeeded in forcing some 
air down his gullet, and he sucked in gratefully. He 
looked at the two standing over him. "Hhooh •• hh •• 
Goddam foolsJ •• 11 
The girl allowed a slow sigh of relief to escape 
her lips. 11 0f course he t s not dead, 11 she said, turning 
to her companion. 11 Charlie, you run down to Mr. Greene t s 
place and fill my bathing cap with water and get some 
arnica. u . Nathan ®rambled to his feet as the other boy 
prepared to obey. 11 No, you don ttl 11 he said. 11What do 
,you wro~t to do, have old Greene give you some water and 
4 
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!then turn us in :for trespassing?n He raked the other 
i 
~wo with eyes sharp with scorn. 11What a couple of' boobs I 
I . 
:,egglng rocks at an oriole t s nest, in the :first placel 11 
They looked at each other uncomf'ortably. '·1It t s a 
, rowt s nest, 11 Charlie began, 11 and anyhow •• rr 
niiook,tr Nathan said, Ha craw's nest is made like an 
~rdinary nest, see? Just a basket of' twigs and straw and I . 
~tuf'f'. But an oriole's nest is made like a bag, get it? 
lnd it's hung :from the end of' the branch. A crow' s nest 
·s liable to be near the crotch. And an oriole most of' 
~he time builds higher than a crow. You dontt know much 
I . 
pf' anything, do you? 11 
Charlie Macintyre shuf'f'led his :feet uncomf'ortably. 
~e had red hair and he hated to be baited. He looked 
,..award his companion in silent appeal. 
She claared her throat. 11Why dontt you come over to 
p.y house with us? 11 she asked. rrDoc Mallin is my uncle, 
bd he can look at the cut in your head. 11 
I Nathan stared at her. The light blonde hair pulled 
~ack :from her :freckled :face was the color of' the moon on 
I ~rosty winter riights. 
11 Go suck eggs,n he said. 
She looked at him :for a moment. Then she whirled. 
rGo on and die, then, 11 she cried as she trotted of':f with 
~harlie at her heels. Nathan grinned as he watched the 
5 
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~oyts red head bobbing close behind and below the girl's 
!Yellow thatch. 
Then the grin faded from his lips as his head throbbed, 
and he felt dizzy. He sat under the oak tree long enough 
~o insure the other two a good head start, and then rose 
carefully. It would take him a long time to make his way 
around the perimeter of the lake. But first he would 
~ave to find some water and bathe some of the encrusted 
~load from his face. He couldn't let Pa see him looking 
as if he had bled for hours. Pa would be frightened 
enough. 
The letters on the window of the tailor shop read 
~ ILOR. Nathan had knocked the A off when he was nine 
~ears old. At the space in the window which should 
fr'ightfully have belonged to the missing letter, he pressed 
~s nose against the glass and peered in at his working 
father. Moishe Holoff w~s a little man. But when seen 
in the confines of his tiny tailor shop he was in complete 
~roportion, and when on occasion he opened his mouth and 
began to talk, Nathan knew that he was an impressive 
personage. Gold-rimmed spectacles worn on the'tip of a 
small, rounded nose combined with a full head of hair 
and the beard to give an impression of erudition that was 
1
,;not misleading. 
6 
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His hands, small, white, square and strongly made, 
•ere the hands of a craftsman; and Moishe Holoff loved 
lis craft. To him the bolts of cloth which lay in seeming 
confusion all about his little shop had different person-
flities. The heavy flannel, droopy and slow-moving, was 
f child overgrown; tweed was fast-talking and whimsically 
cry, with a small brown mustache; gabardine was an effete, 
Effeminite boy, reaching out toward distant manhood. But 
le had no favorites, feeling a deep respect for good cloth 
fnd scorning materials of the cheaper qualities. And 
jf the hand which wielded the soapstone and cut the bolts 
~as quick and brisk,· the hand which smoothed the wrinkles 
f~om the goods was tenden and gentle. So had his father's 
l nds fluttered over coarser fabrics in Vilna; so, t Gottrs villen, would his son's hands reverently work 
aPter Moishe had taught him all there was to know about 
tailoring. 
Moishe sat on his pattern table, busying himself 
wlith his soapstone, the long rays of the lat.e afternoon 
sun casting shadows from the window into the tiny room. 
A knock on the window caused him to look up and lock 
g~zes with the mischievous eyes of his son. Nochemil, 
he thought. Little Nathan. But no longer so little. 
Trrat devil. Using the good long afternoon hours to loaf 
Jround the lake like a fish or an otter instead of putting 
7 
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use to learn the trade or st his lessons .. 
if Anita could o see him now so tall and 
he was. ut more like a entile than 
he doesn't seem to mix 11 with the 
A rob~em. It's different when urre 
ur life is lived and has been 
ta. How can I 
Nathan watched him for a long moment, then rubbed 
the misted~over spot on the glass and entered the shop. 
small brass bell jangled as the door opened. Moishe 
ooked sternly at the smiling face. 
ttNu, Nochem, tt he said. 11 And where have you been 
ince school let out for the day? 11 
"At the lake, Pa.u 
n.A:nd what do you find at the lake that is more inter-
sting than your school lessons, than learning to be· a 
11 I don't know, Pa .. I just like it, that's all. I 
hink down there. 11 
Father and son gazed at each other in grave under-
tanding, and a smile broke out on the mant s face. 11 My 
lv.LJ . .J...LJ.n.vr, tt he j eereO. sqitly, trying to hide the prcLde in 
He tousled the boyrs head, causing him to cry 
in pain. Moishe's eyes clouded as he saw the dark 
8 
' 
stain on the matted hair over the ugly bruise, 
11Woe to me, what have you done to your head? Have 
you been diving from the cliffs again? Never have I 
seen a head like that since leaving the old countryl You 
might have got a fractured skulll Oy, you devil, tyvel dul 
Come here and let me fix that head for youl n 
n.Ah, Pa.. Doesn 1 t even hurt. Some dumb kids were 
tossin 1 rocks over trees and they didntt even know I was 
around and I got clipped. MOZESS, I dontt need that 
antiseptic on a little old stone bruisel OUCH! .And 
iodine, too? Cut it out, willyuh, Pa? 11 
II The tailor thoroughly attended to the 
!!Nathan told him the complete story of what 
wound. Then 
had happened 
that afternoon, Moishe not interrupting or saying a word, 
but nodding now and then.to show the boy that he was being 
understood. 
11You know what, Pa?n the boy concluded. "It was the· 
srune old story. When those two kids first saw who T was 
they didn't say 'Hets Nate Holofft or tit's the tailor's 
son'. They said, titrs that Jewt. I'm tired of being 
called 1 that Jew 1 l That Macintyre kid is Scotch, but 
nobody calls him tthat Scotcbmant. 11 
Molshe looked ·away, his face naked for a moment. 
Then he looked at his boy.. 11 0h, ·there t s a reason for 
i everything,!! he said, nodding his head as if in complete 
9 
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~greement with himself. trrt•s just as if you yourself 
~ad seen an eskimo down at the lake whose name happened 
Jo be John. You probably wouldn't say •It•s John•. I 
1-'hink youtd say rrtrs the eskimo'. Understand? 11 
The boy was hesitant. 11 I think so. You mean the 
~ifference is that there aren 1 t many Jewish kids in Dutton, 
~s that it? 11 · 
11 That, and also the fact that. for four years, before 
1-'he new ones came from Europe, you were the only Yiddishe 
~ind here. Look. Remember two years ago, when you found 
~ bunch of ducks attacking the white duckling on the lake 
~nd you brought it home? Well, they werentt trying to 
~arm the duckling because they didntt like baby ducks, or 
~ven because they didn't like the color white. It was 
pust that they mistrusted the nebichil because it was 
~ifferent from them. All living things are suspicious 
~f anything different. Cossacks or ducks, i·t•s the same 
I 
~tory, see?tt 
11 Pa, what did they call you when you were young, 
~n the old country?!! 
The father smiled. uMoish.. .A:nd your mother. Chanah. 
used to pull her long braids in the shul and call her 
Jienkeh, and once she cried. ff Moishe brought himself back 
rith a start, and looked at his son. "What do they call 
ou, boychik? 11 
10 
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11 Nothing, I guess. I sort of like Nate, don't you? 11 
Moishe looked at him for a moment, then smiled. ttoome, 
g~t the chessmen and s.et up a game, 11 he said. ni haven't 
b=?en beat for a long time. tt 
While the boy arr:anged the pieces Moishe opened a 
d:r>awer in his pattern table and took out a humidor and a 
c l,ook-necked meerschaum pipe, which he filled and lit. 
T !len, puffing slowly, he sat down to play. 
The sharp blue eyes behind the glasses were fixed 
11 Don' t ever start off that way s1eadily on the board. 
alain. In three moves yoti 1re up against checkmate. zun, If 
I, 
h 1 said in the same tone, never looking up from the board, 
)
, ourre not friendly with any young ones your own age, 
d,in many ways that is not right, that is a bad thing. 
Ycu are never •• well •• lonely, with no one but me? You 
axe a Jew, Nathan; you should be with other Jews. Come 
to shul with me this Friday night. Many of the new people 
have young ones your age. 11 
11
.Ah, Pa. Those Shulinski kids. Dumbells~ And the 
Pop..iakoffs stink of garlic. And the shull Who wants to 
go to church in an empty store? 11 
The fire came into Moishe's eyes. TtA fool I have 
ra~sedl Who wants to go to church in a storel We are 
lupky to have other Jews move into town, lucky to get 
il th~s store. This Fridy night you dahven in shul and learn 
11 
live with peoplel 11 ' Then as .fast as it had ignited 
.fire dies. 11 Ah, Nochem, It is not as i.f you had 
istian .friends. That, too, would be good, .for in the 
that all men are brothers. But to be alone •• 11 
closed his eyes, and the gold rims slid hal.fway down 
round little nose as he slowly shook his head. 
11 Pa. Ah, Pa, don 1 t be sad. I like it. I really do 
nk, when I go down to the lake. I .fish and I swim a 
t, but mostly I think. Remember how you read me .from 
bible about how David was a poet and how he made beau-
ul and strong songs?" 
Moishe pu.f.fed hard and nodded with interest. "Ye-es. 11 
11 Pa, you wontt laugh? Honest to God?" 
ttNb, No chem, I wont t laugh. tt 
11 I want to be a poet, too, Pa. I want to write about 
beautiful it is down by the lake. And how it snows 
the winter. And how smart you are. As long as 
ve the lake and you, Pa, I dontt need anyone else. 11 
Moishe drew deeply on the meerschaum and looked away 
the smoke. He .felt a warm little glow in 
11 All right. Your move. 11 
The two heads almost touched as they bent over the 
12 
11 No, you shouldn't castle down when youtre in a :fix 
1 ke that because then my queen can put you in check. 11 
The boyt s eyes were round with respect. 11 Gee, Pa, 
i'l there anything you dontt know about?rr 
Moishe was embarrassed, but the warm glow spread in 
h s chest. 
nyou should only know. You should only know how 
m!my things your Pa dontt know. Now letts stop all this 
:f,polish talk and play chess. Itts your move, Noch--Itts 
Y' ur move, Nate. 11 
Nath~D looked at his :father :for a moment, his :face 
a
1
''mixture o:f many things. T4en the two heads resumed 
t:~eir positions over the chess board and the room was 
s ~lent save i'or the pu:f:fing of' the meerschaum pipe and the 
b~zzing o:f the :flies over the many bolts o:f cloth. 
13 
II 
New England in late June is a maiden just beginning 
realize her potentialities. Her color is high and her 
mperature is warm. Surrounding her there is a feeling 
lushness. 
The grass bluff upon which Nathan Holoff lay was 
and green and warmed by the sun. A piece of straw, 
between his teeth, played a lazy game of tag with 
e occasional insect that meandered his wayG But his 
s, slate-blue and dream-filled, were fixed upon the 
banks of clouds which dropped their reflections into 
placid spring waters of the lake •• ~. 
"Lying robed in snowy white 
That loosely flew to-left and right--
The leaves upon her falling light--
Through the noises of the night 
She floated down to Camelot ..... " 
The boy's voice went thinly out over the water. He 
c osed his eyes, a pleased, contented smile on his face. 
U erneath the bluff on v~rhich he lay a bullfrog registered 
h of Tennyson in a rolling bass that made the 
b chuckle delightedly. 
As if in echo of his own laughter the sound of 
m riment drifted to his ears on the lake breeze. Propping 
14 
h~mself on one elbow, he saw an old flatboat being pro-
jelled clumsily along the shore by the boy and girl who 
Jad hit him on the forehead with a rock the day before. 
~wo fishing rods stuck out from the boat at odd angles, 
}rom the rods line listlessly drooped, every now and then 
1 ecoming taut when one of the hooks caught· on some weeds 
qr other impediment in the water. Nathan smiled. It was 
Ibvious that the lines were tangled with each other, and hat here were a couple of extremely inexperienced ishermen. 
He watched the craft make its way toward him. Each 
, f the two occupants were wielding an oar, the direction 
·n which the boat was heading at any one time being deter-
: 
fn.ined by which of' the oarsman happened to be in momentary 
pontrol. 
Some ten minutes after he had spotted it, the rowsoat 
~as a few feet off the bluff' where Nathan Roloff sat, arms 
over his knees, in nonchalant repose. He nodded to the 
two fishermen. 
trTrolling? 11 he asked. 
Both nodded at once. Beads of sweat rolled down 
their sun-reddened faces. 
The girl looked at her fellow mariner. 11Want to 
::rest ? 11 she asked. 
15 
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11 I.f you do • 11 
The rowboat rocked under them, as i.f in victory. 
Nathan stood up. trTo ss me your rope, 11 He aaid.. ''I' 11 
tull you in." He shored the boat, making it :fast to some 
~oots which projected :from under the blu:f:f. Both of' its 
~ccupants scrambled up onto the grass. Both, like Nathan, 
li 
,,ere wearing swim suits. 
ttBeen .fishing? 11 the girl asked. 
Nathan noticed that her tan made it look as i.f she 
1ere wearing long gloves which ended on the upper part o.f 
l,er arms, where the short sleeves o.f a jersey or tee shirt 
~ould begin. The rest o.f her was white, and the whiteness 
eave him an odd sense o.f pleased awareness. 
rrNo .fishing yet, 11 he replied. ''But Itm going to 
later. I dontt use those, 11 he said, pointing to the rods 
1h the boat. rrThey get in your way. I just use a line. II 
II [[ 
noh. fl dropped to the and leaned back \\ She grass on 
J:: er hands. Nathan gazed at her young chest. rrHow' s your 
bead?'' she said, and didn 1 t wait .for an answer. ttyou 
k~ow, we never even introduced ourselves last week, we 
w~re all so excited. I'm Karen Inez Mallin, everybody 
c~lls me Kim, and this is Charles Macintyre. Just call 
h~m Charlie. And you're Nathan Holo.f.f. Got a nickname? 11 
16 
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For a brie~ moment he remembered, and the resentment 
srrged through him. Just call me the Jew, he thought, 
l~ke you do when you don 1 t know Itm listening. Then he 
t~ought of Pa and the Cossack~ and the· white duckling. 
1\ 
d uyeah •. uh •• Nate. tt 
11 Nate. 11 She tasted it. ttThat t s a nice name. 11 
11 Thanks.n He ~elt his face go warm, and sought 
h~rriedly to get back on ~amiliar grou_n.d. 11 Had any luck'?" 
Hp. nodded in the direction of their tangled and sad-looking 
~~shing equipment, knowing 
Ill 
what the answer to his question 
w~uld be • 
. \1 11 Not even a nibble. 
II . Clarlle blurted the words 
But we haventt been out long. 11 
out, his red head bobbihg earnestly 
a. he spoke. 11We started early this morning and went out 
p~ st Greene t s meadow. Sat and watched the bird up in that 
nEst in the split oak. You were right. Itts an oriole.u 
Nathan was exhilarated but embarrassed by the 
~r iendliness behinq the unspoken apology. noh, that 1 s 
a::: 1 right. 11 He waved his hand airily. 11 I just stumbled 
or her by accident mysel~. Itve been watching her ~or 
tbree years now. 11 He chariged the subject. 11 Say, if you 
wEnt to do some ~ishing, why riot drop your lines right 
here? Therets a good, deep pool just a ~ew ~eet out and 
tJ:: ere are some big babies in it. What are you using? 11 
11 Worms, 11 Charlie said. Kim wrinkled her nose. Nate 
17 
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~oticed that there was a freckle on the very tip. 
11What do you use whan you fish? 11 she asked him. 
Nate looked thoughtful, as befit an expert. 11Wal •• 
1 almost never use worms anymore. They're okay for the 
~eal small stuff, you can always get something, but if 
you want big fish you have to use big bait. Small frogs 
~e good, or crawfish sometimes~ but I like shiners. 
J_Jet' s see what we can find. 11 
The three of them leaned over the bluff and peered 
~own into about twenty inches of water. Nathan was very 
~onscious of the girl who lay beside him, and he studied 
~er reflection in the water as it stared up at him from 
petween Charlie's watery likeness and his own. The water 
peneath them was clear and blue. Small orange fingerlings, 
~ured by the relative hugeness of the rowboat, drifted 
~n its shadow, motionless except for the opening and 
plosing of their gills and the steady to and fro motion 
pf their fins. Suddenly Charlie stiffened and pointed 
wordlessly to the roots to which the boat was tied. On 
a clump of dirt between the roots, almost blending into 
~he coloring of its background, was the large sleepy 
~ooking bullfrog which had been disturbed by Nathan's 
!earlier rendition of 11 The Lady of Shalott 11 • Beady eyes 
balf closed, the frog sat there in a state of drowsy 
I ~ethargy. They watched the rhythm of the extended throat 
18 
'ulsing and pumping air into the warty body. 
There was a splash as Charlie leaped knee-deep into 
he water and grabbed the frog~ pinning the springy legs 
yO the body as they frantically tried to push out of his 
~rasp. 
Nate smiled. 11 What do you want that for? 11 he asked. 
"Bait;' Charlie answered as he danced about excitedly~ 
p.olding the frog at armt s length. llYou said yourself 
~hat frogs are good. Boy~ can we catch a whopper with 
f.'his onei 11 
Nate laughed. "That r s way too big. That guy would 
scare the fish more than the fish would scare him. Better 
uhrow him back and wetll try for some shiners. 11 
A hollow plunk~ and the frog was gone, leaving only 
a series of ever-widening circles on the surface of the 
ake and a look of comic disillusionment on Charlie's 
Nate leaped into the boat and carried their ace. 
!J I, 
·angled mass of fishing gear onto the bluff. Patiently 
I! 
e untangled the lines. Then, taking a crawler from the 
II 
· ld coffee can in which Kim and Charlie kept their worms~ 
II 
1 e threaded it onto one of the small hooks which they had 
jbeen using .. 
Once more the three lay on their stomachs peering 
?ver 'the bank into the water. Three or four small bits of 
il 
'~olden liveliness still remained in the shadow under the 
19 
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. oat. Nate held onto the line and let the hook with the 
rorm on it fall into the water. It stopped sinking about 
~ix inches from the bottom, where it dangled in the sun-
light. The two nearest fish swam!over and eyed it curi-
j 
wusly. Then one of the fingerlings took a speculative 
~ibble at the tip of the worm which wr.iggled from the end 
pf the 
I 
IT'ish .. 
Jf the 
~efore 
I 
water, 
I 
hook. Nate moved the wormia few inches from the 
I This time it made a rush for the bait, and the tip 
I 
hook caught briefly in the 1 flesh of the upper lip. 
it could shake loose Nate ~ad jerked it out of the 
grabbing it just as it fell free. 
. . I 
"Here's our shiner, 11 he grinned. 
I 
Running over to the tree from which his overalls hung, 
~e reached into a pocket and pullld out a bass hook on a 
I ! ~mall coil of line. He held the Wriggling shiner in his 
I ~eft hand and pushed the hook 
~uarter,..inch of flesh and out 
car~fully 
I 
I 
the I other 
through the upper 
side. 
11 Gotta get it. above the backbone,rr he explained. 
Otherwise it Tll die. ·tl Charlie 4d Kim watched the baiting 
~peration with wide eyes~ 
Nate slipped into the water and handed the coil of 
I 
t)_ine to Kim. 
I ~e placed the 
I 
nyou play it out as I I swim, 11 he told her. 
I 
line between his te~th, and fish and hook 
~railing about six inches behind, began to breaststroke 
' 
20 
but to deeper water. When he thought he had gone far 
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~nough he let the line sink and swam back to the blurr. 
rtsee., the hook is heavy enough to sink to the bottom 
~~d keeJ? the shiner .from coming back to shore, 11 he explained 
o the other two when he had pulled himself up on the ~m 
§rass to dry, 11 but the shiner keeps wriggling around and 
:q oving on the bottom. ·we may have to wait a while, but 
Vle'll get something.n 
\1 . The three lay back in the grass_, tired and happy. A 
l~ttle way from the shore a .frog started to croak. Charlie 
~ - .· s~arted gui~tily and Kim giggled. 
~ . 
'.'Boys are . .funny, tt she said. 
' There seemed to be no adequate answer, so both bor;s 
r mained silent. 
11 I wonde~ if shiners .feel it when you stick the hook 
t 1rough their backs? 11 she asked. 
The boys shrugged lazily. 
11Do worms? 11 
Charlie shot her a disgusted look. ''And she says boys 
aie .funnyl" He yawned_, visibly enjoying it. 
!!Gosh, look at those clouds l 11 Kim exclaimed. Oily 
grey clouds, closing in swiftly in the New England manner, 
we~e .fast taking possession of the sky. Thunderheads, 
sweeping before the ~ind, cut o.f.f the sun, and the a.fter-
nopn became cooler, less bright. The lake breeze dampened. 
Th~ swim suits suddenly were inadequate. Kim shivered. 
1\ 
' 
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\ 
11 Better fishing, 11 said Nate uhconcernedly .. He rubbed 
:t
1
.:..s forearms to get rid of the goos~flesh. 
11 I wish something would bi tel h Charlie muttered. 
!!It looks as if itts going to rain like all get-out, 11 
::: .. aid Kim. She scowled up at the sky. Nate noticed that 
:t.er eyes, which had been blue when. the sun had shone on 
I 
I 
the lake, were a soft green. They' made him remember a 
c~eam he repeatedly had. In it he would be swimming 
t bough a dark underwater cavern. He would be running out 
+ breath ..;,_d would just start to 'reel the panic when the 
•futh of the cavern would shiver into view. The sun would 
~: 1trea..m through the water, shinm1ering in such a beautiful 
e:reen that for hours after his awakening he would remember 
k and feel good. Kim's eyes were like that. 
!.,
1
1, I 
11 A large, wet raindrop bounced off his nose just as a 
,, 
I 
clap of thunder echoed hollowly across the lake. 
I 
I 
i 
"Gonna pour, 11 he yelled. 11You two had better leave 
1 he boat here for the hight. 
I 
I have to go over to Greene's 
I 
1
1
o pick up some pants for my Pa. Just follow the trail 
~ound the lake and youtll make i~ ho~e all right. Better 
·
1urry ii' you dontt want-to get sodkedl 11 
"What about the fish?fl asked Charlie. 
Nate grabbed the line and gave it a quick little tug. 
I 
I 
/Nothing on it yet, 11 he said. He 1reached do1nm and tied the 
~nd oi' the line to the root next to the one from which the 
I 
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1 oat was moored. !!We can leave i tl overnight, 11 he said. 
I 
1 'f~ll come down and look after it tomorrow morning. 11 
HWhat time will you be dovmj 11 1 asked Kim.. Nate thought 
( . 
c Jr David piping to his sheep when he heard her voice. 
11Eight o t clock, 11 he said. 
It was beginning to spatter. Charlie and Kim grabbed 
their poles and began to run toward the shore trail .. 
I 
: t: ee '~ 1111 see you tomorrow, 11 Charlie yelled over his shoulder. meet you here at eight o t clock. 11 
j 
I 
Later'the day would become hot, but the morning held 
E I chill that made the goosebumps break out on Nate t s arms. 
:r:b stepped onto the bluff, hands deep in the pockets of 
l~s jeans, scuffing through the still-wet grass. The 
)~lin had petered out in the middle of the night but the 
d,rw of the early hours had not yet dried, and beads of 
rroisture hung from the blades of grass and shone in the 
! 
p~le rays of the sun like pearls from nature t s broken 
i 
I 
r ecklace. 
I 
, They sa'i d they I d come. He kicked at a small stone, 
otertunning it. In the shallow basin which was left a 
pink worm lay in a film of water. Nate gently replaced the 
- I ~tone. He walked over to where the bluff fell down to the 
I 
v ater, and stretched, yawning gustily. The boat which 
I 
Cparlie and Kim had abandoned in the storm bumped gently 
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I! I 
n the wavelets made in the lake breeze. A crumpled 
< andy-bar wrapper .floated in an inch o.f rain water on the 
oatts bottom. He removed his sneakers and bailed the 
oat with an empty bait can. 
Maybe they have something else to do today. Maybe 
~hey have other kids to play with, or the redheadts sore. 
I ~hey know the boat is all right where it'is. They probably 
Jontt come back.· 
1\ He stopped bailing and reached .for the .fishline which 
Y'e had tied to the root the day before. Carefully and 
vithout jerking he pulled in a .few .feet o.f line. His 
lands .felt the answering tug at the linets end at the 
same instant his ears heard the welcome music o.f Kimt s 
•oice coming down the trail. Grinning as he hauled in- the 
~ripping .fishline, he turned his head to gneet his friends. 
1 athan Holofft s young soul warmed, expanded and explored 
he heights. 
ttHi, tr he said. nPretty early, arentt you? 11 
=ei===9HF======================~========~==== 
·.' 
Ili " 
Nathan had heard it said in Dutton, Massa~h't'lie::tts;':' · 
.· 
t:hat Jobn Macintyre would be alive today were it not for 
b.;is desire to escape the officiousness of his wifets 
tongue. But that is probably not so. For Jobn Macintyre 
1: ad died of 11 consumption", and Mary Macintyre was over-
bearing only inasmuch as she was allowed to be. In 
reality a timid woman, her bossiness was an attempt to 
c~mpensate for this very timidity. When reprimanded or 
I s~apped at, her gaunt figure would lose its authoritative 
b~ight and her mouse-colored hair, caught in a severe 
b&n at the nape of her neck, would seem even duller and, 
if' possible, more plainly styled. 
Nate sat and watched Charlie swallow his milk and 
c Stst an a11..xious glance at his mother. 11Well, we tre going, tt 
C ::tarlie said brightly. 
\\ Mrs. Macintyre looked up from her ironing, her lips 
cpmpressed. 11 Where? 11 she asked. 11 To hang around that 
t~ilor shop again? It dontt look right, thatts all. 
l'T:tthan Roloff, you're a nice lad, tnd all, but it don't 
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d) me no good to know my son is growing up around a tailor 
s :1op. tt She sook her head at Charlie.. 11You 're no baby. 
Ytu•re seventeen years old today, but I just cantt make 
YRU mind, 11 she said. =e==~=F==============================~==== 
1!1 
' 'jh, if your father was _only alive. He t d make you do 
vmat I say. 11 
1 Charlie sighed. · ttLook, Mom, I told you before • • Roloff doesn't let us hang around the tailor shop. 
Hl's busy. We play chess there with him once in a while ~-
w en he has no tailoring to do, but most of the time we 
j, st meet :there. I better be goin 1 • I'm late. 11 He 
k~ssed her hard cheek and desperately signaled Nate to 
f 1r llow him. 11 s' long. " 
II 
The screen door banged behind them. Mrs. Macintyre's 
vpice rose shrilly. 11 Charles111 
Charlie came back.. 11Yes, Mom? 11 
HAre you taking the car? Again?tt1 
11Well, gosh, Mom, thatts what we bought it for, 
i~ntt it? Itts strictly a pleasure car and I want to get 
sDme pleasure out of it. I'].,l be extra careful.n 
nwell, theret s the coupons. fTain't patriotic. 11 
I 
11We tre not going far. I wontt use much gas. n 
11Well, you drive slow, ythear? It gets dark early 
l tely. 11 
ttitll crawl, Mom, I tll crawl. 11 
Nate could feel her watching eyes on them as they 
u~locked the garage doors He wished he had a mother, but 
h~'d sure hate it if she got nervous like that. Whenever 
h~ came over to Charlie's he 1 d get annoyed by Mrs. Macintyre, 
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II 
I 
:I 
I 
ap.d then he'd end up :feeling 
1 . 
c·mpassion washed over him. 
sorry I i'or her. A wave oi' 
She was all right. But it 
s~e was too bad that she had to b~ so nervous. 
1i The sight of the car wiped ali unpleasantness i'rom 
I 
mind. It was a :forty-two Olds l convertible, which was 
last model they had manui'actured because of the war. 
ran his hand across the shiny 
:fender like a horseman caressing 
rr'te· 
Yyllow :finish oi' the 
t~e :flank of a blooded 
I 
The power surged through them as Charlie pres sed 
d:own on the starter. 
!l 
This bus was a honey, even ii' it 
ill;as two years old. 
:I 
cylinders setting 
Charlie let up on 
I 
cpivewayj leaving 
The motor 
one hundred 
the clutch 
the garage 
sang low and sweet, eight 
and ten horses into motion. 
I 
--
and they 
I 
cruised out of the 
I r door ppen .. The late afternoon 
' -I 
1 utumn looked warm and inviting. Charlie pressed the button 
[ I . 
:~ch lowered the automatic top; bfth boys enjoyed the 
1Fvious gazes the process invoked 0rom pedestrians and 
i/eople in nearby cars. 
I 
I Charlie pulled over close to rh~ curb at Kim's house, 
sounding the horn long and loud. Kimts aunt leaned over 
l:h h . l* d d t th 
· e pore ral ·lng an wave o em. 
11 She isntt here, boys. She wanted ·some exercise, 
j 
~ave any idea as to where that 
1:1 
said she!d meet you. You I , 
mi§ht be?lf 
I , 
They nodded a bit seli'-consciously as the car purred 
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I' 
Eway. Charlie waited until he was
1 
almost out of Kimts 
r'.ieighborhood, then he groped into ithe glove compartment 
~~~th his right hand, bringing out,
1 
after a few fumbling 
t
1
econds, a_ crumpled pack of cigare~te~. He pressed the 
i~ghter, and both boys lit up. Charlie.inhaled deeply, 
1 d the car swerved crazily as he ~asped and choked. Nate 
)licked Charlie t s butt from where it had fallen on the 
.) 
I lUbber floor matting, and flipped 
1
it out onto the road. 
~ I 
1;is companion craned his neck to get more of the breeze 
,; 
~tat pushed up over the windshield. Little dots of 
trspiration broke out on his forehead, and he gulped air. 
, Nate noticed Charliets dis~omfort, and felt very 
dult as he enjoyed his cigarette. He sat back in the 
eather seat and noticed how different 'things looked as 
e got closer to his own neighbor1ood and farther away 
!lrom Kimt s and: Charlier s. The lar;ge houses with the 
I . 
'arefully t.eb:ded ,gardens and smooth lawns gave way to 
I ~ 
<:ne and two~family cottages, each with its own vegetable (~at~den. Th~ gardens were just beginning to have a stripped 
i 
iook, but the bean poles stood guard over the brown earth 
I 
1s rigidly as they had all summer over the greenery of 
he ripening veg.e.tables. 
Next came little bungalows, almost identical in 
heir newness, each sporting the small patch of grass 
i 
rhich gave its owner the right to feel the pride of the 
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I 
Tk.nded class. These belonged.for phe most part to workers 
I 
Viho had flooded into Dutton from tpe surrounding country-
dairy farmers who were attracted by 
the war-revitllized lumber mill which 
I 
[fde, ex-produce and 
:ib.e triple shifts at 
s 1~uatted rustily at the far end of the lake. Defense indus-
t :\ f t k. ry was as ma lng 
! 
a boomtown out of the placid little 
illage of Dutton, but the mill had ruined fully a mile of 
e ood water for swimming. Great patches of sawdust filmed 
I he surface, and globs of grease and machine oil poisoned 
i 
he trout and pickerel until it-was a common sight to see 
I 
·I 
're young boys lined up at the shore flinging rocks at the 
'lishes floating white bellies up amid the factory waste 
6d refuse. 
The Cffi1 bounced as it swept onto the bridge which 
,overed the railroad 
1: 
khop the houses were ~I 
, ew painted and well 
underpass. From here to the tailor 
I 
tbree- story t,enement dwellings, a 
I 
kept but most of them decrepit and in 
state of constant disrepair. A short distance away was 
~he main street and shopping center of the township. 
' 
' There was nothing to distinguish Dutton, Massachu-
J 
setts, from the rest of the innumerable war-fed tovvns 
~Dich were growing the length and breadth of the United 
~tates like clover in a meadow. There was the bank, which 
~pecialized in small farm loans; lthe one story movie 
~ouse--westerns and second-run cl~ss 11 Btt pictures on 
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I 
1/ 
I 
l~onday., Wednesday and Friday evenings; the stationary 
s~tore from which the weekly newspaper was published; the 
I jive-and-ten and department store; the hardware store 
Jhich had been run by Charliets father and which he would 
take over at twenty-one; the townts one barbershop; the 
~own's one show store; tbe town's one tailor. Charlie 
ltqp~ed the car smoothly in front of Nathants home, the ront part of which was his fatherts place of business. 
Inside the shop Moishe Roloff was chewing on his 
ipe and was buried behind his-paper. Nathan mouthed the 
sentence, whispering his question through the thick window-
llass. uwas Kim around? 11 
I The tailor let his paper drop to the cutting table and 
faadled over to the doorway. He threw the door wide, 
letting some of the thick tobacco smoke stream out. The 
poys liked the smp.ll. All Charlie coula remember of his 
~wn father was that he smoked strong cigars, spoke with 
II ~ old country burr, and had a slow, patient smile. 
1\ 
li 
fi Moishe Roloff chuckled up at them. nit looks like 
wou should be more early from now on, boys. Itts four 
btclock already, and your mutual lady friend has been 
~one for at least an hour. Oy, what a Little sweetheart 
that one isl If years were wishes, believe me, Itd wish 
twenty-five of them away and give both of you young 
I j:loodlums a run for your money1 11 
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II 
The boys smiled. Mr.,. Holof'f' always seemed to be able 
I 
ilo 
I 
sense their mood and fit right into it. 
11Which way did she go?tt Charlie cried. 
nDown by the apple orchards:. 11 
r 
They sprinted back to Charlie's car. He started it 
erkily, gunning the motor till it roared, then .swiftly 
;hrew it into gear and bu.z~ed by Mr. Holof'f'. 
i 
I 
:he 
I 
I 
tiJ.ad 
ttGott in Hirmnell For heavents .sake dontt get killed1u 
tailor stood there chuckling until the yellow roadster 
disappeared from sight. He put his pipe back into his 
~outh and drew on it. It had gone out, and Moishe grimaced 
~s the nicotine taste traveled up the cold stem. He knocked I . 
,.,he dottle into the gutter and went back into his shop, 
he 
~an I 
bell on the door jangl~ng over the whitehaired little 
as he .settled himself' gratefully behind his newspaper. 
Nathan had found her at the far end of the orchard, 
and was bringing her back to where the convertible was 
i 
parked, the spot ·at which he and Charlie had agreed to 
keet when their search was done. 
·bunlight col:0r of' her head,. 11You 
!shortening hi.s stride. 
He ·.!l.ooked down at the 
are, too, fat, 11 he .said, 
The girl ran a little to catch up with him. 11 I am 
Ki:mt s eyes S1.:trrounded him, smouldering green 
nets which closed over him at will~ 
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il 
He grinned. nit t s probably only baby :fat, n he said. 
She made a :face. t!What did you have to come along :for 
this a:fternoon? 11 she asked.. tti was having a wonder:ful time 
(ntil you came. 11 
Nate grinned down at her again. There was an aura 
c :f ripeness about her and already she was learning to wear 
~~ skill:fuly. He ran his.:fingers lightly across the upper 
I I! 
Iilart of' her throat. 
II rt'old double chins. tt 
She tossed her head. 11Well, your :father says I tm 
lot :fat. Your :father says Itm ••• What does he say I am, 
t1~a:ftig. Means juicy.u 
11Well, if' your f'ather says Itm juicy thatts good enough 
F-or mean 
11
.Ahh, Kim. • •. Shut up. tt 
He reached :for her hand and it snuggled into his, 
~heir palms pressing hard. She stopped walking and pulled 
II P,n his hand, swinging him around until he :faced her. 
il 
' 
11 Nate. Nate do you want to kiss me??11 
.rryou ever kissed anyone be:fore? 11 
11Abont a dozen timesl11 
t1Who? I bet yontve been neckint in that new convert-
ti.blern: 
ttr have notl These were at school, and they were 
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i 
~~11 different boys .tt 
11 Wby, Kinnnie? Why did you have to do that for?tt 
ttr wanted to find out how it felt! It gets so just 
l:~ading about it isn't enough!" 
ttnid you like it?n 
"A couple of times." 
II ~ I Nate felt as if his knees were made of water and 
t~ey were going to spill over. He cupped his hand under 
Ktm's chin. Their tightly closed mouths met for about 
·i 
sax seconds, then they drew apart. Nate felt her chin 
!j 
tremble beneath his fingers and he drew his hand away. 
*'oh, Natel" she breathed. "Oh, Nate. That was the 
b ~st one yet 1 tt 
Nate smiled at her. They resumed their walk in 
s lence. Nate r s .body tingled where it had been pressed 
t Kim's. He felt embarrassed, and sought for something 
t~ say, but could think of nothing. Sudde!l~7 he felt 
VEry sad, and the thought possessed him that it would 
n~er be the same again. -They had started the walk as 
II 
gc,od friends; whether they would end it as something less 
,, 
t1an that or something more than that he did not know, 
ard the thought saddened him. 
She seemed to sense his mood; she stopped walking 
ar.d faced him, puzzled concern shadowing her face. Nate 
sn d.led at her. He reached over and smacked her on the 
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II 
r~ar, then leaped away. The girl yelped and chased after 
bb. Laughihg hysterically, they ran out of the orchard 
s~d across a small meadow. Near a series of long, low 
sbeds the yellow convertible waited. Charlie sat on an 
II ple crate. Sobbing with laughter and gasping for breath 
II . 
t~ey drew up beside the seated redhead. 
"Hot damn," he said, ttyou couldn't have run that fast 
sll the way or I wouldn't have had to wait so longl What 
kept you?tt 
l1Just talking,ll Kim said. "And you shouldn't swear." 
ni know," Charlie said. He grinned at her. "Going 
i o the· dance tonight?" 
ttThink so. Got a Rainbow Girls meeting first but I 
~hat 1 ll be over about nine. You going?" 
"Yep. Shall I pick you up at the meeting?" 
'I 
"swell. Why don't you come too, Nate? The three of 
1,s always have a good time. We'll celebrate Charlie's 
1 irthday • tf 
Nate shook his head. "Nope .. Thanks anyhow, but I'm 
~oing to stay up here until later on. Going inside?" He 
Jerked his head toward the sheds. 
Kim looked as if she wanted to. ni can't, If she said. 
I'm late now." 
Nate walked them over to the yellow convertible. He 
~pened the door for Kim. "'l'hanks,n she whispered as she 
'I 
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Nate wond·ered i:f she were thanking h:lm :for opening 
h.e door. "oh, that's all right,tt he said. "About a 
I 
t ozen other guys would have done the same thing. n 
' 
The three o:f them laughed as the car pulled away. 
"e 's laughing at. a joke he doesntt understand, Nate thought. 
~t what the hell11 it probably feels good and it doesn't 
•ll-ost anything. does it? 
UHappy Birthdayl" he shouted. 
He crossed the yard to the s~ed and went inside. 
I 
•~~> long row 
i 
I 
ealdwins. li . 
Qf apple crates were being packed with red 
Men and girls worked bjsily over the crates, 
• orting the apples for size and quality. The soft ones ~~d the bad drops were tossed into 1 large bins ~which would 
later be emptied into the cider 12~ess. Nate inhaled. The 
~ I 
shed gave :forth an aroma which was a mixture of :fresh ~aint and label glue and the winey smell of early apples. 
Nate spotted a girl he knew. "Hey, Rosie Waitkovitchln 
1e yelled. ttGimme a couple of 
Rosie Waitkovitch stopped 
~rates. She carried a handful 
I 
fer breasts bounced in a man's 
app
1
les.n 
pa~ting labels on wooden 
I 
of iBaldwins toward him. 
I blue working shirt as she 
valked. 
I 
Nate found himself wantidg to see what the tight 
1veralls she was wearing were doing to her ample buttocks. 
nice to me, Rosie," he said. 
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She stuffed the apples into his pockets and looked 
to where the dark hair curled away from his forehead. 
smiled~' 11If you 111 be nice to me. Kid you're growin' 
Hang around until after quitti~' and I'll give you 
than apples." 
Nate :(elt his face go hot. "Thanks, Rosie,n he said. 
other time." 
Two men who were loading crates nearby looked at him 
began to laugh loudly. Nate walked away, feeling 
apples in his pockets bumping against his 
as he walked. As he neared the door Rosie yelled, 
Just askl« He heard her 
r join that of the men. 
The cool air felt good on his face. He crossed the 
adow and started to climb a wooded hill, walking slowly, 
the dusk. He loved this part of the day best 
Colors began to fade from the world; everything, 
came different shades of greyish blue. He .climbed a 
stone .wall and skirted the little .New England cemetery 
..................... housed the settlers of Dutton. He walked faster 
reached the crest of the hill, then he ~ank 
' 
on the grass under a tree. 
He felt timed and the grass was soft beneath his body. 
pulled a handful of the green blades and let the breeze 
low it from his palm a few blaqes at a time. 
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• 
on the grass,n he said aloud. nThe beautiful 
of graves.u The grass on Cemetery Hill seemed 
softest and greenest he had ever seen. He felt 
He slept • 
When he awoke his first impression was that all of 
tton stretched out before him. Darknes~ had almost 
letely fallen, and electric lights began to pop on 
N6w·here. Now there. It was as if the rays 
,\} . . .. . 
were reflected on a giant tinsel which glittered 
points of its light. 
Nathan reached into his pocket and took out an apple. 
rubbed it vigorously against his sweater and then bit 
it. The apple crackled as his teeth bit into the 
skin, and the juice ran and dripped off his fingers. 
made crunching noises as he chewed, not thinking of 
thing, but becoming one with the world which lay silent 
dark around him. 
Moishe Roloff groped jerkily around beneath the bed 
til he located his bedroom slippers. He put them on and 
padded out of the room and across the hall to the s~. 
pain was almost gone now. He opened the tap and let 
water run until it was cold. It felt good as it 
ickled down his gullet. Oy, Gott, what pain there had 
eenl It had drawn his arms around him. It had filled 
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J~is chest until he had thought it would break something 
tl 
~o get outside. Gott, oy, Gottl 
/l He .filled the tea kettle, enjoying the drumming sound 
c.f the water against the metal bottom. He was no longer 
thirsty, but a glass of tea is comforting to a man at 
1pur o •clock in the morning. He put the kettle on the 
t
1fre, and decided to look in on Nathan to see whether or 
r:pt he had kicked his covers off. Half mother, hal.f 
,\ 
f~ther, he walked slowly through the darkened bouse. At 
bis son's bed he peered down .for a moment and then swiftly 
reached and pulled on the light cord. 
II 
b 1 d had not been slept in all night. 
Empty. The boy 1 s 
!I Moishe gasped a little as he hurried out o.f the room. 
He pulled a .flashlight from the drawer and then hurried 
a~ong the corridor, his right hand holding the flashlight, 
h~s left pulling at his flannel nightgown so that it did 
nP.t get in his way as he walked. He opened the door which l~t .from the house to the shop and puffed down the three 
s d.eps. Then he stopped.. In the beam o.f the .flash, his 
h~ad cradled in his arms on the pattern table, Nathan Roloff 
u . 
w~s fast asleep. I! 
Mo ishe looked at his son. n All night," he muttered 
tc h:hnself. uAh nahyer zach, a new thing, All nightLW 
HE touched the boy on the shoulder.. Nathan moved restlessly 
h his sleep. For the .first time Moishe saw the stubby 
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. ellow pencil and the sheet of brown wrapping paper. 
liicked the paper up. It was a poem. 
Kiin 
"Y0urs are two lips which I have yet to press to mine 
l\ And yet I know the softness of their pressure well. 
'Ybur body with mine yet is to entwme, 
:: And yet~-
Clear ·as the- sight of golden fishes drifting in a 
.. mountain brook, 
.A~d sweet as the memory of a childhood trysting place, 
· , Before me always is the vision of your face .. 
W~thin me always is the warmth that is your smile; 
Your tinkling laughter echoes in my ears. 
T~e mottled shadows on the wall take on your form, 
And spent without you moments seem like years ••• 
Y mrs is a hand which has not reached :for mine. 
And yet I dare to hope that all these things may be. 
Y< u have not traveled long the road of Time .. 
Oh, come--
l 
If 
And travel up that road with me! 
He 
Moishe dropped the paper.. Then he bent and picked 
i up again. It was wrinkled from the weight of Nathan's 
e.~ bow. 
il 
ac:ros~. 
il 
tsble. 
Carefully, he smoothed it and folded it twice 
Then he put it in the drawer. of the pattern 
He reached over and gently shook his son. "Nate. 
Na~e, wake up. Wake up. Come to bed. Gott in Hnmnell~ 
horn can I ever ma.ke a tailor out of you'Z" 
liWhere in hell's the paper?" Doctor Mallin stalked 
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the lower floor of his ancestral manor like a 
1 dieval baron unable to discover where his friar had 
sacramental wine. "Where in hell is that Goddam 
Belle Mallin leaned over the second floor railing. 
in your easy chair, dearJll she called. 
"It is like you 1re still able to blushl n the Doctor 
"I'm not talking about that Dutton rag. Where 
the name of anything decent is the Monitor?n 
Belle Mallin sped down the stairs. nWill you keep 
down to a conservative roar?" she asked. She 
her husband. ttAlthough it is many a year since 
we wed, I am still able to blush. t~ She went to the 
rack and pulled out a folded copy of the Christian 
ience Monitor offering it to her husband wordlessly. 
ignored it and grasped her under the elbows. 
nEver regretted it, Belle?lt he asked. 
"What?'' 
ttus. 11 
She looked at him ~ astonishment. "Lots of times. 
God, Richard, what on earth' is the matter with you? 
act as if we were Kim's ageJ" 
nis the way I feel. Where the devil is the girl, 
Haven't seen much of her lately." He narrowed 
eyes. "She still have the same preoccupation?tt 
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II 
' 
I! lfit will pass, Richaro. She's still a child.n 
.. , 
"A childl Hell, Belle, when a gal passes puberty 
s p..e 's a woman, not a child! ff 
II 
"Richard.l" 
"Well, she's pubed, hasn't she'?" 
"Look, Dear, I honestly think you 1 re worrying about 
something that doesn't amount to a hill of beans. He 
r
ver takes her out.tt 
"she hangs around that tailor shop so much that her 
se grows longer by the month." 
Belle's mouth sagged at the Qorners. She sat down 
ojn the couch. "Richaro," she said. "oh, Dick, don't. 
T):lat doesn't help anything.n 
He looked at her steadily. . "I know what I 1m talking 
a~out, Belle. A Jewts a Jew, and that's that. You meet 
:rbpem casually, that 1 s one thing. You get intimate, that 1 s 
!other. I know, Belle. I'm telling you I know. I knew 
ajlbunch of them in college.~ 
I Ill ttHe 's a nice boy. And the old man is a dear. Maybe 
t~ey've been away from the rest of them for so long that 
II 
t ey're all right. 11 
II 
"What can he give her even if that's so, Belle'? A 
p~rsecution complex'? What else'? From where I stand 
tp.e kid and his father seem to be the only two chosen 
p~ople in the world who are next to broke. 11 
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"Stop it, Richard! Stop itln She forced herself 
o speak more quietly. nwe 1re probably getting ourselves 
set over an imaginary situation, darling. Anyway, the 
ld man's a pious old Jew. I don't ~agine he'd welcome 
gentile daughter-in-law any more than we'd want his son.u 
"That 1 s another thing, Belle. With luck he can die 
old age, but I've been feeding Roloff nitro for eleven 
Angina pectoris. It's beyond me how far he's 
to get. That boy doesn't even have the positive 
of a father. He's no bargain for any girl. Now 
the other hand there's Charlie--It 
11Dickl" Her face was grey. She was silent for a 
moment. "You're in a bitch of a business ,.rt she said. 
leaned over and clicked on the radio. After the hum, 
music gushed into the room. Belle rose and went 
the window. She pressed her forehead against the cool 
lass for a while, then she spun around. 
"Want a drink'l she asked. 
ffYes. Please.'~ 
She went off in the general direction of the kitchen. 
He felt lonely as he sat and listened to her bang the 
ts and pans as she searched for the cocktail shaker. 
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It w·as Spring and Nathan was eighteen and the 
olood raced in his veins, but it was also Purim, the day 
'rhen Jews celebrate the deliverance of' their people from 
~n ancient tyrant, and Moishe Roloff and his boy were 
joining the other Jews of Dutton in celebration and prayer. 
The synagogue had prospered; the congregation had 
~aithfully paid their dues and bought their yearly seats 
of 1-vorship, and after only two years ctf conducting services 
~ehind the plateglass windows of the store they had bought 
~ building. It was a humble building, true, but a 
~uilding of their own all the same. If' the frame walls 
~ere old, they were whitewashed, and if the roof rose to 
I 
II 
~oo sharp a point to be fashionable, the people had raised 
I 
~he Star of David there, 
lof the new Americans who 
and its blueness warmed the hearts 
prayed under it. 
) Nathan sat at the end of the long v.rooden prayer 
1~ench, next to the open windoiv. His father, as the only 
,, . 
,pitizener in the congregation, had been elected president 
of the Beth Israel Synagogue, and as such was called upon 
from time to time to lead the group in prayer. Moishe 
was on the dais now, and Nathan listened as his father 
,; 
lbhant ed the words which had become so familiar to him, 
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et which he did not understand. 
In his earliest and most formative years, Nathan had 
b
1 
en the only Jewish child in Dutton. While these other 
worshipers at h~s shul were learning to read and 
Hebrew in European ghettos he had been allowed to 
l ~/ 
, sh and swim~ and now h~lways felt out of his element 
,/ 
the synagogue. He prayed in English, reading the 
, lish translation of the prayers on the left hand side 
of the strange island his non-
ormity created in the little house of worship, and of 
disapproving stares which the gnarled, white-bearded 
cast his way from time to time, as if to say a pity, 
Holoff 1 s zun shouldn't know how to dahvenl 
Nathan edged his way to the aisle and started for 
door. As he passed the dais he read the question in 
eyes and he smiled reassuringly. He just wanted 
sun and fresh air. The palildness and the weak 
ss of the praying Jews depressed him, and he needed 
, leave that atmosphere for a few minutes. 
Outside, Cantor Raphaelson was leaning against the 
He was large and dark, about Nathan's age. He 
not really a cantor, but his parents had wished that 
might be one years before, in Poland, and had given 
his name in hopes of influencing his later life. Re 
s thoroughly European, and wore a sleek, brown V~n Dyke 
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and dipped snuff. He worked in the 'company of 
refugees on one of the large co:mnmnal dairy :farms 
the refugee organizations ran in New England~ and 
was only on his infrequent trips to town, to worship 
deliver the cans to the milk train, that he spoke any-
He smiled at Nathan, displaying an almost toothless 
JJ Ah nice day, hah?tt 
Nathan smiled back, and breathed deeply. 11It sure 
he saide He pushed the little black prayer cap to 
top o:f his head and slipped the blue and white silk 
er shawl off his shoulders and folded it. 
Cantor Raphaelson watched him intently. "Kenst du 
tt he asked 
....... ..;;.;;..;~~-,_o;.;;--
Nathan shook his head with regret. "Nein," he said, 
I 
I If 
I 
nly English. 
The other looked apolegetic. "My English, it is so 
I 
-full," he explained. 
••No, no. You learn fast. One must make mistakes 
learn." 
. 
Inside the shul the services had ended, and the 
and games had begun. The sound of Moishe 
loff's squeaky tenor floated through the windows as 
taught the youngsters the English versions of the 
holiday songs. 
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I Oh, once there was a wicked, wicked man, And Haman was his name, sirl 
He would have murdered all the Jews~ 
But they were not to blame, sirl 
Moishe would be looking for his son to help with the 
~ inging, but Nathan suddenly wanted to be far away from 
Jhe songs and the noise and the little synagogue. He 
'I 
]~nded the surprised Raphaelson his prayershawl and cap, 
11nd asked him to leave them on Mo ishe 1 s bench. Then he 
'las walking down the street with the Spring sun warm on 
~he back of his neck, while the sound of the singing grew 
pleasingly faint behind him. 
Oh, today: we't 11 merry, merry be, 
Oh, today we'll merry" ~~!:!:l be, 
Oh, today we'll merryz merry be, 
And nash some he.mantashanl 
The Malli..n house, like the Mallin name, was old 
New England. But it had a wide verandah that had been 
l!added years after the main structure had been built, and 
K:im spent hour after hour sunning herself in the deckchairs 
1
that her uncle had placed about the big porch. There was 
also a huge leather couch, and it was on this that Kim 
llay with Nathan, se~arated by a chess board, to which both 
gave rapt attention. 
Kim was dressed in white shorts and a black and white 
striped jersey, and her feet were bare. She raised one 
leg high in the air and wiggled her toes, then looked to 
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II see what effect it had had on Nathan. 
Nathan said nothing. 
I 
Kim reached over and took his hand playfully in hers. 
~~:e~i:0::n:.:::p.::::h:bo:: ~ittle teaseln 
II 
her knee. Her skin was 
looked at her. "Why~ you 
li ~ She laughed, a secret, triumphant little laugh~ and 
~losed her other knee over his hand. Roughly he jerked 
II free, spilling chessmen all over the floor, and they were 
I 
~aspi...llg and laughing as they wrestled, now on one end 
~f the couch, now on the other, over and over and over, 
rolling, laughing, aware of the secret softnesses and 
Lardnesses of their bodies, now one on top, now the other, I . 
~aces touching, arms touching, breast to chest, thigh to 
j[Jhigh ••• 
"KAREN I" 
1\ 
~he Doc Mallin glared down at his disheveled niece as lay in the arms of Nathan Roloff. Her jersey had 
ridden up from her shorts, and the pirrkuess of her stomach I . 
~ontrasted with the smooth brownness of her legs and arms. 
II 
11 "Get in the house .jl n her uncle said. • 
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She looked up at him and the smile died on her lips. 
~he shoved the blonde hair away from her eyes and shook 
P.er head quickly. ttnon' t be silly, Doc, we were just 
~idding around!" =e~=*~II==============================F==== 
n I said, get in the house. 11 
Her face wrinkled almost comically as the tears 
pilled over. She sprang to her feet and the long, brown 
s carried her away. The screen door banged hollowly 
ind her as Nathan climbed slowly to his feet. He 
d his tie, then picked his suit coat from the chair 
he had thrown it and put it on, looking at Kim's 
le, returning the older man's look with slow dislike. 
"I can assure you, Doctor ... -n 
"You can't assure me of anyth.ing.n 
"Then I won't try. ff 
tti didn't ask for Kim, Holof'f. She was practically 
me to raise. ·By Christ, I 1m going to do that. 
1 s got to learn a few things about life. Not the kinds 
things you can teach her.'' 
"We were just rough-housing. rt Nathan laughed. lfGood 
you want me to make an honorable woman out of 
I'll marry herJfl 
tfThat's just what we don't want. 11 Doc Mallin stepped 
front of the porch door, blocking Nathan t s way. ttl. 
rstand it's some sort of Jewish holiday, Holof'f. 
1re all down at the synagogue on Harrison Street. 
not go and join them?" 
Nathan looked the older man coldly in the eye. He 
his face go red and his knees begin to tremble. 
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II 
I' ~oughly he pushed by K~1 s uncle and walked stiffly off 
i ,, 
~he porch and down the flagstoned path to the street. 
He walked for hours, until the hard pavement of the 
Jown had turned to rough country road, until the hot 
II 
idday sun had begun to fall behind the tall pines on 
~he hills, until the awful taste of rage in his mouth had 
turned to a bitter understanding. Then he climbed Cemetery 
~ill and sat on the new grass and watched the sun go lower 
,.. 
~d lower until only the last, long rays remained to light 
P,.i s way home • 
II 
He arose and made his way down the hill. 
He shivered as he crossed the orchard, and turned 
~is coat collar up. 
'I 
Summer was still too far away for 
:! 
evening warmth. Beyond the orchard lay the little farms 
~ I 
of the Polacks, and Nathan looked at the squares of yellow II 
light in the windows as he passed them by, envy:ing the 
people inside because they belonged, if to nothing else, 
then to each other. 
The clucking of hens and the sound of a·deep yet 
feminine voice made him stop, and :in the half-light Nathan 
~~recognized Rosie Waitkovitch, the girl from the apple 
j
1
shed. Suddenly, he_ felt tired and thirsty. He walked 
up to her. The jeans and .m:an' s s:Q.irt were gone, and:c:in 
their stead Rosie was wearing a loosefitting old house-
dress with faded red flowers printed on the material. Her 
feet were bare in worn black moccasins. She crooned 
4:9 
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ftly to the chickens as she spread the feed for the 
'isy. flock. When she saw Nathan s
1
he stopped and ~"Wed 
curiously, not saying anything,' but waiting for him 
t speak first. 
"Hi, n he said. llJ"ust walkin 1 fby, and I wondered 
you had a glass of water for a man." 
"Well, well,u Rosie said. I've been wonderin' when 
I 
I tu drop byl The old man's in t0wn, to the Grange. 
to come inside for the water?" She grinned up at 
Nathan saw that the top two buttons were gone from 
housedress, and he noticed how the brown flesh forced 
safety pin that held the top of the 
ss together. 
ttsure, tt he said_, "wby not?tt He followed Rosie 
the farmhouse, his eyes glued to the lush pendulum 
full hips, his mind wondering what Doc Mallin had 
I 
he had left the J.Jong, white verandah and I , 
back inside the house. 
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The year that Nathan Roloff turned eighteen was the 
confused, difficult and frightening period of his life. 
the tailor shop during the day, doing the 
I 
· ssing and some of the unskilled work~ and causing Moishe 
l 
idespair over the havoc he wreaked with needle and thread. 
er the evening meal he would leave the flat behind the 
tle store and would walk to wherever it was that he told 
I 
ie Waitkovitch he would meet her. Sometimes it was the 
boathouse by the lake; sometimes they went into the 
ds together; other times Nathan yook her in the barn or 
the farmhouse when her father wa$ gone to town. Rosie 
I 
. tkovi tch was a stupid girl, but big and comfortable of 
l 
bo,y and skilled in the business of'making love. She de-
l 
ded nothing but his body from him, and that was all she 
got. 
The evenings which father and son spent facing each 
the chess board came to be farther and farther 
I 
t, and Moishe secretly sorrowed and worried, but felt 
tinctively that he could do nothing but wait .for time 
Jehovah to act. Twice Kim had entered his shop when 
an was not there, and after botli conversations she had 
outside and down the street with the wetness ·of tears on 
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cheeks. Moishe could not help r any more than he could 
He was a tolerant man, but he came from a gen-
tion familiar with the fact that· a Jew is a Jew and a 
ksa a shiksa, and although it pained him to see the two 
=:j;=::=.;:_~ 
people so unhappy, he felt th
1
at he was powerless to 
est a solution. So he watched his son begin to learn 
t there can be grea.t pain in the world, and said nothing, 
ugh he wished to say much. 
Charlie came around to the tailor shop rarely, n~that 
tie which had held the boys together m9st strongly was 
Nathan realized that the red-headed youth must 
turally welcome any occurrence wh~h would strengthen his 
lationship with Kim, and though it grieved the tailor's son 
think of the girl with the wind tugging at her hair as she 
de about the countryside in the yellow convertible, still 
understood the situation, and if he completely dismissed 
from his daily life without regret it was also with-
any feeling of animosity that he did so6 
On the morning of his eighteenth birthday he went to 
Selective Service board and registered for the draft, 
line with the farm boys and factory workers who 
swore in the overheated, clatter-filled head-
-arters, and along with them filling out the pink and white 
In exchange for this he received through the mails a 
d with a number on it, making him officially subject to 
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:; 
{all to military service. 
il 
It was.late fall, 1944.· Europe was a bone being fought 
< ver by dogs with bayonets for teeth, and the news:papers 
1 eddled streamer headlines, three cents a heartbreak. 
l athan Roloff wanted desperately to go away, feeling in-
E tinatively that perhaps, sucked up in the unfamiliar 
~ nonymi ty of military life, he would find himself. 
When the day came that he received his classification 
card and he was officially categorized as being 1-A in the 
}otential draft group, he gravely scissored the official 
~quare from the postal card and put it away in his wallet 
or safe keeping. That evening, as he walked toward the 
ake and the boathouse where he was to meet Rosie Waitkovitch 
Ire felt that he had in his pocket the passport to a new life, 
~nd that the day was coming when he could wipe the slate 
!clean of memory and begin anew. 
1
! There was a winter chill in the fall air, and Nathan 
~~~lked quickly, thinking of the warmth which lay in store 
!for him that night. The boathouse was equipped with an old-
lf!tshioned pot- bell:ie d iron stove, and the first one to get 
there filled it with wood and set it on the way to spit-
crackling redness. 
He paused for a moment before he entered the old wooden 
structure, and looked out at his lake. A white harvest moon 
gleamed palely on the skim of new ice which covered the sur-
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f~ce of the water, and changed the blackness of the bare 
t ees to a cold brown. The wind rippled the ice and whistled 
t ~ough the tree tops>and Nathan turned with something like 
r
1
lief and pushed open the sliding door. He slipped quickly 
i :!side and slid the door shut after him. The heat was all 
I 
a ound him, like a hot summer breeze. The glow from the 
s 1\ove silhouetted things, and he looked at the figure lying 
o) the cot across the room, while he waited for his eyes to 
belcome accustomed to the darkness. 
11Hi, Rosie , n he said softly. 
But it wasn't Rosie. 
It was Kim. 
Kim 1 s voice was scarcely more than a whisper. nRosie 
isntt here, Nate. :I sent her away. I gave her some money 
ar d she left a II 
Nathan.could hardly speak. He could tell by the way 
tbat her voice trembled that she was frightened, and suddenly 
he was frightened, too, and ashamed. His voice croaked 
ha~shly in the black silence of the room. 11Who the hell 
'i 
are 
yo~ to send her away? Why dontt you mind your own business? 11 
,, 
11 Nate.tt Her voice pleaded to him. Don 1 t make me beg 
" : ~
yo~~ it said, don't make me grovel. 
He crossed the room swiftly and gripped her shoulders 
wi h rough hands. noh, Kim, why drag it out?.' It stinks, 
it's just no goodl I don't want to meet you in barns like 
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yo~ were someone like Rosie Waitkovitch, someone to love up 
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nd send home with a pat on the backside and a kind wordl 
II 
nd it could never be anything else, the way things are, so 
I 
or Christ sakes, Kim, why don't you stop this, why don't 
\lou let me alone 111 
Her fingers bit into his arm, hurting him. 
liit doesn't have to be that way. Listen, Nate .. We can 
1 e in Boston or in W'orcester by morning. We can be married. 
~~en it'll be too late for them to do anything about it.n 
He shook her hand off his arm. 11 You must be crazy. 
I ·ow would we live? Ttlhat would I do for a job? Where would 
,lou live when I'm drafted? What kind of a li:fe would you . 
1: ave? 11 He turned away from her.. The only sound in the boat-
1 
1: ouse was the popping of the old stove, but he knew that she 
"as crying. Suddenly he was down beside her, pressing his 
< heek to her wet face and stroking her hair. "Ah, Kimrnie, 
con 1t. Don 1 t cry .. Smile, Kimmie, be happy. Don't cry.u 
I~e spoke to her softly, as to a baby, smoothing her hair L 
11lack and kissing her cheek gently as he spoke. When he felt 
f'er body stop shaking he didn 1 t talk anymore, but lay there 
c n the cot with the girl in his arms, not thinking, aware 
elf nothing but the softness and warmness of her. Once, when 
~!he stove gave an explosive pop she jumped in fright and he 
,, 
fpoke again to reassure her. Then they lay quiet for a 
J ong time. Nathan knew when she fell asleep, feeling the 
1ody relax in his arms and hearing her breathing become 
c eeper, more regular. He looked down at her wonderingly. 
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11 God help me. I love you so vrry much, 1t he said, speak~ 
half to her and half to God. I 
! 
I It was six o t_clock in the morning when Nathan fitted the 
k~y in the lock on the tailor shop door. He pushed the door 
1: o~en slowly, and reached up to hold the bell before it 
j 1ngled. But he need not have gone to th~t bother. Moishe 
H lo.ff sat at his cutting table and looked at him heavily. 
I 
.1 ttsi t down, Nathan. tt 
I 
11 pa, I was out with some guys I knew .from schoO'l and the i 
c r broke down way past Whitinsville. What a night 1 n 
11 Sit down for a minute.n 
nr really should go to bed, Pa. I'm dead .. We had to 
wfilk until we found an all night garage.tt 
I' 11 This same car, it has broken down on you many nights 
r~cently, has it not, Nathan? I saw Myer Levitsky at the 
s~ul last shabbos. He asked me are you engaged to a shiksa .. 
I told him no, you and Kim are just good friends. So he 
t~lls me he is not talking about Kim, he is talking about 
a~other shiksa, a daughter of that drunken Waitkovitch, the 
r~iser of chickens.n 
Nathan felt his father 1 s humiliation .for having to speak 
I 
tp him like this, and his voice became husky. 11 Pa, I-~tt 
nno you know what it could mean? Can you imagine such 
a· life? On top of the fact that she is no good, a tramp, a 
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C,~ughter of that drunken Waitkovitch?" Moishe's voice rose. 
1 ~ou would have to live on the farm with him, I would not 
take such a one as that into my house. Your children wou~d 
ite dirty and runny-nosed, left to play with the chicken-dirt 
lih the farmyard--It 
11 PA, SHUT UP, FOR CHRIST SAKEl 11 Nathan's shout was al-
,nost a wail. He leaned forward, his face contorted, his e~es blazing into his father's. Moishe 1 s face was whiter 
II 
t 1an he had ever seen it. Nathan watched his father r s full · I 
lu\derlip trembling. 11 Pa, 1 1m sorry, but yourre making a big I. 
I 
s vory out of nothing. That gir 1, means nothd..ng to me, and 
a·.c.ready you've got my kids with runny noses. n He laughed 
I 
!weakly. 11 I'm telling you, Pa,; she doesn't mean anything to 
im~ • n 
Moishe had regained control of himself, and his voice 
w~s softer now. ttThen where have you been all n:ig ht, Nathan? 11 
b. asked. 
tty told you, Pa. The car broke down. 11 
tti am not a child. Where have you been all night?tt 
"Pa, please listen to-- 11 
Moishe brought his hand down heavily on the cutting 
!l ~ble. 11 Answer mel Where have you been all night?tt His 
~bice cracked and Nathan saw that he was weeping. 
He felt the .resentment rise within him. Jesus, what did 
fe old man want, a full confession? 11 All right, all right, tt 
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I 
li 
l:j 
l:e shouted. 11 So I'll tell you. So I've been with Kim all 
1,li.ght 111 
The full weight of his father's small hand smacked in-
! 
I 
0 his face. Nathan felt his ears' ring. Moishe stopped his 
~eeping, and for the first time in his life Nathan saw his 
r 
Pather look upon him with eyes of hate. He felt chilled. 
~e sat there looking at his fathe:o, feeling the tears: spill 
I 
pver onto his cheeks. 
I nWha t have I raised? 11 Moi she said. 11Everything else 
f 
t could atand, yes. You 1 re a boy1still, and you make mis-
~akes. But jokes at a time like this, no. Go out, go to 
il our Palishe father-in-law. Don 1 t come back to me until 
,J 
you have learned to be a mench, a human being. Get outltt 
I 
him. 
Nathan walked out of the shop without looking back at 
I 
He walked down to the post office and waited outside 
I 
'I 
until they opened their doors at .seven-thirty. Then he 
~aited inside and watched the carriers load their bags un-
' 
!til nine o 1 clock, when the Select;i ve Services office opened 
its doors. He walked across the ·street, up the rickety old 
' 
stairs and into the room where he had registered a week be-
,fore • With the help of a disinterested clerk he volun-
.i 
I !teered for immediate induction through the draft. 
Then he went home and he wept, and Moishe wept, and 
he told his whole story, and Moishe held him in his arms 
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'poy he had been hurt and had come te his father for soiace; 
', !-
~::r::~ old relationship between father and son was re-and each rejoiced in his heart. 
And three days later Nathan Roloff was called for in-
auction into the Army of the United States. 
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VI 
Three years is a long time under ~ny conditions. But 
rhree years without sight of Moishe had been one long prison 
iterm .for Nathan Holo.f.f, a long, drawn-out ache the cure .far 
I ~hich was .finally in sight. 
He got o.f.f the train in Dutton at hal.f-past four in the 
rorning. He checked his barracks bags at the station and 
'V!.mlked around .for a hal.f hour in the changing light o.f dawn, 
getting re-aquainted with his home town. When he walked up 
to the tailor shop the sun was up, and as his trembling 
.fingens fitted the key in the lock he could see the bolts o.f 
cloth, .the pressing machine, the instruments on Moishe 's 
cutting table, all looking;just as they had when he had le.ft 
home. 
Automatically he reached up and grabbed the brass bell 
before it could jangle. He walked through the little shop 
iland up the three stairs which led to the house. He pushed 
1 open the door. From the kitchen at the end of the hall came 
the sound o.f running water. 
nPa? 11 Nathan called softly. 
Moishe Holo.ff shot out o.f the kitchen on fast-peddling 
little .feet, his .faded blue robe open and .flowing behind him 
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E s he ranl the heels of his worn leather slippers clopping 
s welcome to his son., 
/i 11NOCHEM~" he shouted~ "NOCHEM~ n His arms clasped his 
Jpn to his bosom and the grey stubble of his beard scratched 
I 
1. a than 1 s cheek, 
"Who were you expecting, 11 Nathan said as he smiled 
' lhrough his tears, "Rosie Waitkoviitch? It 
He slept the sleep of the weary traveler, and when he 
woke it was mid-afternoon. He wanted to see the lake. 
I 
oishe closed up the tailor shop and for the first time ~ 
~is life enjoyed holding a fishing pole in his hands. 
II 
~athan showed his father every good fishing hole in the 
ake, and at times they laughed at nothing at all, like two 
~ery young boys without a care injthe world. They landed 
three good fish and a couple of s~all ones which they threw 
~ack, and around supper time they pulled up to a good spot 
il 
0n the shore and fried the three fish crisp and brown, wash-
! ing down the last crumbly flake of trout with beer they had 
bhilled to a piercing coldness by putting the cans in a bur-.-
1 ~ap sack, tying the sack to the anchor, and dropping it over 
~~ne of the cold springs which fed the lake. 
When they finished eating the afternoon was at its most 
golden and the water had just begun to lose some of its 
blueness. Moishe filled the meerschaum and Nathan looked at 
' 
the white hair which rose above the cherry nose and sun-
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~eddened forehead. 
I 
ii 
u It's good to be home, Pa, " he said. 
IIAh freyd, II Moishe said. IIA thing of great happiness. 11 
lie looked at his son curiously. nwas it difficult, this 
JJhing you did.7" 
Nathan smiled. "No, pa. Not d.ifficult.tt 
n·was there danger? n 
"No danger at all. I'm no hero, I'm afraid. I didn't 
go overseas. It was just lonely. I missed you. 11 
n I missed you, too, zun. Genoog. That is over now, 
~nd I much prefer a live son to a ta;y:teh hero." 
Nathan smiled again, and leaned back and closed his 
eyes. He dozed for a while, and Moishe smoked in silence, 
watching his son and enjoying the strange pine-and-water 
smell of the place. 
I 
father. 
After a while Nathan opened his eyes and looked at his 
11 Pa, anything new in town since I left?" 
11 New7 Mostly it's the same town. Not so many people 
'1working at the mill, but more than when we first came here. 
,\No, nothing new with the town. The same town." 
' "How about the people I used to know? Anything n·ew 
t1th them? n 
IIRaphaelson went back to Poland with the army. He 
writes the congregation that he should. be back any day now. 
Meyer Levitsky's boy David i'/as hurt in the Pacific. A great 
;, .• ,_.._ ~ ~ 
... 
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'I 
I~any Dutton boys were in service~ Lots are back. Some are 
il 
iet to come. That Polish farmer, Kwiatkowski, he lost his 
on in the Pacific. Did you know his son? tt 
11 No, I didn't," said Nathan. "That's too bad. 11 
11 Yes, u Moishe said. II It 1 a too bad .. 11 
II How about Charlie? n Nathan asked.. "Did the army get 
(Jharlie7 11 
'I " Char lie?" There was a long s ilene e. " Kim is engaged 
~o Charlie, Nochem. II 
This time it was Nathan who was silent for a long mo-
~ent. Then he said. "Well, that's wonderful, Pal I always 
knew it would be one of us, Charlie or I, who grabbed her 
off. Charlie 1 s a lucky guy, Pa. II 
uyeh, 11 said Moishe, llzayer ah lucky guy. n 
11 Was he in the service, Pa? Did the arp~.y get him?" 
"No. II 
11 Was he 4-F? II 
"Yes." 
11 What do you think of that! A heal thy bulvan like 
·charlie 4-Fl What was the matter with him?" 
"Nothing serious. Nathan, he's in trouble. He's in 
jail. 11 
Nathan stared at his father. IIJaill What kirid of 
trouble?" 
11 He ran over a boy with the car. He was a bissel 
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e ran home to his mother. She d n't 1vant him to go back, 
t when the schnapps wore off he called the police and went 
I 
where he had left the boy he had struck down. It 
' 
ciS too late. i The boy \'las already dead. II 
Nathan stared at the ground in dismay. liThe boy, Pa. 
o was the boy he hit711 
"Stanislaus vlaitkovitch, Rosie's brother. II 
Nathan remembered Stanislau Waitkovitch. He dimly re-
i mbered a little boy of nine whom Rosie had kicked out of 
farmhouse w·hen he had gone there to make love to her. 
e had been such a dirty kid, nose never wiped, face never 
tirely clean. And novr he v-ras deadl Had he been a happy 
Had he been mistreated? Natfan had never wondered. 
now Charlie was in jail for be~ng responsible for his 
I 
' 
III'll talk to Rosie, II he said! "If Charlie did wrong, 
I did wrong, but maybe we can make amends, make things 
somehow. n 
11 It 1 s too late,n Moishe said. He shook his head. "It 1 
t o late for anything. Rosie ran away last year with one of 
milk loaders at the dairy co-op. And Charlie was sen-
ced only a couple of weeks ago. He got twenty years." 
shook his head again. IITwenty yearst" 
u ~vhat jail is he in?" 
I 
11 Somewhere in Boston. I have tlhe address in the shop. 
I 1 send him little things. You know.u 
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Nathan nodded absently. He ppked the ashes of the fire 
that it was out. ~hen they gathered their :j'o make certain 
hings together 
1\ 
and stored them in the boat and cast off. 
I 
I 
Nathan rowed easily for a few' minutes and then paused. 
'Pa, why don 1 t you close the store! for a felv days, and may-. 
1 e go someplace with me? u 
"Someplace, Nathan? You mean Boston, don't you?" 
11 Yeah, Pa. Boston." 
nIt is better that you go yourself, my son." 
li 
I Nathan noddedj and started rowing again. He pulled i 
1: arder, long slow strokes which sent the little boat push-
; ng steadily through the green \vater of early evening. 
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His mother had cried when she had seen what they had 
cione to his hair. They had cropped his shiny red waves un-
1 
lil the top of h~s head br~stled like the hairs on the back 
< f a boar 1 s neck, and his mother had cried. 
nIt's almost like being in the army, Mom," he had told 
er on visiting dayo 11 They 1d do the same thing in the army .. ' 
"But you're not in the army," his mother had said, and 
1he had cried. 
' 
,. 
' 
i It seemed as if she alw-ays cried. Charlie had. come al ... 
I 
ost to dread visiting days. His mother would be there as 
egular as nature, and would sit on the edge of her bench 
jolding hands with her sorrow, weeping and telling him that 
I 
l 
e must be brave. And Kim.. You could hardly tell what Kim I -
1
as thinking on visiting days. She just sat there with that 
c amn tight little smile on her face, as if she were holding 
en hard. to something inside of her. 
I Charlie slid off the upper bunk and walked across the 
I ell to where a grey prison jacket hung on a i.vall hook. He 
,eached into both pockets and groped around, finding nothing, 
I 
nd then turned to the man who lay on the lower bunk. 
'
1 In one of your pockets is a brand-new pack of Camels," 
e said, looking angry. "May I have one of my own butts? 11 
-::r. --- -- --
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His cellmate was a short, 1vizened little man with hair 
the color of steel-wool. · 
"Butts?" He patted his pockets, a look of surprise 
~ighting his face as he came up with the pack of Camels. 
l1What do you think of that! I must have helped meself to a 
II 
'fig an' put the hull durn pack in m1pocket, force a habit 
' ike. Much obleeged, Scotty.n He tossed Charlie the ciga-
rettes. 
Charlie looked at him and grinned_~ "Force of habit is 
right. What are you in for, Vlhite?ll 
White grimaced. 11 Ah, that's a delicate. question to be 
askin 1 in this joint! But I 1m your bunkie, so I don't give 
!k damn. You are lookin 1 at--" he paused dramatically "--a 
jgenuwine three-time loser. II 
11 Three time loser. That means the big trip, doesn't 
it711 
II 11 Yes, lad. The long one. Unless somebody big changes 
their mind. II 
liWhat'd you do?'' 
II 11 My big problem is that I like to ?limb things--trees ~ouchin 1 on i'll"inders, ledges, fire es~apes--break.in 1 an' en.;,. 
~ry. Not once, not twice, but three times!" 
"I--" 
"Don't te..Ll me, let me guess. Hit-an 1-run manslaughter. 
rrwenty years. i'lelcome home~ 11 
I 
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lvhite smiled. llvlhy, I knew before you even set foot in 
this cell. Get to be here as long as I have, you find out 
qays a know·in 1 things. n 
The clang of the steel corridor door interrupted their 
1
?onversation. A turnkey stopped before their cell and open-
ed the door. He nodded at Charlie. 
' 
"Macintyre. Visitor.u 
/ Charlie looked at him in surprise. 11 Today 1 s Tuesday. 
This isn 1 t a visiting day. n 
' 
I 
I 
The turnkey shrugged. n Special permission .. " 
White chuckled. IIJf it's the governor>put in a good 
word for me, II he said. 
The visiting room was empty. It gave Charlie a queer, 
exciting feeling to see this room without people, to hear 
his footsteps echo through the quiet of a place he had never 
seen empty of noisy beings. 
I At first he didn't recognize Nathan through the wire 
screen. He stared hard. II 
L 
I 
11 Hello, Charlie, 11 Nathan said quietly. 
He remembered the voice. IINate, II he yelled. IIWell, 
Christ sake, how are yuh?" 
Nathan smiled. He started to reach for Charlie's hand, 
~ut the screen was there. 
IIQkay I guess,n he said. 11How a.l"e you111 
11 As fine a.s I can be under the circumstances." Charlie 
a ,!vas embarrassed. "Sit down, huh, and let's talk. God, you 
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ook good in that uniform. You must have put on fifty 
ounds. 11 
II It was plain to Nathan that Charlie had not put on 
~ ifty pounds. The ruddy, heal thy look which had been so 
luch a part of him when Nathan had last seen him th~ee years ~efore was gone. Already the pallor of the prisoner was be-
floming evident, and the clipped hair accentuated the thin-
II ess of the drawn face. 
11 You look good, too, " he saic1. 
Charlie dismissed the nicety with an almost careless 
ave of his hand. "vThen do you get out'? I mean when do you 
1 et your discharge711 
tt I've been a civilian for four days now. I just have·' n, 
gotten around to buying new clothes. 
into any of my old stuff. n 
I can't seem to 
11 0h. I thought they gave you little gold badges. 
,uptured ducks or something. II 
I Ruptured ducks~ Sometimes they sew them on for li 
!ou and sometimes they just give them to you and you're sup-
1 osed to sew them on. I never got around to sewing mine on. 
r:hat' s ho1'1T they happened to give me a special pass to see 
I -
, 1ou. I told them I'm due back in camp tonight. n 
"Oh. 11 Charlie laughed weakly. II It sure is good to see 
, ou. How long• s it been? A long time, anyhow." 
11 Yes. A long time. I heard about you and Kim, Charlie. 
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Charlie stared at him hard. "Are you trying to k 
~e?" His voice grated and shook. 
The blood rushed to Nathan's face. IIOh, Jesus," he 
whispered. II I am a goddam fool.n 
Charlie stared at him for another second, and then his 
face split in an unhappy grin. "Can it Nate. You were 
never a goddam fool. Forget it. I kno1v what you meant. II 
11He shook his head slowly. II I guess none of us ever thought 
that anything like this would happen." 
11 No, 11 Nathan said. "I guess none of us ever did. II 
11 About Kim, II Charlie said. 
llDon 1 t be silly, n Nathan said. III know.ll 
11 You don• t know, n Charlie said.. "Twenty years is a 
damn long time. Too long a time. I don 1 t know how it is 
with you two, but I want you to know I'm a big boy now. II 
"Don 1 t be silly," said Nathan. tt I haven't even seen 
.her since I got back. II 
11 Ho1"' long have you been back? tt 
II Four days. But Jesus 1-rhen I went around with her we 
were kids. 11 
11 You 111 see her. tt 
II Don't be silly--It 
11 Damn you, will you stop telling me not to be silly? 
I'm not saying there's going to be anything between you and 
11Kim. I 1 m just telling you, that's all. 11 
'''Sure, sure, u said Nathan. He was sorry now that he 
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p.ad come. 11 Sure, I understand. Thanks. tt 
"No thanks needed. 11 
I They were silent for a couple of minutes, each uncom-
P. ort ably aware 
I 
of the other's discomforture. 
i "Jesus, II Nathan said, 11 how do these things happen, any-
I 
ay.n 
Charlie pursed his lips and shook his head. "Oh, they 
appen. They happen,. II he saido 
' 
t i It had been a moonless night. ' That was a funn;y thing, II 
I I ~ecause it had been a part icularl;l bright Augustz with the 
I 
I ~oon out almost ev erz night and the stars giving guite a bit 
:>f light. But on August the fourteenth there had been no 
noon, no stars. He particularly remembered that, because it 
I 
I 
~as one of the points his 1a1,;zer had stressed at the trial. 
i ~ot that it had hel:eed him anl• 
·I It had started out like an;y: other evening. A couEle o:IL 
i i 
R.ours earlier Kim had called him at. the store and th~ had 
I 
tl!ade a date to have dinner at the club and then go to a 
~ance. I But shor"t;ly: af"t;er the call a truckload of farm im-
~lements had ! come in and he had Ehoned Kim and cancelled the 
i 
~inner engagement so that he could get the stuff uncrated. 
II fie liked to keep the business in order. He had done well 
~ith the store since taking it over, and he knew that if you 
I I 
9:idn 1 t get incoming shipments out I of the way fast, before 
~ou I knew it you'd have crated harql.ware lying around all over 
t 
I 
' 
I 
So he had cancelled the dinner ment and 
out for sandwiches. -
the hell, he had figured, it was going to be a 
he 1 d see of Kim before the ni t was 
fast as he \.l[as able, but even so it 
when he locked the front door. He had 
rabbed a uick sho'iver and then had st ed 
She looked as if she had been 
s on the bed read had 
s and smiled at him. 
11 Evening, Charles, 11 · she said. II Just get home f~ 
"A ll.ttle 'tvhile ago, Mother. I'm going over to the 
ance at the count 
!1You 1 re gol.ng out again? Seems like you go out eve:£X_ 
night lately. Seems ll.ke you never stay l.n evenings like 
used to. 11 
He chuckled, and winked at her. 11 A fella takes on re"--
ons1bilities when he Mother." 
11 I"G appears to me that Kl.m would understand if you 
took an even1ng off once and a vJhile and stayed at home with 
your mo"Gher. I don 1 t think "that 1rmuld be out of order at 
a1.1.. 11 He noticed with a familiar sense~.of dism that her 
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Jo1;.rer l1J2.._\-.TaB trembling. 
,, 
11 Tomorrow nigh"G 1 Motiher. I promise> 11 he sa1d. He 
II -
f tarted "to leave 1 but she called him back. 
11 Aren 1 t ;y:ou even going "Go klss me goodnight?" 
I He brushed her cheek with his li;es. 
"Have a good timel Charles 2 II she saidz s9.ueezing his 
II 
"And don't stal out too late. II ~and. 
I "I won't Mom " l he promised. 
' He paused for one last look in the rull-length hall 
' ,, 
irror downstairs. Shoes shined. Razor crease in his blue 
!l-abardine trousers. Fresh white handkerchief in his lapel 
locket, no't muc!!.z. just "the ti;e sho"tving for the carelessl~ 
~~orrect look he enj_o_y:ed affecting. Red tie, the color__Q£ 
}:_is hair. 
He smiled to himself as he adJusted his tie. Redheads 
-veren 1 t sup;eosed to wear red 1 it vras sup:,eosed to clash or 
some"Ghing .. Bu"G he dld it on purpose 1 to call attention to 
pis hair. I't had bothered him as a kid, but as he grew old-
l~rz he had become proud of i 't. It \·Je..sn 1 t kinkl or wirlz 
ike a lo"t of red hair ;y:ou saw around. It curled u:,e like 
!k ilky fire from his li_ght forehead. It drew the women as 
~ire drav.rs butterflies. He pulled a ,comb from an inside 
!breast pocket and ran it through his .hair. Then he ran out 
of the door to where his car was 12arked at the curb. 
He remembered that Klm 1 s face had shone when he first 
saw her that evening. She lea:,eed at him when he entered the 
' 
; 
II 
i 
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c ,oor, and flung her arms around hls neck. 
'i " Charlie, did you hear'? DID YOU HEAR'? The J a:e_ ane' s e--
· ,k'ITe surrenderred! The 1'1Tar' s almost over! u 
I) That w·as 't"J"he n the drinking had startedz he remembered. II 
•I 
He had I had a cou;ele of shots vrith Doc Mallin 1 and then II 
t,.he four of 
II 
them 1 he and Kim and the Mall ins 1 had gone to 
t he dance. The club was a mess of balloons and. ...2._~er 
s,;treamers and _p_ eopl e with noisemakers. Ever lone w·as scream-
i~g and kissing and the band was verJ[ drunk1 but nobod:V,_ 
s.bemed to care. 
I The stag line had grabbed Klm right awa~ 1 a net with his 
; 
it g irl gone was onl;l natural that he had wandered into the 
bar. Everyone 'tvas drinking up, ha_QP~t. lau_ghin_g, slaJ212.in_E 
b~cks, feeling good. It seemed to him that he had onl;l been 
t~ere a fev-r minutes 'tvhen Doc Mallin came in. l "Better go out and dance z Charlie z II Doc ha.d said. "I 
t ink ;lOUr girl 1 s getting mad. II 
' 
But 1ahen he had gone out Kim was dancing with Bob 
p ~t erson or Jack Lennox or som~one in that crowdz and she 
h lid smiled at him and w·aved 1 so he had waved back s.nd gone 
b ck to the bar. And then a few· .rounds later she had come 
il 
i~to the bar and shot him a look so mean that it had almost 
'I 
s )bered him up right on ljhe spot. 
II1Jhy look at me like that'l" he had asked her. 
11 You brought me here, didn 1 t you?" 
I 
11 Sure 1 11 he said. 11 \·lant a drink'? 11 
,, 
' 
II 
'I 
II 
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"How can :lOU ac"[j like 1ihis?" sne had i'!J'h i sp e red . He re-
n embered "[jhat her green e:les had looked almost black. The~ 
ooked like that whenever she go"[j angr~. 11 You haven't even 
c anced with me oncez II she had said. 
So he had taken her by the hand and led her onto the 
I 
ance floor. The song 'tv as 11 Me and My Shadow 11 • It was one 
If her favori 1j e s. She didn 1 t stay mad long. She never 
li: 
~tayed mad long. At first she wouldn't dance close, bu1j he 
I jlad looked into her eyes and di~~ed lower and lower whenever 
:le had an opportunity to Un"[jil at the last di~ they had ai-
II fallen over. Tnen she had grinned s~ite of herself rno S"[j 1n 
~nd they had both laughed. After that she snuggled in his 
~rms with her blonde hair against his shoulder, and he rem em-
if 
pered that it had been very nice. She had even sung a li tt.le 
pf 1jhe song. 
" 
•• and when i"[j' s twelve o'clock 
we climb 1ihe stair ...... ~ 
we don't knock ••• 
'cause 
!i 
nobody 1 s there ••• " 
Lr It had felt goodz not looking at herz the sweet smell of hair 1 listening to h~:;r highl thin little voice 1 holding 
II 
ther in his arms •• 
lar. Buli the dance had ended and the;l had gone back to the And she had i'!J'anted sweet cider. But the bart end er had 
jshaken his head. 11 Too early for sweet c ia.er. I can give ;z:ou 
;2unch, or a carbonated drink. 
" 
''I 
., 
Nope. Had to be Sl"fe e t cider. 
I 
! 
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"You're spoiled," ne had told her. 
Bu~ then someone had claimed her and dragged her back 
o the dance floor. Bob Peterson or J ck Lennox. 
had ano~her drink and then he had 
to t her some cid 
He couldn 1 t have been too drunk~ It was a very logical 
She· to 
cider. But he knew where there s cider. Lo~s 
__._;:.-.......::.:;;._~.::_.had be en proud that he had woven 
lot without so much 
a 
and there was still a 1-v-ar-time 
batteries. But he must have stalled 
near th ish farms 
ain when he started because he 
it had be to 
softly around him, fluttering 
He had heard the thump off the right fender, but it had 
ever occur to him that he should stop. "Must be a 
' 
I 7? 
'· 
; 
,, 
I 
I I 
~it 1 If he had said. llpoor little rabbit. Ain't never gonna 
II 
:r tUn no more.ll The words had :Qleased him and he had sung 
:I 
1 hem out into the night, IIPooo-ore, li 1 l ole ra-ab-bit-1.. ain 1 
:jev' 
I 
r gone run no mooooo. II Prett;y big bump for a rabbitt he 
l: lad thought then. Ma;ybe a fox. He ho:Qed that it hadn't . -
'· 
I 
1 een a dog. Damn stupid :QOlacks 1 he thought 1 the;y let their 
d ogs run around on the loose so's it might have been a dog 
8 t ·that. 
! 
l He had :QUlled U:Q b;y the orchard 12acking shed and he 
I 
leaned on his horn, splitting the g_uiet 11Ti th a long 1 wailing 
I 
nbte. He chuckled as he saw the watchman's flash bobbiE_g 
I 
d~wn the lo§ding :Qlatform t011Tards him. The old man turned 
! ~e flash on him. F-"-~ I 
I 
11 1'lho 1 s there? II he quavered. 'IIWhat you want? II 
if 
blin~d, II Shut that 
1
\ He had and closed hi.$ eyes. damn 
thing off II he had said. II It Is met Charlie Macint;yre. Sell 
:! 
m~ some cider\ will you Pete? II 
! 
" 
II \/fhat I 8 the matter with ;lOU, Charlie, ;you craz;y or some 
I 
t h.in 1 ? You come down here vvith no .lights on~ like to kill 
y pu,rself, and you make a latta noisei You know what time 
I ~is'? It's eleven- thu tty z that's what. Noz I ain't gonna 
s Jll you no cider. II 
I 11 Hellz Pete~ II he had saidz II I 'knOTtl that damn road so I 
w e,ll I can drive it in my sleep, ne'ver mind without li~hts .. 
0< me on, be a good guy, I'll give you five bucks for a j~ 
0' cider and no-one 1ll be the wiser. And you can go back to 
-
I 
I 
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~at-napp_in' t'lhen I leave. 11 
t He had grinned as Pete shuffled off to get the cider. I 
hen he had remembered what the old man had said about the 
-~ _ight s z and he had sw·itched them on. Only the left beam 
k ked, and he remembered~ng around to the front of the 
I t . The lamp was shattered. The ,car o see what was wrong. 
f.--• ~ther headlight showed brown snots s.12attered all over the 
! ellow fender. 
II And then he had seen the rag. 
It w·as caught in the crack between the body and the 
hoodl a piece of dirty white clothz looking as if it had 
been riEped from a man's undershirt. He had :eicked it U£ 
)knd stood there tvith it in his hand 2 tr~ing to co~ehend· 
II 
what it meant. 
Pete had come back with the cider and he had Qaid him 
off and driven slowl~ back down the road. ~'/hen he had reach-
ed the Polish farms he had used the spotlight, travelling lslowl~z playing_!he beam up and do1rm the sicte of the road. 
II He saw it almost right a-tval· 
!I I 
The kid was small. He remembered that the bol had been 
I• 
wearing sneakers and blue jeans, and that only half his tee-
shirt was left on his back. The bol had been lying face . 
-
ldown, and. in the bad light he looked like an·· oversized rag 
~ -
doll that someo?e had ~otten tired of J2l.aying with. He had 
. started to turn the little body over, but had become 
I 
l't'lretchedly sick, and then frighteded, very frightened. He 
II 
,; 
---
I 
II 
I 
,, 
:,had leaped into the car and had started to drive, pushing 
I tPe pedal down to the floorboard; wanting onl~ to get a~ay 
Jkrom there. 
II 
'I 
The next thing he remembered was bursting into his 
mother's room. He didn't recall telling her the story of 
·I 
'~hat had happened, but she mu~~ have gotten it out of him, 
because he could remember that she begged him not to tell 
11anyone 't'lhat had happened. He could remember her hard hands 
': 
pressing his head to her bosom, and how she had rocked back 
and forth, sitting on her bed as he kneeled drunkenly before 
her. 
But he had sobered up. 
II 
II 
!had 
He remembered calling the club, 1-vaiting until Doc Malli 
been paged, and then talking: 
"Hello, Doc7 This is Charlie. Doc, I ran over a kid. li 
'! 
On the Orchard road. I don't know. I left him there. Doc, r think--maybe I killed him. 
II 
·I 
He realized 't'lith a start that Nathan had been talking. 
"Do you need anything special?" Nathan asked. 
"No. Thanks, I don 1t. Oh, ·and thank your Dad for the 
packages, huh'? II Charlie smiled wistfully. "He 1 s still a 
swell guy." 
ii A guard opened the door and \1Taited until they said good 
bye. 
II 
11 \vhen's the next visiting day, Charlie'?" Nathan asked. 
I 
'I 
,, 
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,, 
II 
I 
"Sunday. But I'll understanGl if you can 1 t make it. 
~ust got out of the army, and all that." He waved his hand 
lgain, that same careless gesture~ 
I 
"I'll be here," Nathan said. 
·' Charlie waited until he had left 
I 
the roop, then he walk 
I 
ed back to his cell with the guard a 
1'lhi te lay on his bunk, his hands behind his head. 
U,Ijriyuh, pal," he said. 11 I missed yuh. I'm all outa butts. 
·' 
"'et 1 s have one, huh?" 
\ 
i 
Charlie threi'l him the pack .. 
l'Thi te grinned. "Vias it the governor? 1t 
11 No," Charlie said. "Just alfriend.tt 
I 
! 
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VIII 
He frequented the places to which she might logically 
go. He knew that he 1-ras playing the romantic, but he took 
regular wa.lks past the big split oak where she had hit him 
' ~ith the rock yeo.rs before, and he fished for hours from 
~he bluff where they had first really met. He even walked 
j)Y her uncle 1 s house t1·1ice like a little boy looking for 
~is best girl, past the long gingerbreaded porch which he 
! 
~ad once known so well, hoping that he wasn't being obvious, 
~is heart pounding and the nervousness tight in the pit of 
~is stomach. He wanted their first meeting to be.memorable, 
r
omething upon which to builda 
But when he met her it wa.s oh the Boston train, on 
! 
r
unday, visiting day at the penetentiary. 
He boarded the tr~in a few minutes early and opened the 
~ost to the crossword puzzle. He saw Mrs. Macintyre first, I . 
entering his car just before the train pulled out. He was 
I 
~eated in the rear of the coach, ~nd when he recognized 
Charlie 1 s mother he half arose to greet her, but then he sai't ! 
~im, and he couldn't make himself move; he sank back in his: 
seat, looking at her. 
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II 
i He had known that she w·ould b~e changed, that she '1.-Tould 
I 
I 
(:e different in some aspects of ap~earance, but looking at 
I 
.1: er as she walked down the train aisle he felt with a sense 
I 
c f panic that this was not the same girl with 1..rhom he had 
I 
rown up. 
They chose a seat in the middle of the car, and he sat 
here, just looking at the back of their heads, not knowing 
hat to do. 
She had cut her hair, that was one reason that she 
ppeared different to him. He had expected to see it long, 
phoulder length, and instead it 1..ras cropped short, in the 
atest fashion, so that it fitted her head like a bright 
ellow cap. It looked shockingly modern, that head next to 
rrs. Macintyre's grey~feathered brown hat. She was wearing 
~ white summer dress, and between the spot where the hair 
~nded and the dress began he could see the smooth tan of her 
heck. Some of the girlish mischi~f was gone from her face, 
~nd instead she wore a cool, almo~t brittle, expression of 
I 
I i 
etachment, accentuated by the mo~ernness of her hairdo. 
I 
But then two girl~ entered the car, puffing and laugh~ 
~ng about how they had just managed to catch the train, and 
I 
'tthey sat between him and the seat occupied by Kim and Mrs. 
I ~acintyre, and he couldn't see her anymore, and almost with-
lout re"'1' izing that CA...C. _ he was doing it he was moving doi'm the 
'aisle toward her. 
1 He paused by their seat and cleared his throat~ Her 
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~ace was a blank for a moment, and then color rushed into it 
~hen she recognized him. . Her eyes made the biggest im-
~ression on him in that first moment. Her eyes had always 
1Pascinated him. 
"Nate, u ~-she breathed. II Well, Nathan Holoff! 11 
He took her hand. Then he dropped it, for Mrs. Macintyr~ 
tared from one to the other in sharp disapproval. 
11 Hello, Nathan, 11 she said. "When did you get back? 11 
"Just a feitJ days ago,n he said. "I'm go.ing up to see 
~harlie. II 
:I Some of the disapproval left her face. 11 0h. Then you 1 v 
eard .. 11 
It is an old Jew·ish custom not to express sorrow· at a . 
·uneral. This was something like that, Nathan thought. So 
l e merely nodded. II Yes," he said. n I visited him there l&st 
~'>riday. 11 
The woman looked up at him. "How was he7 He have a 
c old 1 n 
\\ "I didn't notice that he had." II ,, 
11 She tha1ved a little and gave him a tight smile. "If you 
ii 
lon 1 t mind riding backwards why don It you turn that seat a.-
1~ 
1 ound and ride ivith us." 
He tugged at the seat in front of them, pushing it until 
i he back slanted toward them. Then he sat facing them and 
ried to keep from staring at Kim6 
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histicated looking. She held some knitting in her lap, and 
e noticed -that her nails 1,rere scarlet-tipped. Her figure, 
y. 
matured. He forced himself to look at her imperson 
Her lips \•Jere parted in a glad smile. Her eyes gazed 
his warmly. She reached over and pressed his hand 
"It is good to have you with me again, Nate," she said .. 
Kim stood under the shower with her eyes closed, feel-
ing the warm water thrum off of her shower cap and needle 
ong her skin. 
She worked up a lather, rubbing the cake of soap with 
quick, intense movements, then she rubbed the suds sl01·1ly 
over her body, enjoying the warm, exciting way in which her 
slipped over her breasts &.nd stomach. 
The warmth, and the pounding water was relaxing, and she 
her eyes and stood there sleepily, thinking of how· 
had looked on the train, of how his shoulders had 
roadened and his manner had become more self-assertive, les 
Those dark good looks, she thought, only a Jew 
ould have such dark skin and still be so attractive. But 
ot all Jewse In fact, not most of them. Ugh. She thought 
of the Sirarthiness of some of the boys she had seen lounging 
in front of the synagogue on Harrison Street. 
Then she smiled. But Nathan was different. Nathan was 
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athan, and the thought of what had happened to the stringy 
ody of the boy she had once known gave her a queer feeling 
f excitement. He was a man now. And big. She felt her 
reasts go taut with longing. 
I'll be seeing more of you, Nathan Holoff, she thought. 
11 I 1 ll be s~eing more of you," she whispered aloud, as 
water thrummed loudly off the bathing cap about her ears 
the pellets needled sharply into the tender skin between 
r shoulder blades. 
Three Sundays crawled by and each Sunday he 'IJIJOuld board 
he train and wait for Kim to get on with Mrs. Macintyre. 
hey would talk politely during the trip in, spend a strain 
comfortable forty minutes watching Charlie through the 1.:. , 
ckenwire in the visiting room, and take a cab back to 
Station. In the station dining room Mrs. Macintyre 
alt-rays order vegetable soup ..,.rithout looking at the 
,enu; and when they had eaten and taken the local, grinding 
I 
1 top after grinding stop back to Dutton, Nathan would tip 
is hat and know that he would not see Kim for another seven 
ays. He could not bring himself to suggest a meeting; the 
eemed no reason for doing so, and Mrs. Macintyre's 
topped him from suggesting purely social contact$ 
And then on the fourth Sunday Kim walked down the train 
isle toward him and he saw that she was alone. 
"Hi, 11 he said. He stepped into the aisle so that she 
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I 
auld get to the seat next to the window. He smelled her 
c lean, sweet scent as she brushed by. n Where' s Mrs. 
1 acintyre? n 
"She's in bed with a bad cold," Kim said. "She can 
J ardly talk, poor thing. She feels simply awful." 
,\Now 
I! 
I 
"That 1 s 'too bad," said Nathan. He grinned down at her. 
we'll just have to go into Boston all alone.u 
She smiled back at him and shook her head. "She really 
sn 1t as m·J'ful as she seems, Nate, II she said~ "She just 
I 
~aves her son too much, that 1 s all." 
Nate nodded. He opened his paper to the crossword 
1 1~zzle and they started to do it together. He began to feel 
~ lmost gay; the purpose of the trip to Bo stan left his mind, 
i p 
< 'nd Charlie and jail and manslaughter were forgotten com:;.c. c. .. 
1/ 
J letely as he listened to Kim's clear laughter bubble up ovei 
f orne absurd definition in the puzzle lista Kim responded 
c uickly to his gaiety; a stranger might have thought that 
hey were off on a holiday. 
1 
But all at once they were at North Station, and then the 
\~ings which they had crowded out of their minds rushed back 
~to them, and they were quiet as the taxi.threaded its way 
i prough" the traffice 
1lce Charlie smiled when he saw them, but then Nathan saw his go white as his eyes moved over the entire room, search~ 
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I! 
I 
l 
"Hi, buddy, II Nathan said. 
11 Hello, dear, 11 said Kim. 
Charlie stared at them. 
ick, isn't she? She's si6k! 
11 Whe1re 1 s Mom," he said. 11 She 1 I 
I 
What's the matter with her?" 
' 
"Nothing much, really," said 1Kim. II She 
1 s got a little 
I 
1
old and her voice be came husky, so I told her that she 1 d 
: etter not come in today. II 
r 
11 You told her, n Charlie said. "Didn 1 t she have Doc 
ome up to the house? n 
noh, yes, n said Kim, "he dropped in on her last night 
nd gave her some penicillin tablets to suck on. She'll be 
~ine by tomorrow." 
•J 
,, 
Charlie stared at Kim. "You Ire sure, " he said. "You'r. 
pot lying to me, are you7" You're sure she's all right?" 
11 0f course, dear, 11 Kim said. "Noirl don't start to be-
p.ave like a stupid ass. n 
Charlie smiled wanly. 11 I'm sorry, II he said. II Only I 
~new that if she didn't come to see me she must be sick, and 
I got frightened for a minute, that's a11.n 
11 Sure,tt Nathan se.id. "But she's o.k., she's fine. 11 
11 0h, that 1 s all right then, n Charlie said.. II I just 
! 
;~ranted to make sure~ n 
i 
/ . There are a lot of seconds fn forty minutes, thought 
Nathan. He tried not to fidget ~s the three of them sat and 
talked inanely. The. conversation turned to Dutton, the appl. 
I 
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.I 
t'he visitors began to file out of the bare room, anc1 it was 
' 
i ime to go. 
,/ II Say, Nate, 11 Charlie said, n Tell your old man that I 
c:ppreciate the stuff he's been sending me, but that I think 
1: ·e should stop. " 
i 
"Why?" said. Nathan.. "He enjoys sending it. II 
i 
"Most of it ends up with my cellmate anyhow," said 
,harlie. "I hate to see him waste his money." 
"Don 1 t be silly," said Nathan., n Just as long as you 
'et some of it.n 
IIWell, then thank him for me. :And thanks for coming 
He turned to Kim. 11 See you next week, honey?" 
11 Sure, 11 she said. 11 See you next week. 11 
In the cab Nathan felt restless. ''Let's not go to the 
~tation to eat tonight, n he said. 
"All right, n Kim said. IIAnything you say .. u 
They left the taxi at Park Square and walked over to 
~ario 1 s. It was crowded with early diners, full of noise 
lnd chatter, but the smell of good Italian food was in the 
,I 
:I 
air 
i 
and a juke box provided a background of soft music. 
1
'hte slowly and enjoyed themselves. 
"I hate to go home now, n said Kim. 
111flell, why do we have to? tt said Nathan. "Let 1 s catch 
the nine o' clock.n 
"Will you buy me a drink'1" she asked .. 
. I 
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II 
II W'ill I! II 
They w·ent to a place a few doors do"t<m from Mario's, a 
~oint that was dimly lighted by a couple of electric bulbs 
~ith orange shades around them that threw chunks of the room 
~nto an orange brightness and left the corners black and 
murky~ Nathan watched Kim: she sipped the sidecar she had 
\1 
ordered and shuddered. He took a long swallow of his otfil 
drink; it scalded his gullet and wormed its way hotly througJ 
his insides. 
11 Boy! 11 he said. 
I L She nodded. "Mine, too, 11 she said. 
rhemsel VeS! II 
The clarinetist began to play again. 
11 They must make it.: 
He was a large 
Then the little tan guy with the sax joined in. More sobbine , 
llanother tale of frustration. But the piano brought them out 
lof it. A lousy piano, no subtelty of meaning or nuance of 
I 
tone, just a tinkling beat that set the other two instru-
ments going, and soon the three of them were delivering it 
together, fast, hard and driving. 
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~ They finished in a burst of sound that enveloped their 
=w~=9~================================+===== 
c!udience, who screamed for more. Nathan and Kim beat their 
:t:alms together until the little gu~ with the sax raised his 
;jand for quiet and put the reed to1 his mouth. 
' t i 
I 
Nathan finished his drink and' ordered two more. He be-
i 
an to tingle from the feet up; that meant that he was about 
ii 
jo get high. He saw that Kim l"l'as staring at him, a pensive 
ittle smile on her lips. She wr~nkled her nose at him. He 
issed his fingertip and touched the tip of her nose. 
, II I wonder who's going to be the first to say it, II she 
I ~aid. 
il II Say what? 11 he asked. 
'I 
l 11 I love you. n 
He waited for a moment. Then he said, "You are. You· 
!have to. II ,, 
I 
11 Why do I have to, Nate?" she said. "Why can't you?ll 
11 You have to, 11 he said. II It Is up to you. II 
/I 11 I love you, II she said. II I 1 ve always loved you. 11 
1: 
The waiter returned with the'ir drinks. They said 
pothing, but sat there and looked into each others eyes. 
From the back of the room a skinny colored girl walked 
Ito the center of the floor in front of the band and started 
,;to sing. 
I 
I 
11 Aww, it 1 s oney a pay-puh mooon ••• II Her voice grated 
unpleasantly. Whatever it was that the combo had been able 
to capture through improvisation was lost on commercial stufi. 
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-u II 11 Come on, II he said. "I don't want it spoiled.l1 
The night was cool. Hand in hand they walked across 
P~rk Square and onto the Common. ~hey sat on a park bench 
; 
C1\rerlooking a pond on Which boats shaped like huge white 
etans drifted serenely. The sounds of the traffic-sifted to 
t em through the night as if from a far-off land. 
! 
I 
She reached out &nd touched his cheek, and Nathan smiled. 
u Forget it, -Kimmy, 11 he said. 11 It was the liquor. n 
"No. It wasn't the 1 iquor. I love you, Nate. 11 
11 Charl ie--11 
11Didn 1 t really count. I've always loved you. Of coursE 
couldn't have waiteda I was just a kid. I didn 1 t know if 
ever see you again. And Charlie was a substitute. II 
She had started to cry, and he took her in his arms. 
11 That 1 s all he ever was, 11 she said. "A substitute. I 
nust forgot that I loved you, that's all. But I never stop-
ped. Forgetting isn 1 t the same as stopping.u 
1 
1 Her cheeks tasted salty to his lips. He buried his face 
in her hair. 
IINo, it isn't,u he said. 
On the pond the boats moved slowly, like huge white 
~wans. 
- __ .:..._ ___ -;:: 11.:.;_-.:;._:;:::= __ -_..:_-::=-:-:._ 
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IX 
Nathan sat on the cutting table, picking with a broken 
blade at the stitches which he had just made in the 
of a pair of trousers held in his lap. It was the 
time that he was taking the stitches out of the fab-
and he was worried, thinking that perhaps he bad 
the cloth. He cut the tbread slowly and methodi-
taking care not to do further injury to the materi-
It made him nervous, this skill-demanding, picayune 
He couldn't enjoy sitting hunched up over a piece 
cloth, making the quick, small movements with needle 
thread which he had so often watched his father doing. 
yearned for work that called for sweat and freedom of 
He unrolled the half-finished cuff and swore softly 
~~~.Oii he saw the tiny gash he had made in the fab~ic. Be-
he could do anything e~se with the pants, the door 
pened and Moishe Roloff bobbed into his shop. 
Nathan smiled at his father and shook his head. "Pa, 
you sure I'm your son? I'm still working on Kwiatkow-
and I can't get one of them sewn straight." 
Moishe frowned and pursed his lips. 1tHe'll be here 
minute. Here, give them to me. 11 He inspected the cut 
mixture of amusement and concern. 11Ruin them you 
didn't yet, 11 he said, 11 but all I can say is that I'm glad 
:I came home when I came home! u 
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Nathan leaned back in relief and watched the flashing 
, his father's needle. 
''This is a good snit,u said Moishe. 110ne of the fin-
suits I ever made here." He stopped sewing for a 
held the trousers out before him. usuch a piece 
I should have to work with every day! 11 
11Wbat 1s Kwiatkowski going to do with a suit like that, 
Seems to me he never leaves that farm of his:" 
u A suit like this he buys for only one reason~ Nochem. 
church. We like to dress nice for Shul, Kwiatkowski 
put his suit on Sunday mornings and go to church. 
he's got the right idea, he's no dope. 11 Moishe nodded 
11When he didn't have, he worshipped God dressed 
he could afford. Now •• U He looked at the suit and 
~d. 11 A good suit." 
lfThe insurance g_elt, huh, Pa?tt 
Moishe nodded. 11 The insurance gelt. You know what 
ey 1re saying? They're saying that he's collecting fifty 
usand iiollars. Fifty thonsandJtt He stared into.space. 
• 
Nathan snorted. "Bubbie 1 s meisers, Pa, n he said. nThe 
insurance his son could have taken out was ten thou-
That's tops. You can't take more." 
ns0 ,tt said Moishe, 11 ten thousand or fifty thousand, to 
Kwiatkowski, got a good farm and everything, ten 
sand is the same as fifty thousand. He doesn't really 
it, but now that 
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He got no one else to spend it on or stlf< a few luxerie s. 
J&ave it to. No use in saving it.~• He shuddered. 11Brrrrr. 
IJ~a.t kind of money I'm glad I ain't; got. Poor Kwiatkowski! 
~!nice Pa.lisheh, too. A nice 82Z•~ 
"Yeah, u Nathan said, tt it's to~ bad. It 
I 
ttToo bad, '1 said Moishe. nLike my mother, your Bubbie, 
1.sed to say to me, you think you got troubles, go visit 
, even families and you'll find seven worse kinds of trouble 11 
Nathan smiled. 11Yeah, u he said. "That 1 s right." 
l
' The door jangled open, and Kwiatkowski came in. He was 
~ big man in faded blue overalls. His workshirt, :•;en at 
I! 
;;he neck, revealed a hairy chest the color of overta.nned 
~eather. Nathan nodded to him and smiled, noticing the way 
~he man's steel-grey mustache spread over his u~per lip when 
>I . ~e returned their greeting with a nod and a slow, patient 
!I 
~mile of his own. 
~~ 11 1 Lo , 11 said Kwiatkowski. 11 B:cho ff, you got my new suit, 
,, 
~ike you said?n ~· 
il 
'I It .Just finishing, KwiatkowskiJ 
11 Moishe said. 
! 
11 it down.u 
I 
Hsi t down 
:I 
li 
Kwiatkowski carefully rubbed his hands on his overalls 
I, 
~efore he gingerly pushed aside two bolts of cloth and sat 
~n the work bench. Nathan's impression of the man was one 
1\ 
, 
~f extreme cleanliness. His blue clothing was pink from re-
I 
~eated washings, and although he neede~ a haircut his white 
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IIA cup tea?ll Moishe asked. 
i 
"\'lould be nice, II conceded Kwi:atkowskL 
u Nochemll Moishe nodded in the direct ion of the kitchen. 
athan went in and put the pot on~1 Then he got three of the 
! I 
~hick, white cups that Moishe kept stacked in the cupboard. 
' 
~lmost as if he had been watching,his son, Moishe yelled, 
I 
I 
I Nochem. Bring glasses for Mr. Kwiatkowski and me, not cups 
1\nd the lump sugar. u i 
I 
no .K., Pal" Nathan yelled baok. He grinned as he re-
~urned two of the cups and took dpwn two water glasses. Tha 
i ; 
~as the European style of drinking tea. And the lump sugar! 
I 
I He loved to watch his father drink tea. First Moishe would 
bite off a good piece of sugar, tP-en, holding it between his 
teeth, he would sip the tea right, through it, that way get-
ijting the maximum of sweetness. Nathan piled the te.a things 
on a tray and hurried back to the shop. 
K't-J"iatkowski was standing in front of the mirror looking 
at his new pants, which he had just put on. Moishe Holoff 
"Do you like my suit? 11 he asked Nathan. 
"It 1 s a wonderful, suit, 11 Nathan said. "Wear it in good 
. health. n 
·I 
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a I Kwiatkowski looked surpriseq.. 11 Thank you, boy, II he sale .. 
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li 
I 
e had a gentle way of talking. 
They sat in silence for a while, and sipped their tea •. 
hen Kwiatkowski spoke. 
11 Did you know my Joseph711 he asked Nathan. 
I 
I 
Nathan was taken by surprise~ He didn't know what to 
I 
~ay. 11 No, 11 he blurted. II No, I didn't. n 
I 
! 
I 
!;tea. 
The farmer nodded. They ret*rned to silence and their· 
I 
11 Another glass? II Moishe asked when Kwiatkowski had set 
his empty glass down on the bench before him. 
IINo. n He shook his head. ":All right I pick up my suit 
1oh Tuesday? I expecting a check on Tuesday, pay for it ''".!'~ 
I 
ithen. 11 
i 
1 Moishe shook his head in protest~ 11 No, no, take it 
I 
now, take it now. If you want ·to pay on Tuesday, all right, 
fine, but take your suit now. 11 
Kwiatkowski nodded in satisfaction. "Good, II he said .. 
He turned to Nathan. "You help your father make my au i t'?ll 
I 
·he asked. 
'• . Moishe laughed. "Nathan is,not much of a tailor," he 
I I 
"He 1 s pretty good using the pressing machine, that 1 a I said. 
· all. 11 
11 You like to be tailor?" 
Nathan shook his head ruefully. "No, I'm afraid I 
1 don't enjoy it very much. I was in the Infantry. I'm used 
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A to working outside now, in the sun, in the rain. II 
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! 
"My boy Joseph was in Infantry, too. 11 Kvria.tko'tvski 
i 
!tared at Nathan, as if he wanted to say something and for 
orne reason w·as holding back. nyou like to be farmer?ll he 
sked. 
Nathan looked at hime IISure.111 He smiled. IINeed a 
I 
iired man?tt 
Kwiatkowski snorted. "No ne~d hired man."- He flexed 
i 
.P.is arm. "Sixty-one year old, strong as ox. II He looked 
f>rom the father to the son. "My Joseph was going to be 
:Parmer, 
I 
l.ike me, 
" 
he said. "Two year ago, tov-m sell good 
I 
,plot of land. On Cemetery Hill. 1 I buy for .Joseph. Good 
h. and. Some of it hard to farm, on hill. But a lot on top 
of hill, purty flat. 11 He reached into his overalls and 
pulled out a sack of tobacco and a cigarette paper and 
started to roll a smoke. n I no "t-Tant land anymore. Joseph 
no need land. I sell cheap. 11 He looked again from father 
to son. 
Moishe laughed. 11 Nathan is· not a farmer, II he started 
i 
ito say, but his son stopped him. 
11 Pa, I think I 1d like it." Moishe stared at him in 
·surprise. 
I• I 
"Nine huner 1 dollar," KwiatkO"t'lski said. "Only land, 
nothin' on it. Lots of stones on slopes, better near top. 
Have to clear the trees, plo\v on slopes "tvith horse, no can 
i use tractor there. 11 He stared at Nathan. 11 You think you-
like? 11 
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i Nathan looked at his father. n If it 1 s any good I can 
~'1 et a G. I. loan through the Veterans, 11 he said. 
"You think you can do it 'l n M'oishe asked slowly. 11 You 
I 
·hink you can be a farmer 7 do all that heavy work'111 
"I'd sure like to try, 11 Nathan said. 
I 
I Kwiatkowski "t<~Jas a little mor~ sure of himself no"Vl. 
i !You take land, I give you present, give you all seed for 
I 
,;irst year.u 
I llWhat are the boundaries? n Moishe asked. 
; "The apple orchard, on North.. The cemetery wall, on 
~outh. Stone marker, half-way down hill, on east. Not much 
~n west. .iust a little of the slqpe yours on the tvest. But 
\and on the west not much good, anyhow. Too much stones, 
I qoo many trees. 11 He looked at Nathan. n1ou know land I 
~ean'?ll 
) nyes, n Nathan said. u I know the land. I used to play 
( 
~here. I know· 1 t well .• " 
'i 
i 
"I got car outside, II KwiatkOifSki said. "You want go 
! 
lt'or ride, look at land 1 n I 
! i 11 I 1 d like that, II a aiel. Nathan 1 II Thank you. II He turned 
~o his father. "Will you come, t~o, Pa?" 
!l ~1 u I've got a business to run, clothes to press," l.'-ioishe 
,, 
said.. 11 You go ahead. You're no baby. You knmv what you 
'I ~ant. 11 He chuckled. 11 Anyho't+V, you know more about farming 
[t;han I doL 11 
1
\ Moishe 
II J 
put Kwiatkowski's suit in a cardboard box, and 
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II 
~athan got into the old '36 Ford with the farmer. It start-
1rd with a roar. Nathan felt his eyes smart from the fumes 
~hich rose from the old motor as they jolted away. 
~wiatkowski handled the 't<Theel as if he had become part of 
~he car in the long years in which he had owned it. 
About half way dmrn the orchard· road he pulled over to 
{/Jhe shoulder and stopped the car. He rolled himself another 
li 
:smoke, lit up, and then started up again and drove off. 
!I 11 I could have done that for you," Nathan said. 
"You know how to roll smoke'?ll 
II Somebody taught me in the army. This fell a from 
Georgia." 
11 0h. Nobody roll my smokes. I only like roll my own. 
~ou know why I not ask you hold the wheel while I roll ciga-
11 
rette?" 
Nathan looked at him. 11 No. 'Ttlhy?" 
i I K't'Viatkov.rski pointed a gnarled forefinger. UQ,uarter of 
mile, half mile down is where Waitkovitch Rid got killed. 
I shO'\"l you. " 
:i I Nathan gre1rr 
Charlie. 
cold. Poor Charlie, he thought, poor 
Kwiatkowski slowed down. 11 0ver there, by bushes." 
Nathan could see nothing but clean white dust in the 
~oad at the spot to which Kwiatkowski pointed. But the car 
I . h noved on, and the place where Charlie ad run down 
Stanislaus Waitkovitch was gone. 
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:I 
II liThat bad business, very bad," Kwiatkowski said. 
'Charlie Macintyre friend of yours, Huh?ll 
"Yes," Nathan said.. 11 He 1 s a friend of mine. Poor 
Pharlie. 11 
II Too bad, n Kwiatko't'.rski said. "Young fell a, got a few 
II ~rink in: him, not mean do bad things. My Joseph used to 
I! 
~ave few 
II ,, 
~ucky. 11 
~Charlie 
drink in him, once in while. Most young fella 
He flipped his cigarette out of the window. 
unlucky, II he said. 
11 He sure was, 11 Nathan said. 
11 To bad for Waitkovitch, too," Kwiatkowski continued. 
11 ·• vaitkovitch lazy, no-good, but he lose a boy, feel bad. I 
now. n 
"Did he take it bad? II Nathan asked. 
"Very bad. Oh, bad. Drink; drink, drink, ever since. 
~o tend farm, no feed chickens. Only drink. II Kwiatkowski 
~hook his head in pity. 
1\ 
They rode on in silence for the rest of the way, each 
li 
with his o"t-;n thoughts. occupied 
II 
Kwiatkow·ski jockeyed the Ol• 
par into the rutted woods road which led from the orchard up 
uhe bottom slope of the hill. They jounced along for a few 
ninutes, the wheels of the car following the deep ruts in 
~he road like trolley wheels following steel tracks; then 
;fthe road ended, and they got out of the car and began to 
plimb on foot. 
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Nathan felt strangely as if he were in some sort of 
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I 
I 
:I 
I 
I 
c /ream. This was the hill which had been so important to him 
~ s a boy. From its crest he had launched a thousand imagi-
r ary careers. Lying on its grassy surface with his eyes 
I. 
< losed, he had been 'king, bandit cp.ief, wandering minstrel, 
1oldier, cossack, American Indian. He felt somehow that he 
1hould be showing the land to Kwiatkow·ski. 
I 
I 
i At the top they paused to ca~ch their breath. The land 
Pell away at their feet: forest,· water, field and farm. 
' 
' ·I 
"You can ·.see half the county from here, n Nathan 
~urmured. 
Kwiatkowski kicked a piece of turf loose with his heavy i . 
•oot. He knelt and picked a fistful of the rich, brown loam 
I 
i 
IIThis good earth, n he said. lnyou feel this earth. n 
I 
I Nathan knelt by him and rubb~d the earth between his 
vhumb and fingers. It felt cool and fine. He breathed in 
~he moist ground smell. 
I 
I I 
"When you begin work, clear land 1 11 asked K1~iatkowski. 
n I don 1 t kno~.,, II Nathan said. 1 II It 111 probably be at 
I 
2.east a week before I can clear tlle loan papers through. n 
I 
Kwiatkow·ski looked at him and smiled. 11You want pay 
1for land next 
:I 
tomorrow, pay ~at isfaction. 
I 
week, good, fine. But you start work on land 
whenever you get money. II He smiled in deep 
II Just like I do with your father' s suit. II 
j 
'· 
.. ~'. ~- ·":·· . 
lOl 
II 
II 
x. 
Far below him the blueness of the lake shimmered 
~ the heat rays. Nathan paused in his work for a moment 
lind wiped his brow with a sweaty forearm. The ghost of 
breeze riffled the grass at his feet, and he threw h~s 
l"ead back hopefully, hoping to catch some coolness. But I 
i he breeze had died as quickly as it had been born, and 
c nly the sun beat hotly on his upturned face • 
. 
1 
He looked down at the lake again; it looked cool 
I d inviting. He thought of the icy springs on the bottom, 
+ound which schools of fish took refuge on days like this, 
a~d through which he had swum in deep green water, so 
cpld that his body had tingled and he had had to take 
faster strokes to warm himself. 
1\ 
But then he looked about him, and sighed in satis-
faction as he picked up his axe and resumed work. All 
a[bout him lay the evidence of his labours. For ten days 
b~ had been cutting down trees, and many white-cut stumps 
II 
s~uatted where timber had risen a few days before. 
" 1: 
;i He swung his axe steadily. The rhythmic biting 
t~e blade rose above the smaller noises of the birds II~ t~e insects; it was the only large noise on the hill. 
I 
of 
and 
11 en the farm dogs, whose barking sometimes rose to hlln. 
lQ~ 
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II 
j rom below, were silenc.ed by the heat. His axe rose and 
,11, flash:lng 1n the sun. He wore no shirt; the sweat 
r'~lled down his bare brown back and soaked into his army 
sbtan pants. 
II He saw Kim when he stopped for his next brea.lr. She 
had already started up the hill. She was dressed in a 
! 
w~ite frock, and the sun shone in her blonde hair. He 
II 
lflaned against the tree and watched her climb. She walked 
eflsily, taking long, yet feminine, strides. She swung 
sbmething in her right hand as she walked; when she g~t closer to him he saw that it was a thermos jug. 
11 "Hi! tt he shouted, when she had reached the stone 
mtrker. She didn't answer or indicate that she had heard. 
s1
1
/e walked up to the tree in the shade of which he rested, 
al: d sank to the ground. 
"'You poor kidJ 11 he said. The dress, which had 
l(\oked so crisp and fresh against the greenery of the 
h llside vegetation, stuck limply to her body. Her face 
w~:''s flushed, and beaded with perspiration. 
Ill "You madman," she moaned, 11 to be working on a day 
llce this!" She slipped her loafers off her feet and 
sighed gratefully as she sank back in the grassy shade, 
II 
her eyes closed against the hot brightness of the early 
af~ernoon. 11 I lugged up some lemonade," she said. 
"Ppur me some, won 1 t you?n 
-~~~==========================r==== 
11 
II 
II 
II He slipped the cup off the top of the thermos, and 
gave her a drink. She gulped the lemonade down and handed 
i 
hr the cup wordlessly. He was thirsty, but he drank 
Sf owly, savoring the cold tartness of the drink. It left 
I 
a' cool, puckerish taste in his mouth. He placed the jug 
il the shade, and dropped to the grass beside Kim with a 
I 
s~Lgh of satisfaction. 
tlMrs. Macintyre called this morning, w she said. Her 
eyes were still closed; he looked at her face, but it 
r II vealed nothing. 
»yes?" he said. ''What did she want? u 
ttshe wanted to know if lflY cold was any better." 
11 "I told her it wasn 1 t. Then she wanted to know 
w~ether your cold was better. I told her I didn't know." 
want to go in to see him this Sunday?u I "Do you 
N~than asked. 
II 
She opened her eyes. tti won't go without you, u she 
I;; s~id. ttAnd I can•t go in with you and act as if nothing 
h~d happened,ff she said fiercely. "I can't, I can't1tt 
II Nathan said nothing. He leaned ba,ck and shut his 
II 
eyes. 
l "It isn't easy, Natel"c she cried. #I'm not strong e ough to make it a clean break. He's a nice person, and 
h9 1ll be hurt, dreadfully.» 
1~ 
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II 
flBut you can't go on' kidding the world forever,ll 
N~than said quietly. 3 And it's better for you to tell 
h~ than for someone else to add shame to the hurt. n 
I 
She moaned and rolled over on her stomach. She lay 
. t~ere face downward. He didn't know whether or not she w~s crying. He reached out his hand and let it rest on !! 
t~e small of her back; under his palm he could feel the 
II g~ntle swelling of her buttock. 
II 
!I 
il 
nKim, n he said. 
She sat up and pulled his head down to her breast. 
S~e stroked his head gently, burying her lips in his hair 
a~d holding his cheek close to her bosom. 
Nathan felt her lips on his head •. trnon't, Kim,n 
h!} said. ttThe heat, I'm so sweaty and hot •• n 
She kept him pressed close to her. ni love your 
srreat, 11 she said as she fumbled with the top button of 
h~r frock. 11 I loveiyour heatJtt 
You are all alone, Mary Macintyre, the house said 
til her. You are all alone, all alone. All you have is 
m~, and the familiar things within me, the things which 
a lle the sum and total of your life, from the .Japanese fan 
II he gave you when he courted you, to the letter with the 
ltl prison postmark, sent by his son. You are all alone, 
I . . 
rot 
alone in your house, alone in your world, cut off from 
4t.~~~==============================~===== 
I'' 
II 
" 
and meaning by prison walls and blue-uniformed 
s. Alone. Alone, alone. 
She arose from the chair and walked to the curiosity 
The Japanese fan. So olde She was so old, dry 
brittle, like the fan, she who had once been so young. 
She touched the fan, carefully. 
She hoped that the phone wouldn't ring tonight. She 
that he would leave her be, let her alone. She was 
tired; she needed sleep. 
That was what she needed, she said to herself. That's 
she needed, a good night's sleep. Do wonders for 
sleep would. 
Seven o'clock. 
If she got by nine o'clock everything would be all 
t, and she could go to sleep. It was funny, but he 
r called after nine o'clock. Maybe by then he was 
intoxicated to call. That was probably it. What 
be~ He was a sick man, poor soul. 
She went to the bureau and took a bundle of knitting 
out the top drawer. Might as well finish the sweater 
she thought. Perhaps they'd change their minds 
and allow her to give it to Charlie. She 
understand why they were being so stubporn. It 
•t cost them money if she were to give her own son 
a ater, would it now? Some of .these people the state 
:io6 
II 
. 1ires, so stupid, couldn't see the fore~t for the trees.· 
She was nearing the end of one sleeve. She stopped 
~itting, trying to picture the length of his ar.ms. But 
khe couldn't, so she gathered up her knitting and climbed 
~he stairway to his room upstairs. The hallway was cool 
lind dark. She must watch out for the torn carpeting at 
I! ~he top of the stairs, she thought. She must remember to 
!I 
&ix that torn carpeting. All it would take is a hammer 
bd a few nails. Trouble was, she had'been spoiled, both 
her men being so handy around the house, and all. 
She turned on the light in Charlie's room and went 
Jin· The closet door was open, and Charlie's clothing 
hung neatly on a rack. She opened a drawer and took out 
I II 
one of Charlie's sweaters, a lovely tan cashmere. She 
spread it on the bed and covered it with the half-finished 
gray sweater she was knitting. She had once liked gray; 
how could she haveJ 
She measured the sleeves. Another two rows and it 
would be long enough. She folded the sweater carefully, 
and put it back in the drawer. Her hand fluttered to the 
//little watch which she wore pinned to the front of her 
1/dr.ess. 
Seven-twenty. 
She gathered up her knitting and started to leave 
the room. But as she reached to put out the light, she 
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u 
II 
€:~anced at Charlie 1 s suits, hanging all in a row. She 
J:balized suddenly that none of them were in moth bags, 
!
1
lre summer had alree.dy crept halfj'ay past herl. Good-
1 
:r,ess, she muttered to herself, Goodness. The moth bags 
I 
and 
vitre stacked in the back of the closet. She pulled them 
c:ut, shaking her head at her negligence.. What would 
I 
Charlie have said if, when he came home, he had found 
I 
1 1 ~11 his favorite suits moth-eatenl She took the first 
i 
, ui t down and began to pull the mothproof bag carefully 
I 
crer it. She smiled happily. There were a lot of suits. 
~~is would give her something to do until it was time to 
e 0 to bed. 
~ She had fitted bags on three suits and had just taken 
~own the fourth when the phone rang. 
' Let it ring, she thought; I Jon 1 t answer it. 
I 
1 im ring, and maybe he '11 get tired and give up. 
i 
Let 
I She reached for the bag and started to work it down 
I ~ver the suit with trembling hands .• 
I 
I 
The phone rang 
qjuiet old house. 
shrilly and ndsistantly through the 
I 
i Perhaps it isn't he, she thought. Perhaps it 1 s 
I 
1
omeone else. Suppose Charlie were sick and needed her, 
1
,he thought, feeling the panic settle around her with 
chill. 
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She laid the suit carefully on the bed. 
She wouldnft say hello, she reasoned. She would 
P.erely lift the phone off the hook and put it to her ear. 
lhen, if someone else said hello she would talk; but if 
t were he she could hang up. 
Go slowly, she told herself, no need to hurry. Watch 
~ut for the torn carpeting at the head of the stair. 
,: 
She walked slowly down the stairway, toward the 
II 
~hrilling of the telephone in the dark hallway. 
I 
She lifted the receiver to her ear. The man on the 
0ther end of the line had started talking the moment the 
II phone had been taken from its ~ok. 
!I "I got no son, n he blubbered. 11Got no son. You got 
son. Your son killed iny boy, my little son. n He was 
weeping; he sounded drunk. 
She .felt the strength drain out of her body. She 
strained to drop the receiver back into the telephone 
·cradle. 
n Got no son, ll he wept. tty our boy murderer, k 111 
my son. Your boy murderer, MURDERER, kill my son, kill 
fmy son ••• " 
She cleared her throat.. "Mr. Waitkovitch, n she 
said firmly, "you're going to make yourself sick. 
Mr. Waitkovitch, this can't keep up, you know. Why 
don't you go to bed and get a good night's sleep?" 
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II 
"A murderer, murderer ••• A murderer killed rrry son, 
I little s-on. Twisted head, all bloody,, bone all broken, 
II little son ••• tt He had become incoherent. 
/I She broke the connection and stood there in the 
dark, trembling, the telephone receiver pressed into he~ 
c~eek so hard that it hurt. After a few seconds she 
II -
t 'ialed Operator. 
"I should l:ike to register a complaint, tJ she said.. I 
I t The voice on the other end was crisp and efficient, reassuring, somehow. 
I 
I lfWhat is your complaint, Madame?" it asked. 
ttrrm being bothered by an anonymous caller,n she 
! 
I 
E aid, trying to keep her voice from trembling. "Is 
~ere .anything you can do in a case like that?" 
' nsurely, Madame,n the voice said; it sounded kind. I , 
twe can request the names of all callers and announce 
hem to you before making the connection. You do not 
ave to accept the call if you do not wish to do so. 
I 
'I lVb.at is your name and number, please?u 
I She felt relieved. She gave the girl her name and 
elephone number, thanked her, and hung up. 
11 She walked into the kitchen. She needed something 
I 
o relax her, to settle her nerves. She filled the 
~ercolator with fresh coffee and set it on the fire 
ofo brew. 
I 
I 
II ! 
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- And the phone rang. 
/f She turned the lights on as she passed through the 
,' ining room and the living room. The dining room chan-
telier threw a great shadow across the hall. 
She picked up the receiver. 
11Hello? 11 
It was the same operatore ''I have a call for 
The gentleman gives his name as Waitkovitch. rs· Macintyre. 
~ill you accept the call? 11 
Why should he give his name, she thought. Why should 
~e give his name? As long as he's willing to give his 
II . ~ame, perhaps I should accept the call. Perhaps he wants 
~o apologize and end the whole thing. 
nwill you accept the call ?ll The voice was beginning 
~o sound impatient. 
ttyes," she said. ftYes, put him on~l:~ 
"Ready with your call, Mr. Waitkovitch, 11 she heard 
the operator say. Then there was a click, and silence. 
ttHello? 11 she said. ltffello, Mr. Waitkovitch?" 
The blubbering sounded through the earpiece once 
'~gain. "I have no son, n he sobbed, 11head all bloody, 
II 
[bone all broken, I have no son, no son ••••• n 
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Moishe waited until the butter had melted in the 
~~ry~g pan, then he broke the eggs and dropped them in 
~b fry. Nathan yawned noieily, and stretched. 
trWhat time did you get in, Nochem?tt his father asked. 
"Around one. Kim and I went _to the movie.n 
rtwas it a good movie?'' 
"Uh-huh." Nathan yawned again. 
nTonight, Nochem, what will you do tonight?" 
"Tonight? I don •t know, Pa.. Why?tt 
"This is Friday." Mo ishe concentrated on the eggs. 
I n Friday evenings I go to the shul. I thought maybe, it should be that you're not busy, I thought maybe 
ypu could come with me tonight." 
Nathan smiled. ''I don't think so, Pa. You know I'm 
njt religious." 
"How do you know you 1re not religious?" Mo ishe said 
II atedly. 11Does a man know that he hasn 1 t a taste for 
!I 
ber until he drinks a few glasses? How do you know, 
I! h~w? 11 
I Nathan chuckled. 11 Pa, look here, 11 he said. He 
s~apped the top of the table with his palm. UWhy on 
e :u-th should I develop a taste for something I can do 
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11ithout? I feel no need for religion, so why should I 
!o out of my way to look for it? Why?'t 
I 
i Moishe slipped his eggs from ~he pan to his plate 
I f 
sh1d sat down at the table. He waved his knife. tlReligion 
in't something new, Mr. Holoff,n he said. "It isn't 
J!omething that was just found out ~bout, day before 
II I ~esterday, like a. new medicine. G:od has been in business 
~!or a long timeln 
i 
I Nathan poured himself a cup of coffee. nso is that 
,I good: reason wlry I should trade ·W:ith him, because he's 
tl . i ~een in business a. long time? Lilten, Pa.." He leaned 
F'orward. nr believe that everybody has a right to make 
I 
1p his 
~hull 
own mind. You want to go to shul 'l Fine, go to 
1\ 
But I don't want to, so I 1ll stay home.w 
i 
Moishe shook his head unhappily. ttov zun ", __, 
~t's a long, long journey, the road to happiness. A 
I ! 
peligion is one of the stops. You have to believe in 
~omething l n 
ttso how do you know that what you believe in is the 
I 
i/ . 
lt-ight thing?lt Nathan asked. »Look, he said, ttold lady 
II ~acintyre is a Protestant, she goes to one church. 
I 
I 
wiatkowski is Catholic, he goes to another church. ·You're 
i/ ~Jew, you go to shul. Who's right? Which of you is 
[praying in the right way?" 
1\ 
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II 
"1 shlruneel,tt Moishe said softly. JJA big dope my 
~on is' He leaned over and touched Nathan's ana. rrHow I • 
~any roads are there to Boston?tt he asked. 
Nathan looked at him. tt.Lots, If he said. 
Moishe looked back at his son. 11Nu?11he said. 11 'fhey 
<Ill get you there, don't they?tf 
Nathan looked at his father fondly. *'Eat your eggs, 
fia," he saide 
I Moishe's eyes twinkled. ttA dumko:ef answer. That's 
he way a dumko:ef' will always answer. You have no answer, 
f
llo you tell me to eat my eggs." Then his face sobered. 
But it is not all a,; joke, Nochem. You are the only son 
have. When I die,.- if you do not care sufficiently ~or shul, who will be there to say Kaddish, the prayer 
}or ~dead? I do not like to think that no one will 
I 
say Kaddish for me." 
1 
ttpa," Nathan said, "Pa, don't talk foolishly. You're ~till a young man, why do you talk of' dying1ll 
II 
nwe must all die, u Mo ishe said calmly, finishing the 
II last of' his eggs. 
ttr don't like that kind of' talk," Nathan said·. 
nThe young never do, 11 Moishe said. nyou are too 
~ensitive.u He reached for the coffee pot. nTell me," 
fe said. 11Tell me the truth. If, God forbid, I should 
!ie tomorrow, would you go to the ~ to say Kaddish 
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1 
r me every morning?u 
ni refuse to talk about anything as silly as that~ n 
athan said. 
Moishe smiled. lfWhy silly? It isn't silly.n 
"It's very silly,n Nathan said. He looked at his 
nAnd this morni...n.g I have no time for silly talk. 
have trees to clear.~ His face brightened. 
tkowski came up yesterday. He said that at the 
I 1m going the land is sure to be cleared and ready 
the time winter sets in. That means I can try my first 
next spring J n 
ttGood,lJ Moishe nodded. nvery good." He reached for 
coffee pot. ni, too, have a lot of work today. 
And I want to get it done before it gets too 
You'd better not try to chop in the hot sun this 
either.u 
ttr'll quit if it gets too bad, t1Natha.n promised. 
picked up his lunch pail. 11So long, Pa, n he said. 
111 see you later.tt 
"so long,tt Moishe said. 11Are you going to shul with 
tonight?tt 
nwe'll see,n said Nathan .. 
"All right, 11 Mo ishe said. He watched his tall son 
from the room. Then he started to gather up the 
ty dishes and carry them to the si...~• 
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"May it please God we should all live, u he said. 
Ebftly to himself. 
II Moishe smoothed the wrinkle from the pants leg and 
J 1eaned on the handle which brought the two boards of the 
II I~esser together. Steam hissed through the cloth as his 
jtot trod the pedal of the machine. The damp heat rolled 
o~t at him. Sweat had formed beneath the white hair in 
large, round drops which rolled down his cheeks and 
d~ipped off his nose. Moishe protruded his lower 
1 ~p and blew upward. Anything, he thought. Anything to 
f eel a little coolness on the face. II 
il He f i.l'lished the pants and put them on a hanger. 
Ee reached for the next garment. A tuxedo jacket. The 
:r: ile of unpressed clothing seemed enormous and without 
e~d. 
\1 Oy, when age, it creeps up, he thought, then we 
r'ealize that work is for the young ones. Maybe I should 
1!kave these for the 'boy to do later. But, no, he works 
l:ard enough. Ahh, what is the matter with me? Like an 
oJ:~d old man I talk, instead of like J·ust an old man. If .t 
I'll .finish the pressing and then it·will leave t:ime to 
read the paper. So. The sleeve pulled down over the 
corner nice and tight. So. Push down and press. so. 
1 good presser. An old presser but a good. presser. 
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II 
fecond hand this machine was when I got it, but good then 
t=nd. good now. The other sleeve. So. 
Now the hard part was over and he was nearly done. 
1 e did the back of the garment quickly and then hung it 
longs ide the o the r things. 
I! He reached :L'l'lto the drawer of the pressing table and 
'I ~ook out the meerschaum. He filled it slowly and lat up, 
I ~hen went back to his pressing. A dull pain in the middle 
If 
Sf his chest made him bite hard on the stem of his pipe. 
~e walked swiftly to his cutting table. From the drawer 
he took a small green bottle. His hands trembled a little 
I 
as he rolled the metal cap off the container and shook a 
tablet into his moist palm. He placed the tablet under 
his tongue and closed his eyes. He waited like that until 
the pain went away, then walked over to the sink and let 
the water run until it was cold. He drank. 
He went back to the pile of clothing by the presser. 
Through the sweat his face shone white in the dim shop. 
He placed the little green bottle on top of the pressing 
machine where he could get it if he needed it in a hurry. 
He picked up his pipe and relit it, using several matched 
1/ to get a fine draught of smoke flowing through the 
yellowed stem. 
He was beginning to feel better. He reached for a 
I 
)l topcoat and pulled it towards hm to place it on the presser. 
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Ote of the sleeves swung loose and knocked the green 
b ttle from the top of the machine. It fell between the 
m chine and the wall. Cursing under his breath he started 
:teg:
0
::::: ::u~:nt::: :::::::.his mind and began to pu~~ 
II The new pain came to him gradua~~y, starting as an 
ehe and becoming a sharp shard of glass someone was 
II 
1lowly turning through his breastplate. He thought of 
ire nitrog~ycerine tab~ets on the f~oor and swayed forward 
ih their direction, but his legs wouldn't work. His foot 
jit ~he steam ~eda~. The boards were open and the steam 
~~ae in a cloud around him, misting the ~enses of his spec-
1 acles. 
He gasped, the meerschaum falling from between his 
erey lips and clattering to rest amid the network of 
J iping at the base of the presser. The room reddened and 
~egan to move in on him. He felt the w~ight on his chest, aking it fmpossible to breathe. He began to cough, . ~alting, apologetic little hackings that cut off the air 
II 
rom his lungs. With every cough the shard of glass 
/ ent in an inch deeper. 
He dropped to his knees in front of the pressing 
t
ach1ne. Through the maze of pipes he could see .the 
reen bottle. He crawled forward a little way before 
his arms gave out. 
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The smell of seared flesh reached his nostrils and 
be realized with a sort of dim wonder that it was his 
o!wn flesh he smelled. He pulled his hand from where it. 
bad rested on a hot water pipe and fell forward on his 
jilce. 
II Whiteness , greyness , blackness • Nothing. 
;I 
t 
'l Kwiatkowski hated to go to the Jew with a late pay-
n nt. Roloff had been nice to him, had let him take his 
Jhit on credit, and he hated to be late with the money 
,or 1t. True, he had more than paid him back f'or his 
kindness by giving his son a start in life, but he realized 
Jhat he had done tha.t as u a sort of memorial for Joseph, his 
< wn dead son .. · 'He cursed the government for having been 
ate in sending his insurance check. He was a man who 
iked to pay his bills on time; was it his fault that the 
l eck had been nine or ten days late? 
tr He pushed open the door to the tailor shop. 
If 1~Holoff1n he shouted. "o moj boze, my God, Roloff, 
II ~hat wrong?u 
II He turned Mo ishe gently over on his back, lifting 
~im as easily as if he were not a plump, heavy little 
I 
*an. Running to the sink he wet h:l.s handkerchief and 
began to bathe Moishe 1 s face and neck. Moishe breathed 
~ great, noisy gasps. His eyes were closed. 
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E~iatkowski dropped the handkerchief and began to chafe 
II 
~oishe 1 s wrists. He stared in horror at the burned left 
rd. 110 mo.) boze,ll he said again. 11Moj boze, mo,j boze, 
f ::::::i::::: h::c:::::io:~ looked at Kwiatkowski, 
"Get my pills, tt he whispered., nMy pills .n He 
Uhrned his head weakly in the direction of the presser. 
J Kwiatkowski followed his gaze. He reached under !he pressing machine and recovered the little green 
1:
11
Jbttle. 
Moishe sucked gratefully at the nitroglycerine 
capsule. He lay there on the floor for a few minutes, 
tmder the farmer's anxious gaze. 
"Thank you, w he said hoarsely., 
"You feel better?" Kwiatkowski asked. "You want 
{ obtor ~ mebbe?tt 
Moishe shook his head., ttNo., No; thank you.,n He 
'·;ugged the bottle of pills to his bosom., ttAs long as ~ hav.e these I am all right." He started to climb to ~is feet. Kwiatkowski shot out a huge hand to steady 
]
1/im, a~d eased him onto the work bench., 
JJI nYou got medicine for hand ?u he asked Mo ishe., "You ~ell me where, I get_, fix hand.," ·· 
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1\ Moishe stared in surprise ~t the burn. He had 
[orgotten it~ and now recognition of its presence brought ~he first throb of pain.· 
ui feel better now, 111 he said. 11 I can get it myself.tt 
He waddled into the house~ reappearing shortly 
carrying ointment, scissors and gauze. 
~ The farmer tended deftly to the bu~n. 
~ld men sat back and looked at each other. 
Then the two 
tti owe you a lot, 11 Mo ishe said. 
Kwiatkowski shut his eyes and shrugged. 11You owe 
rre nothing,'' he said. "God look, see you need help. 
I 
B,ut you no take care. Should always have pills near, 
if' sick man1" 
~ I 
Moishe smiled. His color was returning fast; he 
felt better. uYes," he said. 11You are right. I should.." 
1. Kwiatkowski rose to go. "I bring money,n he said, 11 o pay for suit. Check late, but I bring money now." 
1\ 
Moishe waved his hand. ttstay, stay," he said. 
n~a.ve a cup of tea with me .tt He did not wait fot' a reply, 
b ~~~ hurried up the stairs to start the kettle boiling. 
1\ Kwiatkowski listened. to the bustling noises which 
ca~e from the kitchen in the rear of the shop. He care-
ful'-ly pushed a pile of unpressed clothing t_o one side 
an~ sat down, staring in fascination at the little green 
bovtle half-filled with strange, white capsules. 
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:t 
Nathan gazed again at the thick white padding of 
I 
b 1l:mdage on his father 1 s left hand. 
ttr still don't know how you did it, Pa,'' he said. 
told you, I was careless, ttMoishe said. He ui 
clrried 
. II 
a. tie over to his son. "Can you make this for 
n:e, I must go to the ~~1:11, I am already late. n 
Nathan stooped slightly to make the tie. 
"Are you coming with me?" Moishe asked. 
"Not tonight, Pa," Nathan tightened the tie and 
straightened his father's collar. lfJlll go with you 
n~xt week. Tonight I 1m too tired to go a.nywheree If 
"Let me tell you a story ,Jt Moishe said. "It is 
from the Torah." 
Nathan held his coat for him and grinned. ui thought 
ypu were in such a big hurry to get to the shul," he said. 
II nrt seems that there was once a man who didn't 
b lieve in God, 11 Moishe said, 11 man who claimed there 
w~s no God, who defied anyone to prove to him that there 
wls one. 
b~cket. He filled the bucket full of water, and then 
s~id to the man who didn't believe, 'Throw a handful of 
,I, 
So a wise old rabbi carried to this man a 
d ,...rt into this water 1 • The man picked up some dirt and 
t pxew it into the bucket. Naturally, it sank to the 
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1\ 
bottom of the water. 'See?' said the rabbi tthe dirt is 
I , ' 
I 
heavier than the water, it sinks to the bottom. But go ~nd walk anywhere, and wheresoever you stop, dig, and 
sooner or later you will come to water. 
I It is only some-
one as powerful as God who could have created a world in 
I 
~hich the earth 
,, 
does not sink through the water.' And the 
I 
~ynical man was convinced, and could say nbthing in 
~rgument. 11 
1' 
Nathan grinned again. "Not even teat your eggs', Pa?n 
Moishe chuckled. trNot even 'eat your eggst.n He 
reached for his hat, looking reluctant to leave. 
be here when I get home?n 
nyou'll 
., "I may take a walk, n Nathan said, "but if I do I'll be 
.l, 
back early. Do you want me to finish your pressing for 
I 
,youJrn 
·I 
110n shabbos? Nobody works in my store on shabbos." 
He gave his son a long look. "Ahh, Nochem, you still don'· 
'/know why the earth don't sink to the bottom of the water, 
do you?" 
'I 
il "Sure, Pa, TT Nathan said. nr took science in high 
,i school. n 
1 ·:Moishe put his hat on his head and started for the 
I 
!door. 11Say hello £o Kim for me,n he said. 
nr will." 
Father and son grinned at each other in complete 
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I 
, ' 
understanding, then Moishe opened the door and walked up 
the street, eager to reach the Beth Israel synagogue and 
the comfort of the old scrolls and ancient Hebrew chants. 
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Mrs. Macintyre sat on the edge of the taxi seat and 
'I 
l·Roked stra.ight ahead. 11 How nice that you could make it 
lr t~is week,rt she observed coldly. ncharles has missed both 
·8 o:b you.n 
l.i 
rtHow is he?n Nathan asked. 
Mrs. Mac Intyre sighed. uHe's got a cough I don't like, 
sp.e said. nit's a very bad cough. They don't take care of 
t~~se poor men like they should." She sniffed and shook her 
h~ad. 
I 
nHow' s the sweater coming?n K~m asked. 
I 
"They won't let me give it to lhim. It's almost 
f nished, but they won't let me give it to him. Oh, it makes 
m mad enough to cry. Inn going to finish it, though. 
P ~rhaps we can dye it and he can wear it when he comes home. tl 
II 
"Yes," Kim said gently. 
i 
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The moment they got out of the cab Nathan felt the 
}~ison atmosphere envelop him. The grayness of the place, 
the lack of all color and warmth, the uniformed guards 
II 
valking the walls, all gave him an odd, frightened feeling 
~n the pit of his stomach. He had come to loathe the idea 
cf spending even the short visiting hour in this place. 
They stopped at the desk for their passes, then walked 
'ifwn the long corridor with the grey walls and into the 
V:~siting room with the grey walls and ceiling. They sat on 
t~e gray bench and fixed their eyes patiently upon the grey 
I 
d~or. The prisoners came through the doorway one by one, 
some smiling, some looking sullen and morose, all of them 
searching, searching for the sight of a familiar face. 
When Charlie came into the room Nathan felt a quick 
s9nse of shock at his thinness. From Mrs. Macintyre's 
d~scription of her son he had expected that Charlie would 
h~ve lost weight, but he was not ppepared to see the man who 
w~lked listlessly toward them·. Charlie had been quick and b~ight, easy with his laughter and ready with his smile. Now 
hf wasn't smiling. He slumped down on the prisoner's bench 
b 11 hind the wire .. 
II "Hello, u he said. 
The three of them answered his greeting at once. Nathan 
was still alive, the most live thing 
and shining, it curled away from his 
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:I 
orehead and made his face seem all the more wasted by ~omparison. His eyes burned as i:f with fever, but his ~kin had a r~ddy, quite healthy glow about it which 
Jontradicted his almost emaciated appearance. r· . . : 
11 nHow are you doing, Charlie, 'r Nathan said. 
i 
Charlie shook his head. "AAh,n he said. ,, 
i He looked 
~way. 
Kim cleared her throat. nis there anything wrong?tt 
3he asked. "Aren't you feeling well?n 
I 
Charlie looked at her and smiled. ni guess I have a 
pold," he said. "But maybe I can get rid of it by next 
rreek." He looked at his mother, trThey're making me a 
vrustee. That means I can work o~ the prison farm, get 
~orne hot sun on my hack." 
1 want to feel some hot sun 
!I nr knit you a sweater," 
He closed his eyes. "God, but 
on my ·back. n 
i Mrs •' Macintyre said to him. 
I 
r :But they wontt let me give :i:t to you. tt She glared at the 
:I ;; 
~rard by the door. 
II Charlie smiled at her; for the first time there was 
'trmth in his smile • "It • s all right, Ma. Everything • s 
:
1
oing to be all right, Mamma. n 
: Nathan felt Kim's eyes on him. He looked towards her. 
1here was a special pleading in her gaze. He nodded slowly tl 
ai(:; :~·her. 
How could he expect lle~r to give the ring back when 
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![h 1 . 1. k th . ? 1 ar le was l e lS . 
"Is good, tt Kwiatkowski said. nis very good .H He 
~ 1 ·azed about them at the 
c :I 
clusters of short stumps where 
i'jrees had once stood. "Hardest jiob is stumps, u he said. 
1 You can use tractor? 1r 
"I never have, nNathan said. 
Kwiatkowski reached down and pulled a stalk of grass. 
1 ·e chewed on the grass for a moment. "Is not matter," he 
~aid with satisfaction. 
I 
"I can use tractor." He pointed 
oward the steepest part of the slope. t1We have trouble therE 
o can use tractor on stump there • Have to use horse, 
Nathan picked up his axe and ~egan to rub the blade 
v 1ith an oily rag. uMr. Kwiatkowki, n he said, "what can I 
1\ 
1 'ope to make from this land? t: 
Kwiatkowski gave him a blank stare. nino understand,tt 
e said in his slow, patient way. 
rrn\)W much money can I expect every year?" 
Kwiatkowski shrugged. rtFarme~r no know how much money 
i
1
fo expect every year. Some year market good, make lots a 
I 
l,'oney. Some year no rain, crop fail, lose money. But land 
I 
II 
s money. No make money one year, plant more seed in spring, 
r. ebbe make money next year.n 
I 17 I'm getting married tomorrow;, 11Nathan said. tti just 
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V~ant to make sure that I can support a wife.n 
l Kwiatkowski's face lit up. nA wife~n he said. He 
~~apped Nathan on the shoulder. ttA wife~ Oh, but that 
:;ine !n 
il . Nathan smiled back at him. He liked this huge man, 
~ith his gentle way of speaking and his quiet, old-world 
strength. 
II li uyes, n he said, Hit's fine enough, but I want to be 
il 
/able to feed her•!~'IT 
Kwiatkowski pushed his arm distiainfully. "Ahh, you 
feed her until she big and fat!tt he said. HLook at me. I 
nave less ~and· than you when I start to be farmer. Land 
lnot good, soil thin;j: water bad. But I work hard and I 
always have plenty eat, plenty drink, and now I got big, 
fine farm, good land, many cows ."11 
"That's what I want to do after we make a decent start 
with truck crops,n Nathan said. ui want to get a few head 
an~ try to begin a herd." 
nThat good idea," Kwiatkowski said. rrThis good 
country for dairy farm, New England. Lottsa grass.n 
Suddently, as if just struck by the idea, he slapped Nathan 
'' on the shoulder. "That's what I gave you for wedding 
J present! ft he chortled. nwe got nice baby cow in barn, 
p~etty,li'l calf. I give you first head livestock •11 He 
=e~=====~================================~==d 
i 
e who you marry. Jew girl, Polish girl, who?" 
-I 
I 
"No, 11 Nathan said, nshe isn't Jewish or Polish. It's 
I 
•im Mallin. You know, Doc Mallirl's niece.n 
I 
i 
Kwiatkowski nodded slowly. 'fAh," pre said, ttA Yankee. tt 
i 
~e looked at Nathan quizzically. "She strong enough for 
I 
I 
IJ-ork on farm?n he-asked. 
Nathan was embarrassed. He sensed that Kwiatkowski I 
,j 
J,elt that it was obvious that she wasn't suited to life on 
I ~~ farm. Hell, he thought, I'm not buying a work horse, I'm 
I
I . 
arry1ng a wife! 
I 
"Sure, n he said gruffly. 11 We've talked it all out. 
~ he wants me to make a go of this thing. She's willing to 
l11 
v erk. ft 
I
I'!' Now Kwiatkowski was embarrassed. "Sure," he said. 
r pure, why not? She good girl. Good, pretty girl." He 
I I 
] :ulled-. the makings from his pocket and began to roll a 
.: moke. "I go back now,n he said. "I take you back?tt 
"Yes,n said Nathan. ttYes, thank you.n 
I 
They walked slowly down the h~ll toward the car. 
il. "This nice place for 
.:
1 id. "You build here?n 
I 
house, top of hill, Kwiatkowski 
'·Nathan laughed shortly. rrsome day, n he said. 
"Where you live with wife?n 
I 
!1 tti hope that Pa ••• n Nathah shook his head. npa 
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ways liked Kim. I hope maybe he'll let us live with 
, for a while. Besides, I don'~ like to leave him 
! 
If not •• n He shrugged. 
1
ni still have a few 
ars left from the money I saved in the army. We'll 
out all right.n 
nNo worry,n Kwiatkowski said. nyour Pa good man. 
He grimaced. n1onely f'or old man live alone in 
y house. I tell him that.n 
"Don't talk to him now, Mr. Kwi}kowski," Nathan said. 
e doesn't know about it yet.n 
i 
nso?" Kwiatkowski nodded slowl~. 
They goCinto the car and jounced slowly down the rutted 
ountry road. 
, nThis good car,n Kwiatkowski suddenly declared. 
"Yes," Nathan agreed. "It seems like a pretty good car • 
• "How you go away to get married?n 
'TWe plan to take the afternoon tt'ain to Boston, rr Nathan 
nyou stay away long?tt 
" Three days.n 
nyou take car. 11 
ttThis car? Your car? I couldn't do that.rr Nathan 
ared at him. 
11You take car, 11 Kwiatkowski said with finality. nif my 
eph lived to marry, he take it.n He was silent for a 
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XIII 
The water blurred the windshfeld and made driving 
i 
d fficult. Nathan switched on the.,windshield wipers and 
t :.rned on the lights. It was mid-afternoon, but the rain-
s 
1
)orm had filled the sky with clouds of darkness, and the 
bEams helped. 
He came to a stop in front of the movie house. Kim 
rcn toward the car from where she had waited under the marque • 
HE:[ held the door open for her and she leaped in beside him. I 
I 
Sr~ was wearing a blue raincoat~ and a kerchief oovered her I 
heir against the rain. i He looked at her damp face and 
s11 iled. 
"Hi, n she said. uno you promise to take this woman 
tc I be your lawful wedd~'-8 puddle?n 
)/ 
"This is a helluva day to be married on, he answered. 
HE started the car and they pulled ~way. 
nWhat kept you?" she asked. 11Did yhe car break down? 
I' ,ve been getting dripped on out thipre for ages!" She -- · 
'i ~e~oved her kerchief and shook her head. Her hair seemed 
~o light up the car. 
' 
I 
"I don't 7know what it was, n he said. nKwiatkowski 
r
:ame over, on schedule, 
il 
alrost went crazy until 
but then he'took Pa some place and I 
they came back, thinking of you 
I 
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VI ai ting out there in the rain. tt 
)rl t • ::Oh~::l: ~ue:: ::n ::
8 
m:::~r, " .. :h:0::i;~u • :I didn • t 
"I love you, too," he said. "Mrs. Roloff t" 
They turned onto the highway. The car swished over 
the watery road, its headlights pointed towards Boston. 
\) Nathan cleared his throat. YTDid you leave a note? rt 
ll[l as.lked. 
"No n she said. "No, I don't know why, but I 
cpuldn•t:" She laughed, a too-gay, forced little laugh 
1rat made him want to stop hlle car and hold her close. "It 
•'tll be more fun if we call them by phone afterwards," she 
Ep_id. 
I ttYes, rr he said. More fun, he thought. 
nNate?n 
nWhat, darling?n 
1\ rrif you want to •• it doesn't really matter to me •. we 
can go to a rabbi. You see, I don't care now. Just as 
,bng as we're married.n 
-"I 
He smiled at her. trThanks, Kimmie,n he said softly, I 
'I)Jut it doesn1 t matter to me, either. Besides,n he added, 
'i~ don't think we could get one to perform the marriage. 
~~e '11 go to a Just:Lce of the Peace. n 
;I nyou have everything, haven't you?" she asked. 
II 
~-:..,~ .· .. 
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lM 
I nMoney, 
il h. tt 
license, your mother's ring •• I guess I have 
etyeryt 1ng. 
r' 
I 
I 
I 
i 
"Do we have enough money, Nate?n 
i 
nr guess so. Jt 
The car pushed its way steadily over the wet highway. 
trThe suitcasetn Kim blurted. inWherets the suitcase?" 
1:! She squirmed around in her seat. But the suitcase lay II 
ou the floor of thecar. She looked up to see Nathan 
il 1 ughing at her. 
nrtve got a right to be nervo-qs, n she said. "I've never 
b ,
1
en married before t n 
, rryou won't be able to say that in a couple of hours,n 
h~ said. 
I 
nWhat's this box?" she asked. 
nWhat box?n 
i\ Kim reached over and took a .ca~dboard clothing box from 
i 
tle back seat. She held it in her lap and opened it. She 
c(ught fher breath, and thre:ttJ the cover off so that Nathan 
cculd see. 
It was filled to the bursting with wildflowers. 
il A great rhododendron bloomed in the center of bunches !'<~ bunches of cowslips and violets. Nathan could recognize 
~i~d mustard and azelea blossoms. Dandelions made a gay 
!\ 
,~e~low border around the inside of the box. 
II 
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I 
'!What the devil?llsaid Nathan. He pulled the car over to 
tre side of the road and stopped. 
"Aren't they gorgeous?"Kim asked. 
"They sure are," he said. He picked up the cover. A 
g1in covered his face as he showed the red crayoned 
sclrawling on the inside. Polish Custom, 
I! "Nathan reached behind the wheel and 
tcg containing the car's registration. r~gistration was Peter Kwiatkowski • 
it said. Peter. 
twisted the leather 
The name on the 
. ~ti never even knew his first name, 11 he said s of'Sly. 
nNate, there's an envelope in heretrr Kim pulled the 
e velope from the flowers. It was wet from the raindrops 
\I 
W1~ich still glistened on the bright blossoms, but they could I, 
SEe that it was addressed to Kim. She ripped it open. It 
crntained a fifty dollar bill and a note. 
I rtNahchuss, my daughter, - Moishe Holoff,rr she read. 
l o
1
oked at Nathan. "What does it mean?" she asked. I • 
She 
'•Nathan cleared his throat. rtGreat lappiness," he said. 
a~~ started the motor, and the car began to move through the 
rrain once more. 
nso that's'where they were, n Nathan said. 11 They were 
g tting the flowers, in the rain." 
Kim leaned over and buried her face in the wet fragrance 
cif the flowers. When she lifterl her head her face was shin-
=ei===M============._=.=. ~~·~======~==~~======= 
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"I'm so glad you were late~" she cried. 
The shop was dark. rtTurn the light on, if you wish, '1 
I 
I i M1ishe said. 
I! 
I 
nAah, leave off,n Kwiatkows~i said. TtNo more chess 
t '·night, no more • n He lit his cigarette. 
i 
i 
Moishe leaned back against the pattern table. ni 
I 
W1
1
nder where they are now, n he said. 
li 
"Not come to Boston yet. Too early." 
Moishe sighed. tti hope he's doing the right thing_, 
PEter," he said. He split the darkness with another match_, 
a1d lit his pipe. 
Kwiatkowski chuckled. nHe be all right. Is like 
yc:~ng 
'I 
tree, all full of new sap.n 
1\ 
"But new sap sometimes turns to bitter juices." 
Mcishe smiled. "They'll make a nice couple, though. They 
slould have nice children." He slapped his knee. "Nathan 
WES the son of my middle age. I would like to hold his son 
or my knee before I die.n 
:1 ttYou will_, 11 Kwiatkowski said. nyou will. He will 
prpbably attend to that this very night!" 
1 They started to laugh together, and the sound of 
I 
ttl !eir laughter rose an~ filled the little shop.. It was good, 
II 
~E~low laughter, that of old men who had seen much pain and 
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tve,~ still could laugh. When they ha
1
: d quieted down, Moishe 
1: 41==~~================~=========r==== 
se from his workbench. 
ucome,n he said,tt a cup of tlea.n He chuckled again. 
n ld men like us should not pick flowers in the rain! tt 
The laughter rose again as they made there way through 
darkness. It sounded younger with every peal. 
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ttHayah, hyah}" Nathan urged the horse onward as 
~·hey slowly climbed the slope, _man, horse and plow, leaving 
~ehind them a wavy brown furrow of rich spring earth- The 
~lowshare made crisp little cutting noises as it sliced 
lhrough the nevi: sod. The sun was warm on Nathan t s body, 
~nd a mischievous spring zephyr riffled his hair. He 
I ~t-eaned on the smoothworn wooden handles of the plow and 
~ . 
~ought it as he tried to buck its way out of the earth. 
nHyah, hyah!n he cried • 
nHyah, hyah! 11 The sound came from the bottom of 
Jhe hill. Nathan grinned. He knew the only man that it 
~ould be, with a bass voice as deep as that one. He 
~eined the horse to a halt and turned to face Peter 
Kwiatkowski. 
Nathan was tired, but he felt as if he could go on 
or king forever, for this was his land, and he was prepar~~ 
ng the earth to receive the seeds from which would sprout 
;I is future. He breathed deeply, the smell of horse and 
~at-sun-on-moist-earth tingling its way up his nostrils 
r
ind filling him with pride and exhileration 
Kwiatkowski looked around in approval, when he 
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[ 
"That good horse, 11 he said, his eyes sparkling. 
11Horse know how to plow good, straight furrow.n 
"Yeah tT Nathan said. ITI don t t know what I'd do 
·' ,. 
:iwithout that horse 'to lead me! n 
II 
11 I bring seed, putty soon,n Kwiatkowski said. 
"Bime-bye be ready for seed." 
Nathan's eyes shown as he looked over his farm. Seed! 
It had been a long, hard struggle, taming this hilltop. 
After the trees had been chopped down;there had remained 
'the stumps. Kwiatkowski had loaned his tractor, but 
!i 
;i some of the trees had been very old, with taproots sunk 
li 
II far into the earth, and each time they had encountered one 
1 of these stum,ps extracting it had been like pulling a II 
tooth from the mouth of Mother Nature. But they had been 
pulled, and now there was a treeless area large enough to 
farm. 
II "If you have good crop, mabbe put up barn bime-bye, u 
i; 
Kwiatkowski said. 
"Maybe this Autumn, 11 Nathan said. nwe tve just got to 
' have a good crop! u 
Kwiatkowski smiled at his impatience. !TWill have, 
II will have, 11 he said. 11But lots a hard work, first. Who 
gonna help you seed? Your wife?H 
Nathan was startled. ttKim?tr he said. "She can't do 
heavy farm work.n 
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II Kwiatkowski t s face protrayed disgust. nseedinft not 
'I 
p.eavy farm-work," he said. noh, lotsa bending, but m~bbe 
~ack ache, first day, second day, then wife not even feel 
l t .u 
nwetll see,n Nathan said. "I'll talk it over with her n 
ttYah, you talk. She good girl. She help husband.~~ 
"Of course she will, i:f I want her toc.n Nathan 
snapped. Immediately he felt ashamed o:f talking to 
Kwiatkowski in such a tone • 
. I 
The farmer looked bewildered. "You mad at me? 11 he 
rsked. Nathan walked over to him and put his arm around 
lt~e brawny shoulders. "No, no, Peter," he said softly. "Of course I'm not 
mad' at you.'' 
The smile on Kwiatkowski's face was like the early 
llsummer dawn coming over the foothills, welcome and warm • 
. \1 
Moishe stacked the dishes noisily and dumped them 
loudly into the sink. He was angry. Anger was an 
,emotion in which he rarely indulged, preferring to save it·· 
llfor the larger issues which arose in his life. He felt 
,that he now was faced with a major problem. He lifted 
~the tea kettle from the stove and held it under the cold 
water tap, which he turned on full force. The water~ 
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pressure was high, and the stream made a deep drumming 
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II 
II 
I 
II 
isound against the kettle bottom. Moishe looked 
II 
1gloomily at the closed bedroom door. Still no sign of 
II 
1life. Eleven-thirty, and still she lay abed behind the 
~~losed door. He had made breakfast for himself and for 
~is son. Now he must start the lunch that she would 
~elp him eat, and still the breakfast dishes had not been 
.,done. 
,, 
;; His face dark with ill-humor, he put the kettle on 
II 
lfhe fire to boil and began to mince an onion for a soup. 
The squeaking of bedsprings coupled with little 
squealings and grunts told him that his daughter-in-law 
faS yawning, and would soon be out of bed. Moodily he 
11reached for another onion and stripped it of its paper-
~~ 
like skin. 
The honeymoon is over, he thought. For how long can 
this go on? Ah shandeh, a shame it was. She didn't work 
II 
:·outside, to help her husband with money. She didn't do a 
11
lick of housework, she wouldn't cook a meal ••• He shook 
llhis head from side to side, thinking of how it had been 
~hen first he had married his dark-skinned little Anita, 
the good Jewish dishes she had prepared just for him. His 
eyes smarted from the onion fu~es. He reached into a 
brown paper bag next to the sink and pulled out an apple, 
ilfrom which he cut a chunk. He gripped the piece of 
apple between his small white teeth and began to peel 
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'I 
'another onion. 
The bedroom door opened, and Kim came into the 
1
kitchen, pulling her housecoat tightly about her and 
I 
:yawning as she came. She looked at him with sleep-
filled slits of eyes. 
ttMorin', Pa,n she said as she yawned again. 
"Goo--" he removed the piece of apply from his mouth. 
"Hello,n he said. He put the apple back between his 
:teeth and went back to his work. 
:llKim grimaced. noh, that onion! 11 she said. ttit .. " 
she searched for the word. 
Moishe removed the apple. rrstinks?n he offered. 
"It's awful.n She looked at him. nyou mad at 
·me, Pa?n 
Moishe stuck the knife into the half of onion which 
\he held in his hand, took the .piece of apple out of his 
;mouth, and sighed heavily. 
I 
"No n he said. uNo, tochter, daughter, I'm not mad.n 
1
lHe sighe: again. nBut I think it's time we had a little 
.talk. n He stuck out his· lower lip and patted the table. 
HA little talk, n he repeated. 
~'Rim sat down. She squinted heavily. 110h, those 
onions!tt she said again. 
ttHere,n Moishe said. He cut her a piece of appl'13 and 
v 
held it out to her. 11Hold it between the teeth. It does 
n- r .. 
II 
II 
Ill 
Ill 
not allow the strongness to reach the eye. 11 
She looked amused 7 but she closed her lips around 
~he apple. 
"Also,n Moishe said, "It keeps you from talking, and 
r do not wish to be interrupted until I have finished 
~hat I wish to say. n He looked into the eyes of his 
I 
~aughter-in-law. nyou have never done much housework?n 
She shook her head. 
ni did not think so,n he said. nBut that does not 
~atter.u He sighed. ni was fourteen years old when I 
~as apprenticed to a tailor, and I thought I would never 
earn to sew a straight seam, to cut without ruining cloth. 
~ut you learn, you learn." 
Kim took the apple from her mouth. She smiled at him. 
r'You mean you want me to cook the meals and serve them? 11 
~he asked. 
Moishe closed his eyes. ni do not expect miracles, 11 
pe said. nperhaps if you began by dusting the furniture, 
~r mopping the floor." 
Kim nodded. nsure," she said. "You want me to do 
lnything, just tell me. n 
"But I shouldn't have to tell you!n Moishe said. 
Look, I run a business, a tailor shop·, that takes a lot of 
'ime. My boy, he works a farm, that takes even more time. 
~ut :·:you sleep in bed like a princess until quarter to 
l44 
tw:;lve!n 
"You don't have to yell about it,n Kim said coldly. 
~he reached into the pocket of her negligee and pulled 
~ut a pack of cigarettes. TTGot a light? tr she asked. 
I I M0 ishe held the match while she lit up. npm sorry if 
[yelled, n he said. ttBut you will try to help out,huh?t1 
"Sure, n she said. 11Sure I will, Pa. n She walked over 
:fo the icebox and opened the door. "What's forlunch?" 
'she asked as she looked insdlde. nrtmi starved. n 
lito ::e d::: t a::w a::e::c::: "wen::" s::::n a :a::: c:::: b::~:d . 
,I 
" //r1She's a young girl, Pa., she doesn't have to stay in every 
night with two men. Let her go out and see some other 
faces, once in a while. rt 
"Of course,n said Moishe. "Of course, why not?" He 
puffed quickly on his pipe. 
he asked. 
ushe is angry over something? 
''Nathan scowled.. nyou shouldn t t have talked to her 
like you did this morning,n he said. 
"I talked to her like I would to my own daughter, like 
I always talk to you.n 
/1 Hit isn't the same thing, Pa, n Nathan said. nWhen we've 
/ been married five, ten years, then maybe it will be, but 
all this is still new to her. Shets never done housework 
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II 
II 
il 
n her life. She told me what you said to her •• rr He 
I ~hook his head. 
II 
nshah, n Moishe said. ttQuiet. If it is going to 
i 
~ause trouble, it is best that we all forget about it. n 
e puffed on his pipe. nonly I thought that perhaps she 
ould like it if I taught her a few things about the 
ouse, for later, when you have a place of your own.n 
nyou meant well, Pa~" Nathan said. "Only she's not , · 
·sed to things like that, that's all.n 
11She knew when she married you that you were not 
lrealthy, n Moishe said. 
I "I know it, Pa. 
ttThe poor are their own servants.n 
Just give her time, thatts all. 
' 
1!6 I( phe'll come around O.K. 
II 
' I TrGenug. 
~s play chess." 
Enough discussing it,n Moishe said. "Let 
He watched his son's head as it leaned 
1bver the chess board. His sharp blue eyes behind the 
llilver-rimmed spectacles were puzzled and troubled, and 
li 
'his little left foot beat a steady, worried tapping under-
neath the battered old pattern table. 
II 
li 
' 
v 
ttHow's Nathan?n her aunt asked. 
"He's just fine," Kim said brightly. 
11 Good,n her aunt said. She pushed forward the 
;flatter of pastries. "Have some more, n she said. 
I "No, thank you,n said Kim.· ttitve had enough." 
' 
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II 
ttMore milk, then?" 
UJtll take a little more.n Kim poured herself 
II 
k.nother glassful of milk. 
ttHow are you getting on, down there?" her aunt asked. 
"At. the house? Oh, fine, fine,_" Kim said. 11 Couldntt 
better.n 
noh, I doubt that, n her aunt smiled. 
Kim gripped the glass of milk hard. nWhat do you 
lrean?" she aaid. 
! Her aunt looked at per, still smiling. 11 Just that 
II 
lit always seems as if things could be better, six months 
t:ifter you've been married,n she said gently. 
v Kim felt her eyes fill. "Oh, there are little 
hings, 11 she admitted, gazing into the glass of milk. 
ttQf course there are. Wouldn't be normal if 
here weren't.n 
Kim cried. She felt the tears slip out from 
I! . petween her closed eyelids and glide down the smoothness 
~f her cheeks. But she cried silently, and her aunt talked 
!l 
'I pn, unaware. 
nr can remember when we were first married,tt her 
<tunt was saying.. "Doc was just out of medical school 
I/ 
crd--U 
c iistress. 
She stopped short and stared at her niece in 
nwell, now, what on earth is the matter?" 
Kim set her milk down and, throwing herself on the 
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II 
II 
couch next to Mrs. Mallin, allowed the sobs to rise from 
where she had held on to them so tightly. 
I fiThere, there, Kimrnie. You Don't be silly,honey. 
II tell me what this is all about. n 
She felt the sympathetic hand on her shoulder, and 
she felt better. She sat up and began to fix her face. 
nit's nothing important, really, Auntie Belle. I 
mean, we haven't had a fight, or anything like that. Only, 
his father ••• rr She gave her head a quiclk: little shake, 
and powdered her nose. 
Belle laughed in relief. "Oh, Kim you fool!" she 
~aia.. 
I "You dontt mean that you're not getting along with 
that sweet old man? 11 
"Oh, we get along," Kim said. nonly, he's got some 
very funny ideas, that's all. He expects me to make all 
~he meals, attend to all the housework, work like a horse 
1
while he sits there in his shop and sews butt9ns on shirts 
br plays chess with that old Pole.n She looked at the 
l 
!Dther woman. rroh, they're two sweet old things, really 
tt," suppose., but I see so much of them they get on my nerves.n 
II ~he picked up her glass again and sipped the milk. "And I 
II 
P,ate houseworkt tt 
, Her Aunt Belle looked at her. !titm afraid we did ~bum job on you, hon,n she said. nNow dontt start to 
./lry again! n she said hastily. nWha.t I mean is your ve 
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6 ~een spoiled, Kimmie, thatts all there is to it. You 
~ere such a cute little thing to lose both parents like 
I 
I ~hat, and we made things much too easy on you, didn't 
~ive you enough responsibility.'' She poured herself a 
~lass of milk and took a gulp. ttDo you know where we 
I 
+.ived, Doc and I, the first year we were married.?tt 
I ""Where?n 
li 
II I[ "In a little dump behind Boston City Hospital. Doc was 
~nterning, so he could only come home to me two or three ~venings a week.. But I made those evenings count, let 
re tell .you!n She set her glass down with a thump. tri 
r<as the best doggone cook in Massachusetts in those days, If' 11 bet! n 
UKim finished fixing her face. "Can you tell I've 
been crying'?" she asked. 
"Nope," Belle said. 
The girl put her compact back into her bag. ttAuntie 
Belle?" she said~ 
''Uh huh?n 
I "You said something about it never being perfect, 
rix months after you've been married. Is it always like 
r
hat?n 
Belle smiled. tri'm afraid so, honey,n str;e said. 
1
'ttExcept possibly in the fairy books you used to readt rt 
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II 
II 
nno you always love them less?" Kim sounded 
f-rightened. 
Belle touched her arm. nyou don't love him less, 
!iarling, rt she said. rtit' s just that it takes six months 
ror you to see his faults, and. to realize that you married 
FJ,. man, not a knight in shining armor.n 
They smiled at each other. Belle jum~d as gravel in 
~he driveway crackled under the wheels of a car. 
TtThat's Doc~" she cried. "I have to get dressed. 
~e're going to the club, and he's like a bear when I'm 
not ready. n 
Kim stood up. 1'1' 11 gor she said. ttGet out of 
vour way.n 
Belle pressed her hand. "Look, Sweetie," she said. 
ttDoc's in Boston next Thursday and Friday. 
!bringing Nate over for dinner?" 
How about 
nHe still won't allow Nate in the house when he's 
~orne, will he?" Kim asked. 
"One thing you have to learn,n Belle said quietly. 
lnYou can· love a man and still see where hets wrong. 
,, 
Thevheard the. door from the garage to the kitchen 
~open and close. 
II 
nBelle ~ 11 Dock Mallin shouted. They heard him walk 
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II 
uickly toward the parlor. 
nHurry up,tt Belle said. HTell me before he gets 
[ere. Will you come to dinner on Thursday?" 
I 
I Kim watched her uncle come into the room. 
"We'll see," she said. 
i' 
Doc Mallin cursed softly as his shirt stud slipped 
il 
rhrough his fingers and rolled under the bureau. But not 
3oftly enough. 
ttWhatever is the matter now? 11 his wife called from the 
t:~~::::nh:t:::c::du::::·: 0h:i::~:l::: an:eh:~::d his 
glowering by the time Belle Mallin swept into the room in 
her evening dress. 
1 \ 
"Here, give it to me,n she laughed. "Just like a 
baby, I swear.n Sh~ slipped the stud into place with 
rkill which came from practice in doing the same chore for 
r
any years. 
···He looked mollified. nTurn around, 11 he said. 
She whirled slowly. 
"Nice,n he said. 
il "Glad you approve, sir!" 
nA little low-cut, but nice. Definitely nice.n 
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I 
ttA little low-cut !'1 she wailed. 11There's just no 
pleasing you~ that's all there is to it! The only reason 
bought this gown is because you usually accuse me of 
~ressing like a mummy! 11 
n1ook more like a baby~ in that one. But good enough 
~o eat. Shut up, and tie my tie. 11 He reached over and 
ii 
~issed her behind the ear. HThere won't be a lusty old 
~achelor at the club tonight who doesn't envy me when I 
tyalk in with this on my arm. n 
"I hate you~n she said~ reaching for his tie. nstand 
1tilltn 
ttHow long was Kim here before I came home?n he asked. 
"Oh, not very.long. She just took a little walk after 
(inner~ and wound up here~tt 
ttHey ~ that's too tight t rr 
"Sorry, darling." Belle loosened the tie and began to 
eknot it. 
ttHow is she?n Doc asked. 
ttYou saw.r her, dear. She looks perfectly fine to me. 
lven a little plumpish.tt 
nnammit,Belle, you know what I mean! How's she finding 
Belle finished the tie and pushed him gently away from 
"No better or worse, I imagine, than if we had 
E'rrranged herr~!llar±iage personally, Richard. n 
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11 I don't believe that, Belle. But shets such a fool 
kid I'm going to let her stew in her own juices for a 
'i while before I do anything about it. Then maybe she'll I 
behave like a woman, in the future, instead of like a 
child.n 
His wife stared at him. trDon't you think you'd better 
ask Kim whether she wants anything tdone about itt before 
jj you start making elaborate plans. n Her voice shook. ttit t s 
bewildering, Richard. After all these years of married 
life there come moments when I realize that I don't really 
know you. That girl happens to be in love with_~er 
husband.tt She turned away from him. nNow you leave them 
alone," she said. 
"God, Belle,u he said, ni love you more than 
anything in the world, which is why it comes as a distinct 
shock to me every time I realize that you're not too bright n 
nyou leave them alone, hear?" She turned to face 
him, her lips set in a straight line. 
"Tell you what, Belle.n He grasped her by the 
elbows. 11I'll make a deal with you. I won't interfere 
· unless it becomes evident that Kim wants me to. Fair II 
I 
1 enough?" 
1
1 nFair enough." 
~ He looked at her soberly. "Still friends?" 
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She smiled suddenly. "Still friends,rr she said. 
She walked over and took his coat from where it hung in 
the closet. "Got a clean handkerchief?" she asked, and 
she reached into the drawer to get one for him. 
The house was dark when Kim got back. She washed 
up and then tried to sneak into her pajamas in the dark, 
so as not i to awaken the sleeping ,Nathan. 
I 
crept carefully into the bed and snuggled She 
I! 
li against his warmth. 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I trWbere'd you go, hon?" he asked. 
noh. I didn't know you were·awake.n She gathered 
,him into her arms and kissed him. Nathan ran his hands 
over her body as if welcoming her home. 
ttWhere'd you go?n Nathan said again. 
She toyed with the buttons on his pajama top. nMiss 
me?ft she asked .. 
He touched his lips to:her cheek and held her close. 
rryou know I did,n ];le s.aid. 
11 I went over and had·i..::.talk with Aunt Belle." 
11About: 'us? n 
nyep.n 
Nathan raised himself on hi.s right elbow. nWhat'd 
'she say?n 
:I 
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ushe said that I married a m~n, not a kniglit in shining 
//armor! n 
Jl His hand went out and touched her. - "She's right t" 
She pulled away. rrNo, Nate. Please. Not now." 
She looked at him through the ·darkness. "I know it's silly, 
!darling, but I think that's whatsthe matter with us. I 
didn't marry just a man. I married a knight in shining 
armor, someone who used to write poetry about my body. I 
used to be in love with a kid who wanted to be a poet, but 
instead I married a farmer. Oh, it's a good', honest living, 
and I suppose you can make mon'ey at it, but why, Nate," 
why haven't you tried to write a poem in years, s~nce you 
:were a kid? 
:1· 
Why iiontt youwant to be a poet any more? 
Why?rT 
"I' 11 try to make you see how I feel about this 
!!farming thing, Honey, n he said slowly. "You build a poem, 
word by word, line by line, thDught by thought. And when 
II 
,you're through, if you're lucky, you have something: a poen. 
That was what I liked about it, I was cohstructing while 
the rest of the world was destroying. I was growing up in 
II 
a world that sent boys off to kill when they turned I! . 
eigp:teen, _but I could create something!" He stirred 
. restlessly. nit was·wonderful, Kim, a wonderful 
feeling. · But, you know •• n He laughed almost apologeticall~. 
"I never was much of a poet, that was the only trouble. 
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And farming is the most creative 1 business there is, as 
far as I'm concerned. You see the whole process, from 
1\ beginning to end. The seed germinates, it bursts into 
1 a bud; the bull tops the cow and the farmer helps deliver I 
.the calf; the stallion impregnates the mare and you see 
the foal born. Farming is life, Kim, from start to 
finish." 
She was silent for a while .. ; "But you dontt need me 
I:! anymore. n Her voice was a small thing in the darkness. 
I ' 
1 He dtr~ her into his arms. in I do need you, 
" 
he 
1iiwhis pered. 11Believe me, I d 'n o. 
Her lips were on his ear. 7Wou're so self-sufficient, t 
1lshe said. "So off-by-yourself. You don't need me, you 
don't, you don't ••••• " 
I In his bed in the romm across the hall Moishe Roloff I 
:~tirred restlessly. He rolled over on his back and looked I 
up through the darkness toward the ceiling, listening to 
the squeaking of the bedsprings in the other room and 
'! 
thinking that the air of tension would be gone when he met 
!I . I 
his daughter-in-law in the kitchen next morning. 
Ill 
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,, 
nit's nothing, n Charlie said curtly o He held. the hand-
kErchief to his lips. tti've been on the butts too much 
l tely, thatts all .. Ittll go away just as soon as I quit 
sr okingo 11 White ts knowing look irritated himo He walked 
tc his bunk and dropped heavily down on it, feeling the lassi-
t de creep through his veinso He lifted his hand, noticing 
h w heavy it was, how hard to lift, how like a dumb thing 
i was when he relaxed his will and it fell to his side. 
ttJust the same, kid, 11 White was saying, 11 it wouldntt 
dp yuh no harm to have the boys down in the infirmary give 
y~h a quick checko What the hell, it dontt pay tuh take 
c~nceso Yuh know, 11 he added hastily, 11 I aintt worried 
about me, or anythint like that. I don' catch things easyo 
. 
Bllt for yuh own good.,. 11 He grimacedo 
Charlie felt too weary to give argumento ttToo tired n 
' 
b1.¢3 murmured to himself o 11 So. tire do ., 11 He slept, and dreamed 
t~at he glided swiftly down a long white ribbon of a road 
' 
ih a yellow convertible, the black night pouring in around 
b~s head like ink, rippling through his hair and making him 
ffel light, light, weightless and airy. But he was tired, 
~rry sleepy and tiredg 
i A white bunny ran from the wall of black on the right 
i . ~- 1!. 
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band side of the white ribbon-road, moving in little hops, 
1 ~king straight at him with small, bead-like eyes. He knew 
t t he had plenty of time to go around the rabbit, but when 
J:: tried to turn the wheel he found that it had grown, and I 
be pulled desp~rately at a large, rusty hoop, the kind he hac r~lled along the street in front of his house as a boy. He 
gripped the hoop with weak, weightless fingers, trying to II t~rn the rushing car, and then the hoop melted and he startec 
II 
t'' laugh. The bunny was gone; it was somewhere behind him 
II 
i~ the night, in the past, ~d he laughed again. 
11 Pooo-ore litl ole ra-a-bit, aint nevt gone run no 
m)ooo •• n he sang. He heard his voice float up to him through 
a sea shell whic~e had found at the beach when his father 
w s alive and had taken him to the shore on his first vaca-
t~on. He looked at the shell, touching its smooth, sun-
w~rmed surface. And the shell began to grow and swell. He 
cp.pped both hands about it, feeling its hard surface soften, 
WiiJ.tching the bright blond hair sprout from the stone-like 
I! . 
s~uff and grow until it covered his hands and he looked 
i~to the mocking green eyes of Kim Mallin. 
II ;, 11 Kiss me, 11 she whispered, and he smiled at her. 
nKiss me, 11 she wb.ispered. 
11 Pooo-ore li'l rabbit," he said. He kissed her. She 
sluirmed against him. 
I 
i 
ttsay r I love your tt she whispered. 
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il 
I ain t nev t gone run no more • 11 
started to sing, and her voice was high and thin, 
through him like an icicle scraped down his back, 
him feel cold; making him start to shiver. The song 
far-off, without words, without meaning. 
ni 'm losing you, 11 he cried,. 11 Stay with me. I'm afraid t 
She smiled at him and stopped singing. 11 Say 'I love 
t,n she said. 
11 I love yo\i, 11 he said loudly. li I love you t-1;.-~-1mon t t 
She started singing again, the same wailing, wordless 
ttThe wordsttt he screamedo nsing the wordsJll 
11 
.... and when itls twelve o'clock 
we climb the stair ••••• 
1 cause nobodyts there .... n 
But then his mother held him tightly against her, press-
his head to her breast and rocking back and forth. 
my son,tt she crooned. ttDontt cry. We Won't 
anyone it was you. Nobody will know it was you. 11 
Ahd he looked up and saw that Kim was fading away into 
'e blackness ... 11 Wait, 11 he said. 11 Waitl 11 he shouted, hear-
his voice bounce hollowly back from the black walls whi 
him. He rushed forward and pulled her back, but 
hung on to him, pulling him towards her, and he 
I 
I 
; 
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f 1elt '"' 1"" We'f::t.n., so weak and tired. Then he saw Nathan Roloff take 
I 
:K-m's other arm, and start to lead her away. 
uHello, Nate," he whispered.- 11You can have her because 
I want her so very much1 11 It didn't make sense to him, and 
b9 giggled. Then he was back in the yellow convertible, 
rushing down the windlling white ribbon of a road with the 
sbeed of' a f'alling star, and the great black walls on both 
sldes began to f'all slowly in on him. 
I 11'I'ftl all alone,n he said to the seashell which he cupped 
iP. his palms. ttAll alone.n And suddenly the shell disap-
··,ke ared in a cloud of' grey dust that puf'f'ed up like a smoke-
1 sereen, covering everything, getting into his eyes and nose 
II . a~d mouth, and he started to cough. He coughed so long and 
sb hard that he couldntt catch his breath. 
/1 H,e awoke and ~eached f'or his handkerchief, his hands 
scrabbling through his pockets until his shaking f'ingers 
f 'l :~und it. 
" 
But the red stickiness had already come, an~ it 
l
itzed out o~ his m~:th and dripped orr his chin, staining 
~s grey prlson unl~orm. 
·r White s toad at the door' rattling it and yelli:og loud 
il!pr the turnkey. The jailor came running down the corridor .. 
tt~hut, up, shut upltt he yelled. ttwhatts all the racket 
' 
Bbout ?u 
ll 
11 Take him outta here t' White shouted. ttTake him outta 
,, 
ere 1 n He gripped the bars of' the door and rattled it again. 
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i~firmary 111 He BNUng around and pointed a grimy forefinger 
ar Charlie, his eyes slits of !fear and annoyance. 11 Lookut rm~tt 
be rasped. ttLookut the blood on that shirt. He ts been s~ittin'. blood for a week!u 
i 
11 I tell you, something has happened to Mr. Waitkovitch, 11 
M~s. Macintyre insisted. She drew a deep breath and looked 
i~ turn at Peter Kwiatkowski, Kim, Nathan, and Moishe. 
ttHow do you know, Mrs. Macintyre?t1 Nathan asked. He 
I! 
1 oked at her a bit uncomfortably. He hadn't seen her since 
t~e evening he had gone with Kim to return Charlie's ring. 
ir 
" 
ttHow you know that, Maram? 11 Kwiatkowski said .. 
bijm in town just last week. 11 
11 I see 
"How did he look?n Mrs .. Macintyre asked. 11 Did he appear 
tp be sick?" 
11 No worse than usual,n Kwiatkowski chuck;l;,ed,. nHe drunk 
a~ainl tt 
11Well, something awful has happened to himJtt She 
I g~ared at the people around her.. "I think it's our duty to 
g! up to his place and see if he's not all rightln 
nBut what makes you think that?.'11 Kim asked. 11 How do 
y 'u know that he t s not all right ?tt 
!I ni just know, thatts all,u Mrs. Macintyre said. 
I 11 W,lease believe me when I say I know. I cantt tell you how, 
I[[ juit know it .t 11 
lbl 
Iii They looked at one another, wondering whether the 
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il 
wpmants troubles had affected her mind~ 
11IDo you have your car outside, Peter? 11 Moishe askedo 
"Yeh. tt 
nwell, it might not be a bad idea to drive up there, 
dpntt you think?·: I do not know why this lady is concernedo 11 
i 
E~ s:iniled kindly at Mrs. Macintyre. 11 But if we can help her, 
ease her mind in any wayo. tt He shrugged. 11What do you think? t 
, !I Kwiatkowski arose from his chair .. nDontt mind, 11 he said~ 
ttEJ.ce ni:ght for ride, anyhowlu He looked at Nathan and Kim. 
niYou want go for ·ride?H 
IJ They all filed out of the shop and into Kwiatkowski's 
car, Nathan and Kim getting in back with Mrs. Macintyre, and 
I 
Nbishe sitting beside Peter in the driverts seat. Peter was 
! 
B slow, careful driver, and Mrso Macintyre fidgetedo 
J "Perhaps Ifm wrong about this whole thing, 11 she saido 
n~ut I just couldntt sleep at night until I made sureo 11 
1. 
~~ey drove the rest of the way in silence. Nathan cleared 
nis throat nervously when they passed the scene of Chariie's 
•I 
! 
Bccident, but if Mrso Macintyre noticed the spot, if, indeed, 
I 
s~e had ever been shown exactly where it was that her son 
l:~d snuffed out a human life, she gave no indication of the 
filet o 
And finally they were in Waitkovitchts driveway; facing 
l:~s farmhouse.. The house was dark and unlit o 
ttrtm afraid, 11 Kim saido 
Nathan took her hand., 11Dontt be silly," he saido 
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tt~here r s nothing to be afraid of .a 
II 
d 
II 
Moishe sounded hesitant, unwilling to go on. It He 
nlti.ght be asleep,n he said,. lllit does not seem right, break-
~t I::y::. a ::1 :h:: e ::~: f :: e :0 :;e:h: P::::e:: a~::b::d~~ • 
bhuse, was less certain than she had been. 
~~ nwell, I dontt know, 11 she said nervously. "I said I 
I. 
II ld b II cou e wrong ••• 
jj Kwiatkowski held up his hand~ 11 Shhh, 11 he said. He 
c~aned his head out of the open car window, listening to 
t~e chicken noises coming :from Waitkovitchrs hen house. 
11What is it ? 11 Mrs. Macintyre whispered. 
Peter shrugged. He opened the door and walked to the 
benhouse. The racket :from the chickens· increased in vol-
ume. Then he came back, rummaged around in his glove com-
partment until he pulled out a :flashlight, and disappeared 
a~ain, going in the direction of the barn .. 
II jj In a :few minutes he had returned. tt I don t t like it, tt 
:te said •.. ttNone of livestock been :fed :for two, three day. 
Chicken hnngr-y, too .u 
II 
tp.e 
' 
11 I knew it, oh, I knew it l 11 cried Mrs .. Macintyre. ttoh, 
poor fu.an;i 11 
ttperhaps we had better take a look inside the house_,n 
Nathan said. They left the car and walked up the path to 
II 
the door. Moishe tapped timidly, and they were silent, 
straining to hear a :footfall or s orne sign of life :from 
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I) 
II 
1: hngry lowing of the cows from the barn reached their ears. 
I KwiatkovTski 
! 
banggd his hamlike fist against the door 
t~til it threatened to give way. 
II "vlaitkovitchl" he roared. "Is anybody?" 
He turned the handle$ The door was unlocked, it opened 
easily 1 and they filed into the darkened kitcheno 
Waitkovitch leaned over his kitchen table. The beam 
c f p·eter 1 s flashlight shone blue on the barrel of the shot-
€ un which seemed to grow out of the dead man 1 s mouth 1 ike a 
.1:' orrible plant. The back of his head had been blown off, 
/nd the oilcloth which covered the table was red 'tiTith a grea1 
I bal of drying blood which had run off the sides ana stained 
.be floor. 
I 
I 
They hurried out into the fresh air. Mrs. Macintyre hao 
n ade no noise, but now she started to shriek, long, pathetic, 
11 eak screams that ended in throttled, gasping sobs. Kim put 
ler arm around the woman's skinny shoulders. She herself 
elt weak and sick, but she dug her fingers into Mrs. 
1 acintyre 1 s meatless arm and said nothing. 
Nathan looked at Mrs. Macintyre. He stared at her 
E crewed Up, working featuresa 
II 
11 I don't understand," he said. III don't understand at 
, ,11. How did you know that something had happened to him? II 
Mrs. Macintyre sobbed broken-heartedly and clung to Kim. 
'Because, u she said. "Because four nights ago he stopped 
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Mrs. Macintyre sat on the hard wooden bench out~ide 
the warden's office and stared anxiously at her son. She 
;: reached over and patted his hand. "Now don't you fret:~ u 
11 she aaid. "Doc Mallin went to college with the prison 
doctor, and he says he'll fix things up real fine.n 
Charlie smiled at her. "I'm not fretting:~ Mom:~ tt he 
said. He reached into the pocket of his denim jacket and 
took out a sputum cup, into which he spat. "These things 
are awfully messy, aren't they?n he said apologetically. 
"Never you mind about that, Charles," his mother 
said. "You just do what they tell you. If your father 
;; had only had all these new-fangled medicines and fine 
/! doctors that we have today--n She sniffed. rrWhat I want 
to do is get you up in the mountains, where you can get 
some hot sun and good air. If we can only get you out of 
here I'll feed you until you burst the seams of your 
clothes! 11 
TTit isn't so bad here. I was beginning to get 
used to it when this happened,n he said, nodding at the 
II 
li I' sputum cup. TTThey put me to work down in the machine 
,I 
shop. It's nice down there in the machine shop." He 
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smiled at her again. nof course, I miss you, Mamma." 
"Of course you do." 
He started to cough, and she watched him closely, 
.i sitting on the edge of the wooden bench and twisting her 
!handkerchief in her thin, nervous fingers. 
uWhat ever happened to Higgins?n the prison doctor 
. asked. 
"Last thing I heard,n Doc Mallin said, nhe was 
resident at some Catholic hospital out in northern 
California some place.u 
"That's a good place for Higgins," the prison doctor 
said. nHe always was a crazy bastard.n 
They laughed together. TTYes,n Doc said. 11Yes he 
. ' 
was. n t'But n he said, TTAs Cleopatra said to Mark Anthony 
when he crawled into her tent at two o'clock in the 
morning, I didn't come here to talk about Higgins .. n 
1 "No,n the prison doctor said pleasantly. nNo, you 
'
1 didn't, at that. n He rummaged through the drawer of his 
: desk, finally coming up with a manila folder. nwell, 
here's all the dope we have on the case, Mallin,tr he said. 
nyou the family physician?n 
Doc reached for the folder. nyes, he said, ltbut more 
than that. We're very close friends." He pulled out 
; some chest x-rays and held them up to the light from the 
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window:.' nitm interested about something_," he said as 
he examined t.he negatives. tJCan a man with a good record 
cd 
be recommen~for parole by the prison physician if he's 
found to have an incurable disease?" 
The other doctor picked a pipe from a rack on the 
top of his desk and blew through its stem. "Yes," he said. 
"In certain cases. Where such action is warranted.n 
"I see_,n Doc said_, nodding. HThis must be pretty 
interesting work. rt He looked away from the x-rays for a 
1 moment, watching the man on the other side of the desk. I 
The prison doctor returned his glance coolly. "It is, 
he said, "if you like social work." 
"No.n 
Doc smiled. 11Sounds pleasant,n he said. UDo you 
have a staff? 1' 
,I "No," the prison doctor said. He reached for a 
~canister of tobacco and began to fill his pipe. "I can 
call in whomever I want from the outside, on a consulting 
basis, but I'm the only regular physician.u 
Doc nodded. He returned to a study of the negatives. 
"Poor kid," he said. "These look bad." 
"Not so bad," said the prison doctor. 
f1They look bad enough to me. rr 
ttit'll cost you money,n said the prison doctor. 
11How much? n :~asked Doc • 
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•I. 
ni don't know. I can't say right now. But a lot." 
Doc gave him a long~ level glance. 
"Oh, it's not all for me," th~ prison doctor said. 
"These things are tough. You have to think of all the 
angles, make sure everyone is taken care of.n 
nshall I contact you in a couple of days?rt Doc asked. 
ttBetter make it a week.n He hesitated. "It will 
: come to a fairly large sum, you know. n 
11We don't expect it to be cheap, but it has to be 
!within reason.tt 
rtOh, yes.n The prison doctor smiled. "Of course.tt 
Doc nodded at him shortly and walked out of the offic .• 
As he entered the corridor the first thing he saw was the 
!two faces, the four eyes looking like question marks as they l 
burned towards him in the weak light which bounced off of 
the light-grey walls. 
I 
I 
II Nate sat'~ underneath a tree and ate his lunch, 
·: chewing slowly the thick sandwiches Moishe Roloff had put 
up for him early that morning, and resting his back. 
Planting was tough on the back, hard on the muscles of the 
legs. He finished his lunch and stuffed the wax paper 
which had wrapped his sandwiches into his dinner pail. He 
was full and tired and the sun was high. 
against the tree trunk and dozed. 
He leaned back 
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' 
He opened his eyes listlessly after a few minutes had 
j:lpassed, and shook his head, willing himself back to 
1
wakefulness. Now was the time t9 plant, not tomorrow or 
~the day after. The season was short, and the seeds had 
lito be sown while the earth was moist and fertile. He 
!pushed himself off the ground and walked over to where the 
fat purlap seedbag squatted as if heavy with child. A 
smaller bag lay next to it on the ground. This he hung 
around his neck by a rope fastened to the top of both of 
[its sides. He was starting for the furrow on which he was 
~.sowing when he had quit for lunch when he saw the figure 
', approaching, half -way up the hill. 
I 
11 It was a woman!' At first he thought it might be 
i, Kim, but almost immediately he realized that it was not. 
She was shorter than Kim, stockier, and her hair was a 
'I dull mass Cll.top her head, indistinguishable as to its color. 
She plodded slowly up the hill, head down, shoulders 
!hunched, hands in the pockets of her shiny, cheap-looking 
dress, her glance directed at the ground before her. She 
almost passed him by as she started to cross the crest of 
the hill not far from where he stood. 
HWait,n Nathan said loudly. rtRosie. Rosie 
Waitkovitch!n 
She looked up at him. nHello, Nate," she said. 
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He walked over to where she stood. She stared at 
'him, taking in the seed bag, the 
1
tanned body, the old, 
!stained trousers, the boots encrusted with globs of dried 
i 
:mud. 
I 
il 
!! nwell, get you, n she said with a twisted grin. "How 
l1ong you been doin' hunky work? n 
rrThis is my land,n Nathan said. 
She looked around her with the eyes of a farmer's 
!daughter. ttYeah? Looks like a good hunk o' dirt.rt 
"I hope it is," Nathan said. "Thirsty?" 
She looked hopeful trWha t' ve you got? n 
"Just ~emonade, but it's cold." 
l11 
I! I tTQh. Yeah, thanks, if you got enough.n 
He led the way to the thermos in the shade of his 
llree. He waited until she had drunk, and then he spoke 
nyou're back for the •• ?" again. 
1~1 
She nodded. trYeah. The funeral." She laughed 
'bitterly. nThe old guy doesn 1 t b'other me so much, n she 
i 
said. "Ever since I can remember, way back when I was 
a little girl, he'd hit the bottle and bum around. He 
I 
~even used to hit the old lady, when she was alive. But 
l';the kid!'' She shook her head~ It Anybody got a right to 
' 
llive for a while. Nine years old!n 
! 
HYoutre right, Rosie,n Nathan said. nNine years old 
lis too young to die. n 
Lo 
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"Too young to die? Jesue,; Nate, 11 she raised a face 
streaked with tears and mascara, "A kid nine years old 
ain't even begun to live!n She drew a handkerchief from her1 
pocket and b!hew her nose loudly. nwell, at least some-
lone in the family died a virgintn she said. 
Nathan didn't know what to say. nHow did you hear 
about it?n he asked. 
rti read it in the papers. The old man didn't pick 
the quietest way to go.n She shuddered. nJeez, it was 
bad enough readint about him that way, but when I came to 
the last paragraph about how he was grievin' over the 
death of his son, who was killed in a accident •• n She 
!looked down, and her voice squeezed to an end. 
i 
i ttYou've had some bad breaks) kid," Nathan said. "Do 
I 
1! you need any money?n 
I 
:=she looked up and smiled. She drew herself up a 
llittle straighter. trMoney?tt she said. "No. No, I don't 
, need aJ?-y money. Fact is •• " .A look of satisfaE!tion drove 
the grief from her face.. nFact :ls, I could probtly buy an' 
sell youtn 
1'TQh?f1 
"Yeah. Itm selling the farm. I never did like the 
damn place. I'm going back to the carny.n 
:1, rtThe carny? 11 
"The carnival,n she explaint:!d. rti work for a carnival. 
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It's up in Burlington, Vermont, right now. I'll patch 
up to it at its next stop." 
II the 
"You still with ••• ?n Nathan searched his mind for 
man's name. 
nyou mean, Frank, the guy I left town with." She 
shifted her weight restlessly from her right leg to her 
left. 11 No. Naw, I ain't with him no more.rr 
~Oh, ·11 Nathan said. trWhat do you do with the 
carnival?" 
"I run a pitch. That's a concession. See, there's 
a little platform marked off with squares with numbers on 
'em. You talk loud at the girls and wink at the men, and 
then they throw pennies at the squares and try to win 
prizes. 
"Oh,n Nathan said again. "Yes, I think I've seen 
them. n 
1.1 "Sure you have,n she said. "I'm going to stick with 
I • 
thls outfit for the Beat of the season, but I'm goin' to ke.p 
1my eyes open. That farm should bring a good piece of 
/money, and I'm goin to get me a pitch of my own." She 
:i . 
drew herself up proudly once more. '~ith a pitch of my 
own I can really rake in some of that dough the suckers 
"throw away .. I can live like a lady, for a change.n 
nsure, n Nathan said. "Well, if that t s what you want, 
good for you.n 
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II She glanced up at him. "How about you, Nate?" she 
"You got yourself a steady girl yet?" I .d 1sal • 
"Me? Oh, I'm married, Rosie,'' he said. 
nyeah? 11 She said. ''Who's the lucky girl?" 
trKim ~allin,n he said. nRemember Kim?tt 
Surprillse flitted across her face. "Yeah, 11 she said. 
rryeah, I remember her." She chuckled. nshe bought 
you from me one night,n 
I, beat it. How is she?n 
she said. ttGave me ten bucks to 
she asked, looking up at him. 
I 
nshe isn't as good as I am, is she?n 
Nathan didn't know whether to laugh·. with her or call I i 
I 
I, her 
lj 
a whore and kick her off his land. But I helped make 
·her what she is, he thought, or at least I didn't 
improve her any. So he deliberately misunderstood the 
' ij question. 
''Oh, she's feeling ·fine, n he· said. nJust fine." 
Rosie stared at him. tti always did like you,n she 
said. 
nwell,thanks, Rosie," he said. "I like you, too." 
11 If I'da thought somethin' woulda come of it, that 
;) night, I would a thrown that ten bucks in her face. rt 
He stared at her. nWhat do you mean?" he asked. 
' 
il nshe' s no better than I aml r' Rosie glared at him 
defiantly. ni don't know what happened afterwards, but 
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a cheap thrilltn 
"Look Rosie, tt Nathan said quietly, "I like you, and 
!all that, but that happens to be my wifewe're talking 
,about. n 
Rosie grinned. ttit looks like I got the be.s:t deal 
that night, anyhow,n she said. tti got my ten bucks and tha 
lilwas the night I met Frank 1 n 
li 
Nathan picked his seedbag from where it lay at his 
eet, and Rosie smiled and prepared to leave. 
nwell, take care of yourself, Rosie, 11 Nathan said. 
ttOh, don't worry about me, rr she said. ni always take 
care of myself. So longt" 
nso long,tt he said. He hung the bag around his 
!shoulder and walked to where he had interrupted his 
planting. He moved up and down the warm furrows, sowing 
the small yellow seeds which were his stake in the future. 
When next he looked up she was half-way down the hill. It 
lil: eemed to me that she walked proudly now, with her head 
held high. The sun made a shining line of brightness down 
the back of the glossy dress she wore. 
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I Kim met her uncle as she was ~oming out o:f the super-
m~rket, her arms :full o:f groceries.' 
I 
, nwell n he said, 11 at least you eat well over there, 
d tin,t you?~ 
!J 
I 
She smiledo tt-DonTt I look it?tt she asked., 
He grunted. 11Where are you going?~~' 
11 Home. 11 
11 Get in the car. I want to talk to you.n 
1: 
i 11 All right .. t1 She :followed him! over to his black Buick i 
i 
ar~d dumped her bundles in the :front seat be:fore her as she 
·r t ino g .... I 
' 
Doc started his car and drove down Main Street, passing 
Mcishe's shop without a glanceo 
ne ~d 
nHey,n Kim said. nThatts where I get o:r:r. 1t 
ui told you I wanted to talk to you, n her uncle said. 
nwe 11, talk, tt she said. ttWhat t s the matter, do you 
volunteers to give blood to the Red Cross ?'n 
ttcharliets coming home, It IDoc said., He pulled over to 
tbe curb and hal:f turned in his seat as he looked at her. 
nwhy-.. ... n She touched her cheek with her right hand. 
' 
nVipy, IDoc, why, Doc, that ts wonder:ful.,n She stared at him. 
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nBut how? 11 she asked. 11 How is he ever getting out? 11 
nwe managed, 11 Doc said. 11 he should be out and home, 
v~ry soon. He has tuberculosis.n 
She sucked in her breath sharply. ~~'Bad?u she asked. 
"Not bad. WeTll ship him up to the mountains and :feed 
h 'm well and he'll be all right, physically. He cantt go 
II 
o 1·t-oi'-sta:te, of course, as a parolee, but there ts always 
tll~ Berkshires. Wetll :find some nice spot oi'f the Mohawk 
T ail.n 
"I can tt believe it, tt Ki~ said. Her eyes gleamed with 
te~rs. 11Mrs. Macintyre must be beside herself with joylu 
"Yes, shets happy, 11 Doc said .. ttBut rtm not.n 
Kim stared at him. rrWhat do you mean? 0 she asked. 
shouldn r t you be happy?n 
ttwe can cure Charlie ts· T. B., Kim, 11 her uncle said. 
nBP,t sometimes medicine and :fresh aiir arentt enough. He has 
to have incentive, he has to be happy for a while, relax, 
ha
1
e 
I 
fun, forget about everything that has happened. 11 
11What are you building up to?n Kim asked. 
11 I think you should go with him to the mountains .u 
ttilm married1· 11 
ttAll the better. It will be perfectly respectable. His 
mo her will go, too. But you can give him the type of com-
pruionship his mother canrt. He needs to be taught to laugh 
ag~ in. tt 
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cf it, II she said. ttHe r d never allow me to go. II 
\ 11Work on him n Doc said. ttThe old man kept house for 
i ' I 
-y ears; he can do it again if he has to. And that r s another 
You'll have a vacation, too .. tW-ting. 
:j 
k~eper up there, 
There'll be a house-
1
\ Kim twisted 
o:f course .rt 
a lock of hair on her forehead with her 
forefinger. tti don't know .. I dontt know, Doc. We'll have 
t~ see if it can be worked." 
il 
I She lay on her back on the bed and closed her eyes .. 
i 
s:e could remember the exact shade of red and how his hair 
! 
I 
h~d felt under her fingers, but She could not bring his face 
of the well of he~ memory and into exact focus. 
Charlie~ 
She remembered the night they had become engaged, and 
e actly how his hands had felt upon her body., How well-kept 
I h 1s hands always had been, hardened by work, but always mani .... 
c1ired and cared-for. She had teased him about his hands. 
I!; 
> She felt suddenly guilty, remembering that. Charlie 
II 
belonged to the past., that now she was a married woman. She 
t ;ought of Nathan as he was when he came home from working 
hi\~ .farm, tired, no longer fun to be with. His hands were 
ho~ny and .felt rough. 
Once, she remembered, Charlie had cried in front of her. 
Itiwas when he was seventeen years old and she was deeply in 
lo~e with Nathan and neglecting him. True, Charlie had been 
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ctunk at the time, one of the first times in his life that 
1~ had been drunk. But he had cried. And over her. 
I 
•i 
She wriggled on the bed. It would be nice to kiss· 
i 
:::omeone else, 
I 
she thought resentfully~ Nathan was a com-
i 
I etent enough lover, but ••• 
II 
'! No housework. No remarks froin the old father-in law. 
' 
1\o worries. Just a vacation away from everything., 'And with 
' Clharlie. 
I\ Of course, his mother would come along. But that could 
b$ handled. She smiled dreamily. It wouldnrt be hard to g~t Charlie to kiss her. And from then on it would be easy. 
,. 
Not, she told herself hastily, that she wanted to be 
uP.fai thful to her husband o Of eour se she wouldn tt ·do any-
t )ng rash. But a flirtation looked appealing to her. So 
I 1. a·1pea 1ng. 
I 
1! Suddenly she remembered the way he looked, and she 
,I 
r c~osed her eyes and concentrated on every feature. 
i 
'' nHello, Charlie . 11 she whispered. 
I -
I 
ttrtve never heard of such a thing!tt Nathan shouted. He 
g mared at Kim.. 11 A married woman going off to the mountains 
w t/th another man.t" 
Kim took a cigarette from a pack and lit it coolly. She 
b ·ew out a thin stream of smoke and let the rest trickle from 
hEr nostrils. 11 I told you that his1 mother will be the;r~e;,;tt 
I 
s1·e said·•· 
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1! nThat should ·settle everything, I suppose, It Nathan said, 
I tr~is mother will be there, so it should be settled that I 
s~ould let my wire go to the mountains with the man she used 
to be engaged to l u 
Kim smiled at him sweetly. ttDontt rret so husband u 
' ' 
s jle said. uEverything is set. I tm going, so you had better 
I 
i 
m ke up your mind that you think it a simply wonderful idea~ I! 
,I nKinderlt1 Moishe looked rrom one to the other. 
11 ~hi~drerl1 Like two babies you act Y righting over a lolly-
PPP or a toy. You are big people:; adults 1 Act your age o. n 
I 
H~ rustled his paper in disgust .. 11You Have a problem·, talk 
II 
i~ out, discuss it, settle it." 
I 
!I Kim mashed her cigarette into her empty corree cup. 
tt;:ontt worry about it, Pa, 11 she said .. ttThatts what wetve 
II 
I 
j~st done, talked it all out. And now its settled •. Itm 
g D.ing "n 
\ Moishe picked up her corree cup and carried it to the 
s pk., 11 Pleas e, It he said. tt It ve asked you a million times. 
U e the ashtrays ,.n He came back and placed an ash-tray on 
t e table in rront or her,. 
I 
tti have the answer to all your problems, n he said. 
11We dontt have any problems, 11 Kim .sirld;,c 
11What is it, Pa?tt asked Nathan .. 
nWhy don't you have a baby? 11 Moishe asked. He smiled. 
11 would love to see a grarl.dson .. n 
11 Itm way ahead or you, Pa., 11 Nathan said •. ttway ahead or 
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!\ 
y .u. 11 He glanced sullenly at Kim. 
··Moishe looked at Kim. ttyou don t t W.ant to have a baby?n 
h asked softly .. 
His daughter-in-law returned his gaze unsmilingly. 
n elll see,u she said in tones so final that Moishe could 
hear tbe clanging of iron doors closing the issue for 
and for all. 
ll 
nit's nice up in the mountains this time of year, 11 Kim 
said. She looked at Moishe with a little half-smile on her 
11 Have you ever been in the niountains?tt she asked. 
ttMountains~._?n he said., 11Surely I have been in the moun-
I have seen mountains in the Alps so high that their 
eaks of white snow would not melt, not even on the hottest 
day +, 11 He paused impressively. ttsurely I have been 
mountains, 11 he said again. "In my sixteenth year I 
,as. sent to help a sick uno le in Bavaria.. What mountains., 
maunt ains.L These mountains are so high, s om.e of 
·hem, that they rise abo¥.6 the clouds .. 11 
Kim threw herself upon the couch. noh, but those are 
oreign mountains, tt she said.. 11 I 'm talking about .American 
aunt ains • 11 
Moishe shrugged. "A mountain ts a mountain .. 11 He 
huckled. ni remember how strange I thought the people in 
·; avaria dre·ssed; with the men wearing short pants, and long 
II e athers in their leather hats .. tt 
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I 
Kim giggled. ttThey must have looked cute. It 11 bet 
t~ey looked cute in their short pan.ts .tt 
uTo me they did not look cute, tt Moishe said, 11 only new 
I 
alnd strange • 1t He went to the buffet drawer and took out a 
c~oth, with which he began to dust the furniture. 
1
\ ttit must be very frightening to come to liMe in a new 
i 
c ~untry, 11 Kim said • 
Moishe smiled. 11 Most of the time it is more frighten-
if% to stay in the old one,n he said .• 
,I 
i ni mean it must be horrible to be a .foreigner,tt she 
tl . 
s ~id, ttnot to be able to speak the language well or anything. t 
I 
S 1e looked at him.. ttAren 1 t you ever sorry that you're not 
i 
b ~ck in a country where you really know the language ani 
y u tre an equal ?n 
r 
11 I did not know that my accent was so bad, II Moishe said 
s lowly. nAnd most of the time over here I have been treated 
I 
a; an equal. 11 
:~. ttoh, sure, Pa, tt Kim said quickly. 11You know what I 
- I n IIh ·an. 
I! 
I uYes 11 , he said, 11 I know what you Moishe looked at her. 
me:an. 11 He busied himself with the dusting. He stooped to do 
tb~ legs of the buffet. 11 Tell me, 11 he said, looking up at 
her, listening to the age and weariness in his voice, nis 
tt~t why you do not wish to have a child, because part of 
,, 
his .family would be foreign?tt 
ttshe didn't look at him. ttoh, Pa,n she said, ttdonlt be 
lol 
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11 0ld I may be_, 11 Moishe said_, 1!but crazy I am not.tt He 
led himself to his feet. 11You want to go to the mountains 
vI ry much_, don tt you ? 1r he asked,. 
She hugged a sofa pillow to her breast_, a secretive 
tle smile on her face_, a far-awray look in her eyes. nyes, 11 
breathed. nvery much. Oh, very muchl.f1 
tti do not think that you will ever return from the 
tains as my sonTs wife_, 11• Moishe said slowly. 
She turned her head and stared at him, a curtain of 
ance dropping over her face and shutting off the ex-
of secret enjoyment which had shone there a moment 
11Well, n she r:; aid, nyou certainly talk crazy. 11 
Moishe stood there holding the dustrag in his hands 
looked at her, feeling very frightened in his heart for 
only son. 
Mrs. Macintyre leaned over her son anxiously. 11You 
, Charles~ 1 t she asked.. 11 0r thirsty? rrm sure Doc 
mind if we stop for some refreshment. 11 
uNo, course not,tt Doc Mallin said over his shoulder as 
sadi behind the wheeL. ttcare to stop someplace, Charlie? 11 
ttNo,H Charlie said. 11 I donrt care to stop. Keep on 
He opened the window by pis side and leaned out 
letting the air slap into his face and beat 
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II 
Ill u·Don 1 t lean out of that window too far, Charles,n his 
me ther said. ttLots of accidents happen that way. 11 
He pulled in his head and smiled at her. 11 I love rid-
irt.p in an automobile," 'he said. 11 It•s so long since I've 
bE en in a car.tt He leaned back against the_ cushionea seat 
ar d sighed, closing his eyes. He was we a:ring a blue slack 
stkt, new. His mother had bought one a size too large for 
h L' and it hung a bit loosely, but the gabardine felt smootb 
ar.p_ cool after his prison uniform. Suddenly he laughed. 
ttWhat is it ? 11 his mother asked. 
nNothing much,n he said, 11really. 11 
His mother smiled, and patted his hand .. 
He had been thinking.of White, back there in the prison 
ce 11 mooching cigarettes and candy from a new cellmate. 
The car zipped swiftly over the fine. highway, cutting 
ar. invisible swath through the sun-warmed air~ Charlie stuck 
his head out of the window again and felt the air beating 
at put his cheeks, celebrating his deliverance. 
I, 
II Nathan carried out the last of the bags and stowed it 
a'VI''ay in the trunk of the black Buick. 
nwell, that's the last of them, isntt it?ll he said. 
ttyes,H Kim said. "I guess that takes care of every-
tl d.ng ._n 
Doc Mallin got back behind the wheel. He started the 
me ~or as Charlie held the door open for Mrs. Macintyre. 
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11Do you need any more money?n Nathan asked. He noticed 
1bishe watching them from inside the shop. 
ttNo, 11 she said. nwhat would I spend it on, up there?tt 
Doc leaned on the horn. Kim·jumped at the blast of 
r
1
oise. ttDonrt be so impatient, 11 she said,. ltitm comingln 
I nwell say goodby and get it over with,n Doc said. 11 We 
l: ave a long ride ahead of us. n 
II 
l nyou will write, won't you~tr Nathan said .. He shot a click look toward the black Buick and felt the quick rise 
df anger as he saw the small, satisfied smile on Doc 
]'allin's face,. 
11 0f course Ifll write,n she said .. 
Mallin leaned on his horn again. 
nwell, I guess I'd better go, 11 Kim said. 
Nathan kissed her, lightly at first, then long and 
}: rgrily, reluctant to release the softness of her lips. 
!' ttNate,n she said. 11 Nate, I ••• n. She turned and rnn 
·!hto the car. As soon as she had entered Doc started the 
I ~ 
I uick rolling, and it shot past Nathan, scattering pebbles 
End raising dust,. He stood there in the street looking 
E~ter it, watching the black chassis grow smaller and 
E~aller, until finally it turned the corner and was gone. 
Then he turned slowly and started back for the tailor 
Elhop, thinking of the secret smiH~ of satisfaction on Doctor 
] .all.in' s lips. 
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The chair he sat in was like an is land .. The floor· 
V'lhich lay between him and the bottle of pills was like a 
I 
i 
s~a, too large and fraught with danger. Moishe rose quickly 
I 
a[d walked to the shelf.. ·He reached up and clasped the 
pill bottle almost caressingly before he slipped it into his [ 
'I p0cket. He never felt quite safe unless the bottle were 
\! 
s 'omewhere on his person. 
i 
He felt tired. Always now he was tired. But he was 
d e soon to be present at the shul. He sighedo One could II 
n pt neglect one's duty to the shul .. He was one of the ten 1\ 
m ~n on whom the congregation counted to show Up regularly 
I 
I 
i~ order that there be a minia:n, ten men, so that religious 
s~rvices could be .formally held. If there were less than 
t n men under Talmudic law the Jews could not worship as a 
c ngregation, but only as individuals. 
1
1 
He pushed o.f.f his shoes without untying the l~ces. and 
1: 
'r 
1 ianed back in his chair. He closed his eyes, remembering 
h ,;w it had been in the old country on Friday nights. The 
wl!\ole .family would gather around the table for a huge meal 
b ll.for e sundown, .for .from sundown on Friday to sundown on 
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S turday there could be no cooking in an orthodox Jewish 
hc,~e-, and the Saturday meals were a'll cold ones,. 
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il 
Ilrt the Friday night meal was the highspot o:f the week.. And 
~~ter the meal he remembered how his mother. would light the 
s~bbath candles, and how each child watched and waited 
I 
I 
breathlessly for the last candle to be lit, so that he or 
II I 
s, e could be the :first to shout, tt.Ah guten ShabbosLn 
i 
. He smiled, remembering how se~iously his young wi:fe 
h1~d lighted the candles :for tthe :first time on the Sabbath 
:f~llowing their wedding .. He couldisee her dark, pretty :face, 
i hent and serious as she bent over. the candalabra, a woman 
a' last. 
He smiled again. How rich and beautifully the pulse 
o i\ the Sabbath beat within him, he 'thought, fed'with the 
m:~mories o:f childhood and youth. Nodding sleepily, he 
tJiought o:f other Friday nights., some happy,' some sad_, all 
ccnnected with the era o:f his li:fe which could not be called 
b< 1'ck :from the past. 
c :I 
He doz:ed. 
i 
Nathan saw that he had aroused his :father :from sleep. 
nr1m sorry, tr he said., 11 Go back to sleep, Pao Why dontt t yo go to bed?n· 
il Moishe spread his arms and 
chkir 'in a yawn. nNo, 11 he said.., 
I 
rtl is a good thing that you woke 
strained half out o:f the 
"No I must go to shul • 
. t 
me.,n He started to yawn 
again. Then a strained look crept into his face. 11 Nathan, tt 
he! said. uNathan, a glass o:f water.. Please. Q,uickly i" 
tl 
I 
I 
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Nathan stared at him. 11What is it, p··a? 11 he asked. 
11Wl:at t s wrong? 11 tt A glass water, tt Moishe whispered. He pulled 
tl b bottle of' pills f'rom his pocket. 
ttsure,n Nathan said. "Sure, sure.,n He ran to the sink 
ard returned in a moment with the water. 
Moishe gulped down two-thirds of' the water in the glass 
ar Ji stuck a pill under his tongue.. Nathan watched him an-
xi,~usly until most o:f his colorbad returned and his breath-
irg was f'ree and regular. 
11What is it, Pa?n 
Moishe smiled. "It is nothing, 111 he said. ttHigh blood 
pr,l3ssure. I get these attacks, once in a while. 11 
, nyou mean you tve had one oi' these bef'ore? 11 
II . 
· nr get them once in a while.n Moishe started to get up. 
ttwait, 11 said Nathan. ttrr11 help you to bed.,tt 
Disgust twisted the features of' the f'ather. ttBed1 r•m 
II. t th h l tl' go~ng o e ~·· · 
~tYou can miss one Shabbos service, u Nathan declared. 
nyou don rt f'eel well tonight. It would be .foolish to go 
tc·' shul u ,_.... 
1 nrt is never f'oolish to go to shulln Moishe stood up .• 
I 11 ~1 1 am going to services • 11 
Nathan sighed. ttWho have you been seeing about this 
bJibod pressure?n he asked. 
ttHow: many doctors do we have here ?n 
11Perhaps Mallin doesn't know enough about this, 11 Nathan 
18? 
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II 
II 
said. ttperhaps we should go to a Boston doctor .n 
ltYou don rt have ·to like a man to admit that he knows his 
bt~iness, 11 Moishe said. ttMallin is a good doctor.tt 
nit wouldn rt hurt to see someone else, 11 Nathan said. 
1 Moishe laughed.. nnon':G be afraid of shadbw~,tt he said • 
.,,'~ world is enough of a dream withOut makiug it a nightmare " 
He; walked toward his bedroom. HNow I must change, 11 he said. 
I 
In his room he put on his good navy blue suit and a 
c ean shirt and tie. He· started to walk out when he had 
II 
c anged, then stopped short. He walked back to his closet an 
t0ok the bottle of pills from the pants he had worn at work, 
~I 
ald slipped it into his coatpocket. He liked to feel it 
j]ggle against his hip when he walked.., 
In a way Nathan felt glad that his father had gone to 
t 11 e Synagogue. He wanted to be alone. He turned on the 
r!dio, twisting the volume up loud, letting the music gush 
i~to the room. and surround him and tug at his loneliness 
and try to sweep it away. He lay down on the couch and 
c~osed his eyes. 
·11 One letter, he thought. one letter, full of hews about. 
Charlie. 
The song was Summertime. When the livint is easy, 
Nathan thought. The songts a lie. Living could never have 
,, 
been easy. 
II 
lcb 
He lay there in the darkening room and thought about 
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I 
II 
h s wife. He thought of her and he wanted her. He turned 
o~er on his stomach and lay with his head on his forearm. 
11 - Kim. 
He should never have let her go, be thought. But then, 
h~ thought, rolling over on his back and staring at the 
c~iling, he should never have stayed in this town with her. 
T~ere were too many distractions for both of them, here. 
I) 
I~ was as if there were two forces pulling 
II 
them both in 
o/fposite directions. He sat up and rubbed the back of his 
neck. 
Kimmie. Kim, I love you .. 
I I love you. 
il 
1
1i 
He sank back on the couch again, feeling himself weep 
jpside, manlike, without tears. His fi:st rose and fell, 
' 
titting the padded arm of the couch with an impotent-sound-
Jrg thud, He lay thera and beat his fist into the couch 
)gain and again, searching for tears. 
Moishe walked home slowly through the night. The sky 
~~as velvet black, hung with pinpoints of sparkling white 
~tars. Moishe breathed deeply and smiled to himself. His 
tight hand automatically patted his pocket for his pipe, 
put only the bottle of pills nestled against his palm. Of 
~ourse, he thought. It was shabbos, and one did not smoke 
"n the sabbath. He looked at the stars again. Such a night 
/as made to be enjoyed to the utmost degree, and he felt the 
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I 
t~bacco hunger tantalize him. But he would not let his 
e 'joyment be marred. 
I 
I I From its perch high in a tree ahead of him Moishe heard 
al::bird trill faintly. uHello_, lit~le night-bird,u he said 
s p.ftly. 11 Ah gu ten shabbos. And may all your sabbaths be 
t iis good1tt The bird whistled a.ga~n, alone but not lonesome-
a )Unding. 
Moishe grinned. The night air was cool and bracing. , 
! 
f !lt less tired, younger,. He even swaggered a little as he 
~~ I 
w lked, as he had done when, as a youth in the old country, 
hi had turned his .footsteps homeward after having spent an 
e ~ening courting his wife-to-be .. 
The bird trilled again, overhead. Or, he reasoned, 
q~ite possible it was another bird~ or a series of birds. 
:i 
He 
F~r it seemed th~ the sound of the liquid whistling .follow-
ei~him as he walked toward his house, a happy, bubbling 
I' 
I 
m~ssage of friendship that poured down on him from the 
b ~ anche s abo11i.8 10 
He reached the door of the shop, but lingered outside 
i~,the moonlight, reluctant to go in. If only it were not 
s~abbos, he thought, he would sit on the stoop and smoke 
II h~s pipe. 
He listened to the bird-calls again. He would sit on 
t~e stoop anyhow, be thought, and listen to the birds. 
The stoop was hard, but the night was soft. It is 
I n~ce to be alive, he thought. Nice to feel the soft night 
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I 
o q. his skin, nice to listen to the sound· of a bird, the 
I 
.I 
r1stle of the wind through the leaves of the treeso 
Then he arose. Nice,too, to ~leep, to feel the soft-
n · ss of a bed., 
I 
He undressed in the dark, then lay awake in his bed, 
I 
1 l,stening to the sounds of the night which drifted in to 
h m through the open window. He fell asleep slowly, en-
j '(ying it, letti:ng the drowsiness enfold hi~ .. 
He had not slept long when hisi heart began to .fluttero 
Ii beat on uncertainly in his breas't, and then stopped. 
But he felt no pain, and when Nathan found him in his 
bEd next morning his eyes were clos:ed and he was smiling .. 
Fc'\r' he had died dreaming that he had just kissed his young 
Ar~ta good night, and the birds sang him on his homeward 
W~7Jo 
\ 
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When Moishe Holoff died there was no Jewish cemeter:;y 
i n Dutton. Peter Kwiatkowski went to ins:2ect a s:2arse littlE, 
It ~~ rial :21ot in the so called 11 new cemetery 11 • But Nathan had 
J~ayed there many times in his ;younger daysl crouching be-
Jknd the shin:;y marble markers and leveling imaginari fire-
J~ms at nonexistant Injuns~ and he remembered it as a dis-
Jal place. 
It faced a spur railroad which ran through the woods a 
:tj'ew miles to r·each a logging camp 2 and the antiguated loco-
e otive threw showers of soot and cinders into the air. If Jhe wind right the dirt would float :2ast the cemeter:;y was 
Jnto the woods .t but if it wasntt the trees and the graves 
Jnd the narrow Eaths between them got covered with a fine 
~ . aJ_er of black railroad dustl so that when someone walked 
/': his shoe·s made crunching through the ceme·tery nois.es as he 
JteEped along • 
I! 
And it was not a Jewish cemeter1_ 2 and Moi she was a Jew. 
So Nathan chose the highest spot on his farm 2 on the 
E reen crest of the hilL. And it came to past that Moishe 
iolofft s grave lies on the edge of the old Dutton cemeter:;y! 
II 
n the place where his son had lain in life as a bo_y_ and 
reamed his dreams. and f3.S a man had worked the soil. 
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From the hill where Moishe lies may be seen the full 
I 
n ture of the countryside which adopted him as its own. The 
'I 
r1'lins come in the spring and melt the snow,until the water 
g1. rgles as it makes its way down to the lake in the valley. 
Tl e sod awakens and the 12;round begins to shift and move_.~ and 
e!ch new season finds one or two stones settling into the 
yi-e·lding softness of the new grass. In the summer the wild 
f~bwers spring lushly from the death-enriched earth and bow 
be )fore the hilltop breeze. And when autumn comes each yea:> 
I 
tb:~ bustle starts in the applE:} orchard down below and the 
:I 
sweet smells and tiny noises drift up to the hill crest 
al~ng with the grey smoke of the wood fires. It is quiet 
o~: the hilllJ and filled with the peace which accompanies 
pe~fect loneliness. 
I 
I 
And Nathan.knew that in the winter the snow covers 
ev 'erything • 
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Nathan had paid the rabbi from Boston and the little 
g "oup around the grave on the hill had broken up and gone the fl-r 
s par ate ways. And now he rode back to town in Peter r s car .. 
nAaah." The old farmer sighed heavily. nMebbe is bad 
1 fe, after all .. n 
Nathan closed his eyes for a moment in silent agree-
He opened them to see Kwiatkowski staring at him. 
"You like stone,tt Peter said., 11You quiet, got evert-
t ing inside you. That no good. Thing gotta come out, bust 
1 ose. Be better you cry, you feel better.u 
.: nr can tt cry, peter, n Nathan said .. 
• 
11 Better you cry than get sick. tt 
11 I can't cry. 11 
They drove on in silence for q long while,. Then Peter 
s )oke again. 
n,~Kim not a funeral, 11 he said., The way he said it made 
i a question, not a statement. 
d 
ttr didnrt let her know, 11 Nathan said.. 11'What would 
h ve been the use?tt 
Peter looked straight ahead and nodded. nyou gonna 
c ose shop down?n he asked. 
"I guess so. tt 
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I 
'rwhy you not come out on farm, , l:lve with me. Until Kim 
come home from mountain, anyhow?n 
! 
Nathan chewed on his lower lipi. ttr can get along,Peter.., 
nsure. Sure, you get along. But is foolish. Is 
I 
'fcblish both of· us be lonely, live ~lone. I got big, won-
<~ . 
! 
derful farmhouse. You come out and visit for few days, huh?n 
nThanks, Peter,.u Nathan said. 
nis better tha~t way, tt Peter said in his gentle voice. 
better leave the old house • 11 
Nathan nodded,. ~~'God, but I'll miss him, 11 he said. 
ttJ never realized before how much I'd miss him." 
II 
1\ 
ttyou hold too much in, 11 Peter said., HBe better you cry". 
tti cantt cry, Peter, n Nathan explained patiently. 
Charlie watched her run ahead of him up the trail, 
tlinking that she twitched her buttocks as she ran just the 
w ~ a puppy wags its tail, happily. 
Kim stopped rQnning and half-sat, half-leaned on a 
. 
l chen-covered rock. She threw her arms open as he approach-
e ., and gazed up at the morning sun, head back, eyes closed, 
I r~minding him or a picture he had once seen in a pulp maga-
zt1ne of a naked maiden kneeling in supplication before Ra, 
t 1e Egyptian sun god. 
tt.Arise, 11 he said. 
Kim opened her eyes. She breathed deeply. 11 Isntt this 
w'1nderfull 11 she said.. 11Dontt you just love the mountains?u 
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t"Theytre pretty nice, I suppose,tt Charlie said., 
I 
a1 d free, an,.rway. 11 t+:l •J 
. ttpoor Charlie 1 u she said., 
ttoh, I don't know, 11 he observed. 11 Here I am, at libert~ 
a
1
d comfortable, and there they are, all.those miserable 
I 
w~etches still cooped up under guard .... I wouldntt call that 
I 
b~/ing poor, now, would you?n 
I Hit mUSt haVe been aWfUl for YOU olt 
He smiled, looking at her fixedly. ttit wasntt too 
prieasant at :first., while I could still feel desire, because 
I.missed you then, baby. I missed y9ur body like mad., I 
u~ed to lie there on my bunk at night, thinking .or you, 
t 1jinking of your body, thinking of us together • 11 
!J She drew a shuddering breath.. ncharlie ... • n Her hand crept 
I 
o :t and squeezed his arm. ttcharlie, 11 she whispered., 
! 
I 
He smiled at her gently. 11 And then1 later on," he 
s ~id softly, 11L1.used to think of you and Nate, and that 
w s even worse, that. was the worse time of all co 11 
i 
11 I'm sorry, darling, 11 she whisperedo Her :face stared 
up at him, warmlook:Lng and alive. 11 I r 11 make it up to you, 
I 
I 
Il:willl 11 Her hand caressed his arm. 
I 
1: 
nBut then it got be'j:;ter, u he said. 11 It. got better when 
I 
I began to get physically worse.. When I was incapable of 
a ::ything sexual mysel:f I could think of' you w1 th Nate and 
npt give a damn,.fl He looked at her.. "Why, do you suppose?w 
Ill 
ttr dontt know,tt she said in a low voice .. 
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nselfishness, do you think? 11 he suggested. "Interest 
o~ly when I could conceivably have partaken?" 
11 I don't know. 11 
He watched her eyes grow large with tears. 
1tYes, 11 he said. HI think it was selfishness. I've 
l~arned to be very selfish. I've learned not to eareabout 
o~her people. And that 1 s why I think I'll be very happy 
fl->om now on. I don't care that Nate has had you .. Just as 
llpng as I can take you from now on and make you mine, that 
s ~tisfies me. tt 
11<Charlie-- 11 she said, but he interrupted her. 
11 And another thing, 11 he said. 11 Now that Itm so damn 
:: ~lfish I understand you. We tre going to be surprisingly 
1/appy, you and I. Because the minute you show signs of 
1:li tchery I'm going to knock you down and kick it out of youltt 
H:er eyes shone now, but not with tears. ttHow soon will 
~1.ou be--well? 11 she asked. 
un·oc says within a matter of weeks • 11 
[i 
He was unprepared for the suddenness of the way she fell 
t:pon him. Her fingernails dug through the silk on his back, 
t: nd her mouth was wet warmth, covering his own, searching, 
Eearching for something which lay a matter of weeks into the 
'uture. 
II 
I; The man was r.atty ... faced. He w0re rimless glasses in 
~ront of his blinking brown eyes. His once white suit was 
\ 
'" 
II 
II 
s!"feat-stained at the armpits. 
11 11 Fifty dollars is my final o :f:f er, 11 he said, blinking 
,f 
r[n pidtltyi •want 
II to sell everything, 11 Nathan said. "Gutting 
t ble s, all his shears, the pressing machine • 11 He waved his 
b/lrl d. "Everything. It 
The man grimaced. 11 Let me explain something to you, n 
l e said. 11 Used tailoring equipment is valuable mostly as: 
JUnk. Oh, every now and then I get rid of' something to a 
~~d just starting out in business' on a shoestring. But let 
ne tell you, tt he shook a dirty-nailed finger at Nathan, 
t ,rtve been in the used equipment business for twenty years 
'ln.d I 1 m not rich yet. n 
I 
)I Nathan walked to the window and looked out. A dun-
colored sky promised rain. He hoped that it would be a 
e entle rain, one that would be good :for his vegetable crops. 
1 Take it for whatever you want to pay, 11 he said. 
The man turned and looked at the old presser. 11 I r 11 
, e 11 you the truth_, 11 he said, 11I tm being generous with you. 
:f I had known it was such a pile of junk I dontt think I 
fould have made the trip :from Burlington." He shook his 
[lead. nA waste of my tim~," he said., 
The door of the shop opened and Charlie Macintyre came 
~n. II 
II 
ncharlie l,n Nathan said. ttWhere t s Kim? 11 
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II 
II 
' ir.;the mountains.n 
•tstill in the mountains?n Nathan said.· "Is she all righ' ?tt 
noh, yes, 1t Charlie said. ttshe 's all right.n He looked 
at!l the man in the white suit. ttyou go right ahead with your 
il 
b[r· iness, Nate," he said. ni can wait; I've plenty of time.tt 
II ttour business is just about comple ted/1 said the man 
ir the white suit,.. 11 You be here d.n Tuesday morning and Itll 
b ing the check when I come for the stuff with the truck." 
11 All right, 11 Nathan said. 
Nathan turned to Char lie when the door slammed shut. 
C1 arlie was still thin, but he looked more fit, more alive. 
E was filling a short briar pipe with tobacco. 
11 Since when are you smoking one of those? 11 Nathan 
11Doc switched me ... He says this doesntt allow you to 
s )ak up as much nicotine ,. 11 Charlie put the pouch back in 
h,s pocket and lit the briar. 
Nathan cleared his throat.. "How come Kim tiiidn 1 t come 
in with you?tt he asked. 
ttitll give it to you straight, 11 Charlie said. 11 She 
dP,esn' t want to come back to you,.11 
II 11What do you mean, she doesntt want to come back to me, 11 
N~than said. nshe 's my wifet Itll wait until she tel.ls me 
!I t~at she doesn tt want to come back to mel Who in hell are 
JOU to walk in here and tell me a thing like that? 11 He 
f~lt his lips begin to quiver. 
I 
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'\ Charlie sucked on the pipe and made a .face as i.f it 
t~::[sted bad .. nit's a pretty .fouled ... up mess, I'll admit, 11 
I 
! 
hE' said. 
I 
He reached inside his jacket and pulled an env-
e., irpe .from his pocket.. ttshe wrote yop. a note' It he said 0 
I Nathan looked at him. ttshove it,n he said. 
II 
I· 
I 
I 
Charlie shrugged and .flipped the envelope onto the table 
11 I dontt get this,n Nathan said,. 
I ttcouldnTt you see it coming?n Charlie asked. 
tti don tt mean that I can tt understand her leaving me .. 
As to that maybe yes, maybe no. But why didnJt she just 
m~::il the latter.. What are you pussy-.footing around here .for? 
1Wtatts the angle? 1t 
:j Charlie t s pipe had gone out o He pu.f.fed on it and 
rEached into his pocket .for another match. tiThat r s the 
trouble with these things, 11 he said .. 11'They burn matches. 
Il~l never get used to suddenly smoking nothing but air .. 11 
HE!\ lit up and blew the match out. ttyes, Nate, wetve an 
i 
i/ 
ar'gle,tt he said so.ftlya 
< 
ttspit it out<~tt Nathan sat on the pattern tables., He 
I 
pr
1
lssed his hands against the edge, .feeling his legs 
WE ,ako 
grow 
11 We want to ask a .favor o.f you, tt Charlie sa:Ed,. 
Nathan looked at him. 11 That ts a laugh! Do you want 
me .for your best man? 11 
uNo, really., A .favor.n He set the pipe down on the 
ttA divorce is long and messy.~~ Someone has to .file 
-- - n· " 
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I 
r it, it takes lots of time, there are a great many small 
tails. '!Doc came up with a better idea.,tt 
uHe would," Nathan said. 
nrf a marriage isn rt consummated it can be annulled. n 
Nathan showed his teeth briefly. 11 Tliis marriage was 
ummated,n he said, looking steadily into Charliefs eyes., 
or several times, but doezens, maybe hundreds of 
Charlie returned his gaze. ' 10f course we know that tt , 
said qui-etly. uThatrs where the favor comes in. Doc's a 
putable physician~ His testimony to the effect th~ Kim 
a virgin would be enough proof that consummation didn't 
place. Doc can fix it.n 
11Yes,tt Nathan said .. "Hets a great little fixer, isntt 
He stood up and walked to the window. 11 As I under-
it my good deed lies in my not contesting his testi-
or demanding that another doctor examine my-- n he gave 
bitter little laugh 1 °--wife." 
ttTha t r s right, 11 <Charlie said. 
Nathan looked out at the grey sky. 
11 There wouldn't be any publicity, or anything like 
at, if' you didntt contest," Charlie said., 
nThis is all pretty well-planned, isn't it,tt Nathan 
d. 11 This isn rt something just decided upon. All the 
les were thought of •'' He laughed again. 11 Tell me some-
ng, Charlie," he said. nHow long has my wife been your 
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g rl?n 
l Charlie smiled 3 a tight, well-controlled little smile~ u ou have it a bit mixed up, 11 he said. 11 Itrs my girl whots 
blen your wife. A bit confusing, isn't it?tt 
11 A bit, 11 Nathan said. 11But nothing surprises me any 
m<\!re. Next thing you 1 ll probably want to compare notes and 
a
1k me for intimate advice.n 
Charlie ran lean white fingers through his wavey red 
h ir. ttyou Yd find that I have no notes to compare with 
y~1urs,tt he said shortly~ 
m n.lf 
"You see, I'm still a pretty sick 
Nathan said nothing; he stood by the window and looked 
ott at the gre.y, grey day. 
"can I tell her that you wontt give us any trouble, 
tl: en? 11 
Nathan turned.. ttAll of a suP,den I'm very tired, 11 he 
Scid. ttrrm tired of Kim and Itm tired of you and I'm tired 
o this whole mess.,!! He shoved a bolt of cloth off the 
cttting table. It fell to the floor with a dull thud. ttyou 
cln tell her to do anything you damn please, tt he said. 
Charlie arose from the chair he sat in. ni wontt bother 
y u any more, then, 11 he said. He hesitated. tt:Nate, as I 
s id before, this is a peculiar situation. Each one of us 
W< uld probaQlY think it queer if we read about a deal like 
t~is in the newspapers .. 11 He flushed, and made a little 
t pping sound against the table top with the bowl of the 
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11What I me an i:s that I honestly still like you, and 
ugh I know that we can never be real rriends again, Ilm 
tt 
• 
ttr reel better already,tt Nathan said, not looking at 
11 Put it in writing; ittll give me something to tveasure 
winter nights. tt 
He bent down to pick the cloth rrom the rloor. 
rootsteps walking to the door and then outside. 
He heard 
The bolt 
cloth was heavy. He heaved it back onto the table and 
it orr, remembering how angry Moishe had be-
whenever a bolt of £ine goods had been soiled. 
And as he beat his palm against the roll of cloth his 
kept themselves rixed upon the envelope on the table. 
looked white and new, ~nd very business-like. 
And what now, he thought numbly. And where do you go 
here, Nathan Hol0ff? What lies ahead? 
He thought briefly of his wife. Flittingly, for the 
thought, desire tightened his loins, followed 
a sense or shame and disgust. It had never been any good, 
rrom the time he had come back from the army. What had 
bercr e had been childhood, and once childhood is 
it is lost and never to be regained .. 
He relt a peculiar sense of relief, a fee ling of well, 
over. It was something he no longer had to worry 
~~~___;::....:._....:;::_ 
the holding of Kim, because he had lost her, and it 
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w,:s done, over P with, finished. 
He thought of his marriage, of its unfruitfullness. 
U1 .f:r.· tful in every way, he thought bitterly. How Moishe 
h!'d wanted a grandson! 
Pa, he thought guiltily, feeling the bitter needless 
1ess against his eyelids. Pa, Illl say Kaddish regularly .. 
Yc~tll know I remember you, Pa. I will, I will, I will. 
tti will, It he said aloud in the quiet room. 
He felt an overwhelming desire to be as close as poss-
1
.
1 le to h1· s f th t h. --~ a er, o see lS grave. He walked quickly out 
I 
tl~e door of the shop 1 lea.ving it unlocked, and started to 
I 
r1 :n in the direction of cemetery Hill., 
: The breeze was dank and smelled of rain. It whipped 
h: s shirt as he ran. 
1\ 
~! 
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The grave was still unmarked and new-looking. Nathan 
s~nk down upon the earth and lay with his head buried in 
h:~s arms. The breeze on the hill was damp and cold.t and the 
Ill 
e · rth on the grave seemed warm and almost comforting in com-
i • p rlson. 
li 
ttoh, fa, It he whispered. 11 Pa:, I need you .. tt 
The first drops of rain splattered on his forearm. 
ttpa, I'm sorry, n he whispered. 11 I tm sorry that things 
d dntt turn out right,.,, the way you wanted them. I'm sorry 
:J 
ypu have no grandson. Oh, Pa, Pa •• 11 His shoulders shook as 
J 
h~ sobbed. It was as if the tears released the rain, and 
'I t~e drops began to fall more and more frequently, large 
! 
drops that bounced wetly off his neck and arms and made 
rpund, dark stains on his shirt and jeans .• 
He had been holding-in the tears too long. It was as 
i~ a knot inside of him had been untied. He cried on and 
op in great, gulping sobs, the tears on his face mingling 
!I 
lliP,.th the rain. 
i\ The rainstorm increased to cloudburst intensity. The 
crops pelted off of his body, matting his hair and turning 
t~e earth on the grave to mud. The water poured off of him 
in little rivulets, falling into the new-dug earth and 
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ing off the sides of the grave into the sod. 
Finally the sobbing ceased, and Nathan lay still on his 
her's grave while the water fell from the sky and struck 
body with many liquid fingers. 
He raised himself slowly to his feet. 
nThank you, Pa, 11 he said, looking at the muddy grave. 
worst of the cloudburst was over, but the rain continued 
fall raggedly on the hilltop. Nathan looked in dismay at 
soggy pools which had once been. his fields. Where nubbin 
had pushed their tips through the brown 
th, tangled shoots floated in the rainwater., The work of 
a season had been ruined in an hours time. 
He looked back at the muddy grave. 
There is always next season, he thought. Next season 
re would be greenness above his father's resting-place, 
greenness in his fields as well. 
Pater would know what to do. 
I must go for now, Pa, he thought. I 1 ll be back often, 
soon. 
He started to descena the hill, picking his way between 
new streamlets which gurgled their ways into the valley 
The air was warm as he neared the shul. The storm was 
The grey clouds in the sky had peen swept away to 
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rEiveal the blueness beyond and as Nathan looked up at the 
bl.ue .star atop the shul roof he could see a rainbow coloring 
i!s path from one corner of the heavens to the other. 
He pushed open the synagogue door. The murmured prayers 
o? the old and bearded ~en came to his ears. The sound rose 
)d fell,·.warmwith age and alive with their earnestness. 
N than 
I 
reached into the box by the door and took out a black 
:1.:::: cap, which he put on his head. He started to walk the front of the room, blinking his eyes to accustom 
t ~em to the dim light,. 
He walked down the aisle until an old and claw-like 
touched him weakly on the arm. 
The man in the pew had the ancient, ageless look of 
tlj e aged Jew who lives alone with religion in his twilight 
J . h t f . J[ars.. Hls long w i e beard ell like old lace from hls 
ol wrinkled face. He looked at Nathan, noticing the matted 
s'hd uncombed hair beneath the black yamikah on his head, 
the mud and filth on his clothing. 
11 Bist Moishe Holoffts zun, no?n he askedi>. 
ttyes, 11 he said. ttyes, ich bin Moishe Holoffts zun.n 
ii 
I~e 
1 e 
kneltfswiftly by the old man t s. pew. !\Little grandfather, 11 
said, 11Will you teach me how to say Kaddish for my father? 1 
I 11 May he rest in peace, 11 the old man said in a hoarse 
v;hisper. He pulled himself to his feet and stepped into 
:he aisle.. Nathan held his arm, feeling it tremble with 
II 
:lge under his hand. They walked down the aisle together 
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d. the platform uppn whieh the TdiF~a'Jl~·-:r?eS'iJ:ed.;~. ,. 
. . . . t .· . <. • 
Nathan kept hi·s ey;es ·-~~rni,ly fi~ed TI.19~ri ta€) st'a;p,, of·: . 
. onibro:ider<>.d in gold tl.J;>~~ tll;. J;_J:le vobret' ef 17<\i; altar 
He walked slowly,· ;e·~J:lJ":Vag ,th~' e'ld maE. lEt~~::~P,]re>n him 
support and feeling strew.g: :La ·hi~ abtl:tty t~'- g{~n~: i~~, 
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